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CHAPTER I A

WNTRODU'CTION

-A. Purpose 0 v.I, ope of the Study

The purpose of thii,, rv,.iort is tc provide guidance to U, S. Marine Corps

planners f:)r the implementation o' Combined Action Operation* (CAO) in probablr2,

types of contingency situations, in particular types of environments, likely to de-

velop in the mid-range period (1974-19831. By extrapolating current political,

cconomic, and social trends in the developing areas of Asia, Africa, and Latin
America, and relating these projected trends to current capabilities and future

_- p3tentialities of the Mazine Combined Action Program (CAP). it ir, intended to:

1. provide a broad outline of the critical elements of rural in-
surgency, as they relate to Combined Action Operationts;

2. develop model ccntingency scenarios which may be used
and/or adapted by CAP planners in the construction of spe-

• cific regional or country training exercises; and,

3. refine current CAP training and support requirements to

accord with the needs of the future, as reflected in the re-
port's conclusions and recommendatiops.

The report consists o: .ix parts:

Chapter I: -Introduction
Chapter II: Preparing for Future Operations
Chapter III:- -Maximizing the Combin- I Action Potential
Chapter IV: Combined Action Oper-ations in the Ffiture
Chapter V: -Training and Support Requirements for Future

Combined Action Operations - A

Chapter VI: Conclusions and Recommendations.

hi the first chapter, the subject matter of the report 's related to past HSR

research on the Combined Action Program; and the Naval Amphibious Force, the

Marine Ainphibious Brigade, and the Combined Action Unit (CAU) are described in

t3rms of characteristics, functions, resources, and capabilities. The second chap- W -

ter-is concerned with a realistic appraisal of tne milieu of future insurgencies 'which

3 _Precedingpage blank



might require the introduction of Marine CAUs. Chapter III relates the missions

and operational doctrine of the CA-P to hib"V,:iical situations where the introduction

of CAUs would have beer; appropriate, and to futir 'e situations which might require

the deployment of C'AUs. Chapter IV develops mndel scenarios of CAP involvement

in hypothetical future insurgency situations in Asia, the Middle East, and Latin

America. Chapter V gives training and support :requirements for future Combined

Action operations and the final chapter presents conclusionk and recommendations. A

B. Background

j
This report is the fourth in a series on the Combined Action Program pre-

pared by HSR. The first report1 reviewed examples of American military involve-

ment in five overseas constabulary operations vrndertaken during the twentieth
2

century. Detailed examination of these case histories uncovered general prin-

-iples and lessons relevant to the modern combined action concept. In addition to

providing a solid body of evidence to confirm the effectiveness of constabulary

forces in the past, the study points out several recurring shortcomings and tactical

errors which should be remedied if Marine constabulary capabilities are to be maxi-

mized in the future.

3
The second report, an intensive review and analysis of the Marine CAP in

Vietnam, confirmed the overall success and cost effectiveness of the program as a 7•

special counterinsurgency measure. Covering the development of the CAP concept

from its beginnings in 1965 through mid-1969, this report is one of the mostincisive

evaluative descriptions of the Marine CAP experience in Vietnam available.

1M. Dean Havron. William W. Chenault, James M. Dodson and A. Terry I
Rambo, Constabular- Capabilities for Low-'Level Conflict (McLean, Va.: HumanSciences Research, Inc., April 1969).

i•-: 2~Philippine Constabulary 41901-1946), Fits Fits Guard in American Samoa--°

(1900F1951p, Garde d'Haiti (1916-1934), Guardia Nacional Nicaragua (1927-1933),

and-the. Combined Action Program in Vietnam (1965-1971).
3
-Bruce C, Allnutt, Marine-Combined-Action Capabilities: The Vietnam

Experience (McLean, Va.: HUman Sciences .Researchi, Inc., December 1969),

4-1
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A synthesis of the first and second repo As _rovides a broad overview of 4
U. S. Marine combined action capabilities, past and present. Based on a detailed

evaluation of the evidence of the past, the third report4 provides a basis for insti-

tutionalizing the experience of the Combined Acion Force concept in Marine Corps

training. In addition to affixing a firm CAP mis&ion, the report spells out in detail

both the training and support requirements of future combined action operations.

7ý Thus, since 1969, the historical antecedents of the Marine CAP have been examined,

the CAP experienca in Vietnam has been analyzed and evaluated, and out of this re-

search, a general combined action mission, inclucing training and support require--iA
ments, has been developed. •cre, combined actioa operations are projected into

future hypothetical situations and physical environrrents in order to provide a base

line for Marine CAP contingency planning.

C. Combined Action Operations

Marine experience in the Republic of Vietnarri (RVN) serves as convincing

proof of the merit of Combined Action Operations (CAO) in any future operation in

which the operational and environmental characteristics are generally similar to

those encountered in Vietnam. Further, the iwherent readiness of Marine forces I
to conduct operations in a wide variety of situations ard environments offers special

-opportunities and reasons to plan and prepare for the conduct of operations that in.-

corporate Rs many of the combined action features as prac+icable. Counterinsur-

gency operations and those operations and leployments In the general category of

"expeditions short of war" provide the rmost obvious opportunity to exploit the CAO
• ~~potential. The unified, integrated aspects of CAO tend to Improve the individual --

effectiveness of the forces of each nation, and the combined effectiveness provides

one method to achieve a more favorable balance in the relative combat power.

Further, the CAO forces, living and operating in the populated areas, bring security

to the population and resources; deny those resources to the insurgents and provide

H4 arry A. Scarr, Herbefrt H. Vreeland, David- E. Edwardr, Marine Corn-.
- - bined Action Capabilities: Training for Future Contingencies (McLean, Va.: Human

Scibitces'Research, Icn,. 1971). ... W-
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a basis for the development of procedures to identify and eliminate the insurgent

infrastructure.

In consideration of the CAO potential in the variety of operations and deploy-

ments conducted by Marine forces, it seems worthwhile to explore thz! feasibility

of some adaptation of CAO in virtually all situations except those that require an

amphibious -assault to defeat/- lislodge an enemy. If an. amphibious assault is then

-extended-into operations te secure operating bases, it may become feasible to in-

clude- operations _generally along the line of combined actions in the populated areas

wiutin the-area of operations.

The Combined'Action cnerational concept was-formulated by arnsin

ICofps.- R-VNin- 1065. 'The ccnc ept-th rough growth and development became a bi-

national p-ý-ograrm. organized and operated by mnutu~al agreement and comtmon direc-

tives un-de-r the -control- of -the Comhmanding Gene-ral, Ill MAP, and hsVenms

courterpikri theCommandingGeneral, ARVN I Corps. The primary purposeý of the4

-program -was to -provide secuiity to-the people in hamlets and-villages. Atithe oper-

ational level an-integrated (binational) platoon, composed of a Marine rifle squad

l(augmented by~q-aNavy hospital corpsman). and a platoon- of- RVN Popular- Forces, was

a~ssgnead to-a village wher6 it operated under the control of the district chief. Thie

district chief, in turn, operated in a close relationship with the company commander

of the Marine compo~nent of the CAP.

Within, the framework-of-the Marine experience in RVN, as projected

A into future ernployment probabilities, likely future objectives and tasks for an

.ihtegrated-coiiiblned action force -are as-follows:

1. Provide external security.

4 -Destroy of capture the- insurgent enemy Within the
~iislghbd area-of responsibility.

* - See Ibid. , for a fuller discussion of the general mission- and thr'e.
mission elements._-

6
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0 Protect friendly structure of government, local leaders
and other elements 3f population which a'e enemy tar-
gets.

0 Frotect designated key installations and physical assets I
from enemy activity.

2. Provide internal security.

0 Destroy or capture enemy infrastructure within assigned

area of rL-sponsibility.

, Help maintain law and order.

3. Upgrade local forces.

* Conduct training for members of the paramilitary force
to improve and enhance their-kncwledge and military
skills an&id make them capable of independent performance
of the security and pacification mission.

- Motivate and instill pride. aggressive spirit and confi-
dence in localýparamilitary forces, by instruction,
example andcthe conduct of combined operations (joint
xpatrols and ambushes).

4. Provide intelligence.

"" Collect local intelligence for immediate use in local corn-
bined operations.

SOrganize and operate intelligence networks for higher

5. Assist Community Development.

6 Stimulate and assist in local civic action projects.

- 6 Empl-" 'psychological operations to enhance community
cohesion, political stability, and image of the local forces.

In a broad sense the kinds of situations and environments addressed in

FMFM 8-2, Counterinsurgency Operations, offer potential for some type of CAO-- I
or some adaptation of the operational concepts of combinedl action. The summaries

of conditions and environmental characteristics to follow., provide more specific

criteria guidelines.

From the standpoint of operational feasibility, the basic conditions that

should exist'for the conduct of CAO are:

7



i. A friendly host country government that dezires U. S. support
and assistance in control or in a contest for control.

2. A host country military, or paramilitary, force with knowledge
of the situation in the area of operations and some capability to
proivide security to populated areas, to integrate with the desig-
nated Marine force.

3. A U. S. counterinsurgency force capable of providing combat
and logistic support to combined action forces within acceptablefactors of time of response and reinforcement.

Some of the salient characteristics of the situation and envirconment that

tend to make combined action operations feasible are:

1. A generally underdeveloped country of no fixed pattern of physi-
cal features, but likely to be mprked by nmountains, jungles, low-•=

land crop areas and poor roads. Industries will be simple and
the communications and commerce will be relatively unsophisti-
cated. However, there may be elements of moderfi~development

throughout the structure, such as radio, telephone, roads and

railways. -•

2. The population rnay -be made up of any combination of ethnic back-
grounds and histories, but is unlikely to be English speaking-or
of a culture aimilar to the U. S. Likely to be agrarian with homes
grouped in villages. Education and Literacy, while highly variable,
will normally he low for the bulk of the adult pcpulation. I

3. Tbhere will be a friendly Jowi country government in being whose
control is likely to be minimal. Degree of control and allegiance

at ldvels comparable to the American state, county and town will
vary, However, there must be a structure of some authority anti
_esponsibility at the town (village) and county (province) levels as
an essential to a combined action mission.

4. -The locale of combined action employment must have a paramili•
tary force with a local security mission as the basic structure
with vdich the combined action unit fuses and integrates.

D. The Amphibious Task Force

The Amphibious Task-Force (ATF) performs essentially the same tasks in A

CAO.as in=poilivr operations in the general category of counterinsurgency. The

assignment of operational elements, ships and support means is made in the sama j
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consideattons of mission, situation and resources availabte that are applied to

other operations. The task organized force for a CAO forLe will be generally com-

parable to that of any other landing force of similar size in a similar operational

environment. The normal arrangements for command, control, communications

and support, between the ATF and th(. CAO landing force will be adjusted as ap-

propriato in a spirit of cooperation and unity as prescribed in amphibious doctrine

and developed through practice and experience. A summary of the types and opera-

tional capabilitieý of the elements of the ATF is aet forth in paragraphs to follow.

The typical ATF contains the following amphibious shipping to transport,

land and support the CAO landing force: ?

1. LPA (Amphibious Transport) with a troop capacity of approximately
1650; 22 landing craft; a helicopter platform that will accommodate I

V• allMarinehelicopters up to CH-53; and communication facilities
that can be used in-any of the landing force communication nets.

2. LPH (Amphibious Assault Ship) with a troop capacity of approxi-
2. mately 1700; flight deck with an operating capacity of 7 medium J

•• helicopters (CH-46) oir 4 heavy helicopters (CH-53), or a mix of
light, mediura and heavy helicopters, hangar deck with a stowage A
capacity of 19 medium or 11 heavy helicopters, or mixes of all
types; communication nets for all troop uses, with special capa-

wbilities in fire support coordination an- +he monitoring and control IN,
of helicopter movements.

3. LSD (Dock LaInding Ship) with a troop capacity of approximately
325 and the capability to transport and launch preloaded landing -

craft and amphibian vehicles. This ship can partially submerge
the well deck and become a "floating dry dock" for docking and
repair of small ships and craft. It also contains a helicopter-%a)- a -
form.

4. LST (Tank Landing Ship), with a troop capacity of 390, for use
mainly to transport amphibian vehicles, conventional vehicles and
forces te the objective area.

SSupporting task elements will perform the following tasks and functions to

assist the CAO landing force to become established ashore and in the conduct of

subsequent operations:

A

A. -



1. Mine sweep.

2. Guidance of landing craft and.hcdicopte-s along specified lanes/
routes to designated landing sites.

3. Delivery of all classes of equipment and supplies to designated
beach areas and helicopter landing zones.

4. Coastal and riverine surveillance and intercept.

5. Anti-aircuraft support.

6. Fire support by naval gunfire and fleet air.

7. Helicopter landing platforms for follow-on use to include landing
:and evacuation of personmel and supplies and the maintenance of
helicopters.

8. Maintain a mobile sea-base in readiness to provide support and/or
assistance that may be needed and appropriate for the CAO landing
force, with priority for readiness:
a- Supporting fires.
b. Movement of tactical reinforcement elements.
e. Evacuation of casualties.
d. Support and augment command, control, liaison and cornm

munication of the CAO by rotary and fixed wing aircraft

and/or electronic communications facilities.
e. Delivery of priority items required by the landing force: .

ai.imunition, rations, water, medical supplies, health and
comfort items.

f. Retraction of the CAO landing force.

E. Organization for Combined Action Operations 23

The organization for Combined Action Operations will normally consist

of a Battalion Landing Team with a Basic T/O as shown in the Model Organizational

Structure for Combined Action Operations (see Appendix A, page 167). The mobile

sea base provided by the Amphibious Task Force enables the CAO landing force

to exploit the ATF's mobility and full combat power, if necessary. and at the same

time give properattention to the integrated, unified combat and security actions

conducted with the local paramilitary force.

i..
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The CAQ landing force is assigned to fo-Ur vessels for movemen~t to the

objective areas. In landing a reinforced battalion sized force, the headquarters.

a reconnaissance platoon, and one combined action corripany might be kcarried bny

an Amphibious Assault Ship (LPI=, and deployed by he~lcopter, A Dock Land'ng

Ship (MSD) could be used to transport and launch an artillery battery and a ta.

platoon in preloaded landing craft and amphibious vehicles. A second combined

action company and an 81 mim. mortar platoon could be carried in arn Amphibious

Transport (LPA), and the third combined action company and ail Am Trac platoon

might be assigned to a Tank Landing Ship MLST). -

By 1975-76, a new multi-purpose Navy vessel, designed to replace

several separate vessels now In use, is expected to be in service. This ship, th;!

rK LEA, will handle all Marine vehicles, helicopters, a~nd with sorte re~inforcement

T -of the-flight deck, vertical take off and landing (VTOL) aircraft as .vell.

FA

N1
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• ~CHAPTER II

PREPARING FOR FUTURE OPERATIONS

uA.e Building on the Past

In the broadest sense, combined acticn operations encompass mixed or independent,

large and small unit ventures of coequal nations against a common enemy, or uni-

ifed military effoýts undertaken by principal and client states, such as the use of

Nepalese Gurkha units incorporated into the army of Great Britain. The most com-

mon application of the combined action concept, however, has been during post-

war military occupation and in colonial situations, since language and manpower

constraints usually preclude effective control without local police, administrative,

and often, military support. Large colonial powers, from Rome to France and 2
England to the Soviet Union, universally have relied heavily on the- use of indige-

nous police, paramilitary, and military forces to maintain order and control in

n_ •conquered territories.

Because the United States has never aspired to be a colonial power, 1 the

range and breadth of such overseas combined action experience has been limited.

Still, many examples may be found in American history of cross cultural military

cooperation. For example, from the days of the Pilgrims through the Indian Wars

of the late 19th century, the importance of Indian allies an.d scouts in campaigns

against hostile Indians has been documented by scholars and historians. Thus,

far from being a recent innovation, combined action 'perations, in-one form or A

another, have been common historically.

1 Despite the contention8 of some historians, the a'equisition of the Philippines
and other territories after the Spanish-American War ;t. -tot. be compared to the rush
for colonies in Asia, Africa, and the Americas by Eurcpean powers in the 16th-19th
centuries.
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'The U. S. Marines have by far the most extensive experience with combined
action situations of the American military arms. hlie record of the Marines in 31

combined action and constabulary type operations in such places as Nicaragua,

the Philippines, and Haiti is well known, and has been studied intensively in recent

years.

Particularly in view of the accomplishments of the Combined Action Program

(CAP) in Vietnam, considerable attention has been paid to mining the experience of
2 'the past. Some lessons which appear to be most appropriate in considering the re-

quirements of future combined action operations are the followiiig:

1. In terms of attaining or maintaining civil order, the Marine
record has been consistently good--even under very adverse

N military, political, and climatic conditions,

2. In terms of accomplishing the goals and objectives of specific
missions, the speed and efficiency of Marine operations have J
been a direct function of the guidance supplied by the U. S. civil
and military hierarchy. For example, the initiation and devel- : O
opment of the Philippine Constabulary was a much smoother op-
eration due to the firm policy guidelines provided by Commis-
sioner Taft, than was the case in either Nicaragua or Haiti where I

- such guidance was lacking. V

3. In terms of planning and tactics, Marine involvements of the past I
have shown the absence of an institutional memory in some areas. _X

Such important tools of counterinsurgency warfare as amnesty
programs, grievance systems, and the establishment of intelli-
gence networks have been at times forgotten or ignored, or have

P-M been introduced only at a late date by some innovative individual.

4. In terms of Marine relations with local sources of power, confu-
sion and lack of information has often tended to disrupt or delay
operations, especially in the early stages. Improved liaison and
predebarkation briefings may alleviate this problem somewhat in
the future, but local jealousies and power struggles are ant
,'ccepted fact in most rural, economically backward locales.

-- M

Havron,= et al., op. cit. Also other relevant works listed in bibliography.
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5. In terms of civil affairs activities, there appears to be a pro-
pensity for Marines and American administrators to introduce
such local improvements as roads, public works, and educa-
tional and health facilities, particularly if the Marine involve-
ment is an extended one. Although the schools constructed inHaiti apparently were under-utilized, such efforts, particularly

medical assistance, were important factors in the overall suc-
cess of the long-term programs in the Philippines and AmericanS~Samoa.

6. In terms of adjusting t, different cultures and acquiring a knowl-
edge of local customs and languages, the record of Marine expe-
ditionary forces has varied with the amount of official emphasis
and tie length of the stay. Because combined action Marines will
be totally immersed in a foreign culture at the local level, the
better their prepara*4ion for such conditions, the higher will be
their effectiveness.

7. In terms of carrying out combined action and constabulary opera-
-: -tions with efficiency and dispatch, the quality of leadership in

squad and platoon commanders repeatedly has been singled out as
a critical element of success. Such evidence indicates that special
training for CAP leadership positions would pay dividends.

This listing, gleaned from recent analyses of past combined action operations,

reflects some of the factors which should receive special attention in plitnisi for

future contingencies.

One significant element common to all past Marine combitned action .nvolve-

ments has been the high degree of control exercised by the United St-;.. In every

case, vxcepting South Vietnam, the Marines were-either occupying a conquered

territory, or were attempting to restore order to an area without an effective gov-

erminent. Even in Vietnam, American military influence at the local level was con-

siderable, and de facto control and management of combined action forces was in

the hands of the Marines.

Considering the nationalism and pride of many of the newly independent

nations of the underdevelopcd world, a future request for assistance may specify

that the Marines either shE.re command responsibility or be subordinated to a local

commander. This is a distinct possibility since the landing force requested may be

S14



relatively small numerically in relationship Lo the size of the military resources
•:• •of the requesting nation. Although this qluestion involves a policy issue outside

the scope of this paper. the possible problem of command responsibility in future
7 combined action operations should be ccnsidered by Marine policy planners.

The Vietnam Experience

Again, by drawing on recent research on the combined action experience

3in South Vietnam. some judgments may be derived bearing of future contingency

situations. Although the Vietnam Combined Action Program (CAP) pre .-bly pro-

vides a good overall view of what to expect in the conduct of future combined opera-

tions, some aspects of the involvement in all probability are atypical. Here, the 3,

general milieu of the Vietnam experience as it relates to possible future insur-

gency environments is examined briefly.

The setting of possible future opea-6ons- wwiU approximate the conditions

found in South Vietnam's I Corps in many respects. Rlural areas of the underdevel-
oped nations, with innumerable minor variations, are much the same the world
over. For example, the climate will be uncomfortablh, and the people Will be

organized in extended family u;. s and live in small hamlets or villages adjacent

to their fields and flocks. Levels of income, education, health, and nutrition will

be low by American standards. The central government w'ill be far away and little 4

understood or appreciated by the local people.

On the other hand, some factors which affected the Combined Action Pro-

gram as it evolved in Vietnam are not likely to recur. For example, the CAP was

initiated in July 1965, long after the intensity of the insurgency had reached a high NM

level in both the country and the area of operations. Marine combined action _21

platoons around Danang, however, achieved an enviable record, and late entry

into the conflict did not seriously affect CAP capabilities in Vietnam. Still, most

3 Bruce C. Allnutt, oRp.it. Also see the Bibliography on the record of

the CAP in South Vietnam. I

II
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authorities agree that the odds for success against an insurgent enemy are multi-

plied if counterinsurgency forces can be introduced early in the game. Consider-

ing the special nature of the CAP approach, it is probable that requests for CAP

assistance in the future will be limited to relatively low level conflicts.

As a corollary, there will probably be a difference in scale between

Vietnam and future assignments. CA forces will be deployed as part of the

spectrum o, capabilities built into, and in most cases limited to, the Marine

Ampholous Brigade. Hence the CA force mission as wel:: as the type and level

of support a .ceded thereto will be constrained by the overali mission and air

and ground uvipport capabilitie3 of the parent force.

A third element not apt to be encountered, again in the coming decade is

an enemy of the tenacity, experience, and durability of the Viet Cong. The point

here is that the Viet Cong and its predecessor organizations have been in action

almost continuously since the early 1940's and have built up an impressive organi-

zation and village infrastructure over the years. Historically, only the insurgents

in Malaya and the Huks in the Philippines have had the time and the ability to build

up fighting forces of comparable quality in the post-World War II era. Marines

should not underestimate the quality of future opponents, but since CAP forces

have been effective against the Viet Cong, there :s good reason to believe that

combined action operations will be successful in future insurgency situations.

16
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B. Anticipating the Environment

The Physical Setting

With the exception of the landing in Lebanon in 1958, the physical set1ing

of Marine overseas operations consistently has been harsh, uncomfortable, and

hazardous to the health. The future holds no promise of any change in such con-

'-'tons. In all likelihood, the future arena of combined action involvement will be

soi %ewhere between the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn, wherein lie

over 80 percent of the countries of the economically undeveloped world.

Climatic conditions will be too hot, too humid, too wet, or too arid in

comparison with the temperate zones of the earth. However, historically, Marines

have always fought well despite ealremes of-weather. -To a large extent, harsh

weather is assumed and countermeasures, to the extent possible, are built into

the Marine training, loglstical, and support -systems. Considering the number -.

and Incidence of diseases endemic to the underdeveloped areas and-the low levels

of health care and nutritibn, these harsh weather conditions probably will burden

insurgent Aorces just as much, or more than the Marines.

As with the climate, the terrain to be encountered may be assumed to be

difficult. Since one of the primary CAP responsibilities will be to protect and con-

trol population and resource concentrations, combined action forces will operate

mainly in and around rural settlements. This will entail some degree of care in

the movement and deployment of forces in order to minimize damage to crops and

property. Subsistence farmers have few material goods and their sympathies will

tend to turn to the side that causes them the least harm and inconvenience. The

lack of rural roads (usually only cart tracks and footpaths), means that there will

be almost always some measure of vehicular damage to local lands, and plans

should be made to provide prompt restitution for such damage.

Aside from the problem of roads, terrain is an important factor in lo-

cating and engaging Insurgents during offensive operations. The classical guerrilla

approach has been to conduct operations from safe havens located in inaccessible

areas such as mountains, swamps, and deep forests, and, to date. guerrilla forces

17
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Sipparently have found no vlable alternative to this strategy. The exception to this

rule is the use of cross-border sanctuarienz Although terrain difficulties can pre- FZ

sent serious logistical and supply problems, the Americans in Vietnam, the British I
in Malaya, and the Philippine ConstaLulary during the Huk Rebellion have proven

that no sanctuary is sedure in the face of a determined opponent.

Marine combined action forces relying on sea-based support .i7l1 operate

in or near ;oastal areas within- effective range of that support. Although designed

to handle a fairly large job with a relatively fe~w men, optimai•effectiveness of

ithese forces demands clcse support of and reliance on artillery compbnezts of the

BLT, as well as the Marine air arm and naval gunfire. -Unless CAU units are
*-'• deployed as part of a larger1 more-conventional Marine-involvement, -as- w

the case in Vietzam, special-cautio-nshould be-exe-rcised-In mounting raids or

operations in-interior afreas. However, if an accurate estimate0of the strength

or-enemy forces nic-.be deteirmfined, Marines may-be deployed up to the limit of

the range at which they can be transported and oupplied by suipporting air,

Political Factors

In the developing countries national politics tend to be centered almost

exclusively in the national and provincial capitals. There exists a large political

gap between the modern oriented subsocieties of the urban political centers and

the large undifferentiated mass of rural villages. However, there is a definite

correlation between-the degree of economic development and the level of political

awareness and competitiveness in-the rural areas of-agiven country. For example,

* it is to be expected that the villagers in Argentina or Colombia would be much _0

more politically sophisticated than ihose of Thailand or Afghanistan.

Political organizeation at the village level is based usually-on personal

and group -loyalties mucb more than on political ideas and -programs. Large nnm-

bers of people follow the political lead of particularly influential psrsonalities

such as clan and tribal chiefs, large landowners* caste or religious leaders, and

m- y lenders. The highly personal.and interdependent relationships of village U
soAety may help to account for the high rate cf voter participation in national elec-

tions in some underdeveloped countries. Of course, -during periods of stress-- ari



uncertainty, rebels and insurgents move into the political arena and-become a

Z competing f, -ce. Thus, host country political and government representatives

at the vllla . level should not be considered the sole guardians of legitimate politi-

F cal power. Although by no means ar, easy task, Marine commanders should 8eek

to determine the true holders of political power in a given locality and seek their 2

support and assistance in attaining the objectives of the CAP missicn.

Political competition and the growth of new political institutions reflects

4 modernization and a break with the past, and such changes often are an indirect

cause of insurgency-movements. Peasants have-been condi*oned to a life of pov-

erty and repression over the centuries. However, in the ps At two decades new

political parties have sprouted all over the underdeveloped world promising a

better life for the peasantry in exchange for -their- votes, azid-claiming that the

opposition-political parties are respvnSible for-the porblems -of the nation. Often

t these new partidsa-cater to special sectional; caste, religious, economic or lan--

-guage groups, rkather than-to the-broader electorate. As a result, differences-be-Ise

tween groups have been accentuated, and a tr.nd toward violent confr-ontation has

acceler'ited.

Real politS. al power at the Village level is usually~diffused rather than

concbntrated, in morit parts of the world, Most often, -the business of the com-

munity. including the adjudication of disputes and relations with the outside -world,

is majiag~ed by % council similar to the five-man panchayat oi India. Council mere-

berehip is determined by such factors as influence over a large :amily or clan,

land ownership, age, and moral standing. Of-course, the council may in large

measure be dominated by some powerful politician-or landowner living outside the

village. Unfortunately, due to the illusions c'ceated by Hollywood and the- habit of

dealing with responsible administrators, Americans almost always demand to treat --

with the village "chief." As a rule, this demand is accededcto- even if the proposed

chief has nc real decision makingpowers or is only an agent of the village council.

Confusion, conflicts. and misunderstandings in-dealing with village communities

cahnbe minimized if combined act!on-NMarines can locate and establish contact with

-the actual center or centers of political power in a given village. Of course, this

4s not always easy to accomplish under combat or emergency conditions. The main
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point is that the village political system is complex and diverse, and that Marines
should not place too much reliance on the authority or pronouncements of the "chief."

Economic Yactors

The chief occapation and preoccupation of rural peoples is primary pro-
duction, which includes agricultural and pastoral production, fishing, forestry,
and hunting. About three-quarters of the people in the underdeveloped nations

- - -• live on-and work the land. In these countries approximately ten-percent of the
peoplt live in large towns and cities as opposed to the ten percent of the popula-
tions of the developed nations who work and reside in the countryside.

Per capita annual income is the most common indicator of the level of
a natibn's economic. deVelopment. The geheral rule of thumb is-that countries-
-havin-g�er capita incomes lower than $300 a year are.connsibred underdeveloped.-
Somie-examples are the United States, $3, 9006 India, $73;- T-aland, $170; Saudi
Arabia, $329; Jordan, $263; Tunisia, $228; Ghana, $213; Guatemala, $264; and
Colombia, $262. -HoWever, such estimates do not *eflect the distribution-of -in-
come within a country, and even though the gross natical product of an under-

. develoPed-natidn may be rising, levels of living in some rural areas may-be stag-

nant or even declining. 
I

Agricultural production in the poor countries is relatively stable, at low
levels of production and productivity. In other words, in good years there is a
small surplus and farm prices fail, and in bad years there is hardship and want--
Wealth, status, and even survival is vested in the ownership and control of the land,
and land reform has been and will continue to be an important factor in the fornen-

I tation of rural rebellions and insurgencies.

"-W A combination of concentrated land holdings, limited arable land resources, -

and high birth rates has resulted In rapidly growing pressure on the land in many

parts of the underdeveloped world. For example, in India some 60 percent of the
rural households own and work a bit over six percent of the nation's agricultural

4 Note the relatively high per capita indome figure for Saudi Arabi-.
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land, while less than-one percent of s•ll rural households own over 15 oercent ofU all agricultural land. 5 According to the Inter-American Committee on Agricultural _

Development, in Peru 1, 985 large farms out of the estimated 808, 000 farms in the

ccuntry take up 68. 5 percent of the arable land. Compounding the problem, land
hiaheritances are usually shared equally by all the sons and sometimes all thechildren, making for a rapid increase in the number of very small, uneconomical

-4 farm units.

a Land reform programs are complex and expensive opeeations and due
• partly -to the p01iti-cal aid-econormi influence of large landowners, th~e governments

of most underdeveldped countries are-loathe to implement such-programs. However,

the social-Injustices -and- economnic hardships suffered by tenant farmers and-landless I
laborers make a ready audience f'or-the propaganda of communist, socialist, -and
-other, .ngovernbient p6litical-parties. In 1970, South Vietnam finally seriously
-underfOk-a -600omillion land reforma program. Its value in countering such

2- propaganda could presumably have been greatly increased had it been undertaken ]
'N" ~ at -lea-st five years earlier.

*1 - Rapid population growth and the lack of employment opportunities in the
countryside have created an unemployment problem which will become considerably I
worse over the next ten years. In those few are.tas where agricultural moderniza-

tiorn is introduced, including mechanization and the use of tractors, larger crops
are being grown with fewer hands. As a result of the general labor surplus on the
land, a large scale migration to the already overcrowded cities of the underdevel- I
oped countries has developed, and may be expected to continue. A possibility that

has not been widely discussed to date, is that governments may attempt to stemand reverse the population movement to the cities. Programs to return people tothe countryside6 would relieve pressures on urban housing and services, and would

5 Walter Froehlich (ed.), Land Tenure: Industrialization and Social Sta-
bi-it (Milwaukee, Wis.: The Marquette University Press, 1961), p. 229.

6 Commurls. China achieved some success with such a program in the3_1
early and mid-1960's after the population of Shanghai had swollEn from about six
million to over nine million.
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be intended, at leas, in part, to reduce the likelihood of urban insurgencies.

However, unless strenuous efforts to multiply employment opportunities in rural

areas were undertaken, levels of living would fall further, and the conditions

which foster discontent, rebellion, and insurgency would be intensified.

This brief overview of the economic factors influencing the type of environ-

ment in whizh combined action units probably will operate in the future emphasizes

some of the root causes of rural unrest. The problems cited are of long duration

and are likely to persist well beyond the decade of the 1970's. Considering the

nature and seriousness of the nroblems, it is not reasonable to expect Marine com-

bined action forces to much alleviate rural economic difficulties in the short run

through civic action and similar programs. However, Marines, as neutral ob-

servers serving at the local level, could help to pinpoint critical economic sore

spots, such as oppressive tenancy relationships, usurious rates for farm loans,

or exceptionally high levels of unemployment, and pass this informatio&ni wto the

central government through the U. S. Country Team or their local counterparts.

Often, due to the poor quality of local administrators and inadequate information

systems in the underdeveloped countries, top government officials are unaware of

the true conditions prevailing in remote areas until trouble breaks out. Taking an

interest in the economic problems of the local population and moving to remove

some of the underlying causes of unrest and rebellion could go a long way toward

winning over the confidence and support of the local people.

Social Factors

As %1th economic development, the level of social development varies

considerably from one poor country to another. However. the universal rule is

that the extent and pace of social development is always more pronounced in the

urban areas than in rural regions, and this division is not likely to change soon.

The family, in the broadest sense, includrng even very distant kin, is the

keystone of rural and village society. Individuals are tied to this group economi-

cally, socially, anx ritually. Other than members of the extended family, the vil-

lager deponds on people he knows well in a personal way, or on the basis of face-

to-face contacts. Impersonal relationships,, the rule rather than the exception in
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the industrial, urbanized nations, are unknown and almost incomprehensible to

most villagers. As a part of this personal approach to life, religion is so corn-

pletely integrated into the villager's daily routine, that h- seldom thinks of it as

separate entity. Rural people, be they Buddhist, Moslem, Hindu, or Christian,

tend to follow the forms of the religion automatically. For this reason, outsiders

should know enough about the religious laws of a given area to avoid accidentally

4 •giving offense to ,he local people, particularly in matters pertaining to dietary rules.

of village people are devoted to food production. Fortunate:ly the procurement of

ofvllaepelsofple vnnua area geoe t odprdcineFrtlly are ly. '~th pocurementrgif

-clothing and housing in tropical and subtropical regions usually is not overly diffi-

Vculto-or expensive. Although progress Is slow, modernization is taking place at a

fairly rapid- rate in some: places. Probably the best village-indicators of moderni-

zation are afairly good road network, telephone communications wih the outside,

some bicycles, and a few transistor radios.

S] Improved health has been a major factor in the population explosion in

the underdeveloped countries. However, control of a few killer diseases such as

malaria~ar•.-dsmallpox has been the most important improvement, and a host of

other endemic diseases together with poor nutrition keeps general levels of health

low. Most medical doctors and health personnel work in the towns and cities. -M

Poor health and low stamina can adversely affect the efficiency of military per-

sonnel recruited from villages. Although some underdeveloped countries pose

very high health standards for their regular military forces, the health require-

-At mments for rural police and paramilitary forces almost always are much lower. 1

Language is a critical issue for CAP planners. Around 118 majof non-

European languages 7 and ihnumerable -minor languages and dialects are to be found

in the undordteveloped world. It is common. for 7-ople of the same country not to

- share a single language. Whether a country has only two major languages as in

Thailand orAfghanistan or fourteen as in India, people have a vested interest in ý7

"the language they speak, and social conflicts maybe generated if particularly

7 Major languages are defined as these spoken by over one million people.
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large groups of citizens are discriminated against on the basis of language. CAP -aN

operations in the future may be impeded if the language of the host country or the

area of operations proves to be an exotic one and good interpreters are difficult

to obtain.

Aside from language, communications at the village level generally are

poor, with news most often being spread by word of mouth. However, radio is

beginning to bring the outside world to the village, and this may be the single most

important factor promoting social change and modernization in rural areas over the

next decade.

Education has received a high priority in most underdeveloped countries Q

and primary education at the village level has increased significantly since 1945.

However, general poverty and lack of motivation deters a high percentage of rural

"children from completing a primary education and it is difficult to attract good

teachers to work in rural areas because of low pay and lack of amenities. Conse-

quently, although rural illiteracy rates are slowly falling, few young people obtain A

high school or higher level training, and those that do are prone to leave the vil-

lage in search of non-farm employment opportunities.

Intercultural Relations

Every country, and often different regions within a country, has a stock

of institutions, values, experiences and customs which determine the local or

national self image and world view. Thus, especially among people who have little

knowledge of or contact with other countries, cultures, or life styles, ethnocentrism

(seeing only the viewpoint of one's own culture) is always present. Since winning

M the willing support of the population to the cause of insurgency is of critical im-

portance to guerrillas, they usually take great pains to speak and act in terms

totally comprehensible to local peoples. Marine forces must expect to expend

some effort in the same direction in the interests of meaningful communication,

understanding, successful cooperation, and friendly relationships. That this is

feasible has been proven by CAP units in Vietnam.
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Although variations in thought processes and approaches to life around

the world are innumerable, some attitudes are common in the rural areas of the -1
underdeveloped world. For example, time is viewed most often in terms of crop

seasons. rather than in hours. days, or weeks by the peasant farmer, and there

is rarely any urgency about accomplishing given tasks or planning for the future.

American advisors in the underdeveloped countries find the general lack of a sense

of responsibility, work discipline and a strong consciousness of time frustrating

traits, but lt should be remembered that such-traits were developed only slowly,

over many generations, in the industrialized nations of the West.

A similar problem affects the intercultural relationships between Marines,

host country officials and military officers-and local populations. The nationalistic I
Rensitivitie. of senior officials and officers of the underdeveloped countries in

their deal-ngM with Westerners are well known, and understandable in view of the

relative economic backwardness and/or recent colonial status of most of these

nations. However, it is not so widely unde t'stood that a large percentage of the

leadership of the developing world, due to urban backgrounds, educatio. and travel I
and training in the West, have attitudes and views more akin to those prevailing in

the developed, inuustrialized nations than in the rural areas of their own countries.

Because of widespread economic and military assistance training programs abroad,

this tendency probabiy will become more pronounced over the next decade. As a

result of this unconscious Western bias among higher level host country leaders,

communications and cross-cultural understanding with U. S. country team and

L -'.arine decis.ion makers may be facilitated, but it may be difficult to obtain a com-

prehensive and accurate overview of conditions in the countryside. To counteract

Sthis situation, Marines should be alert to the necessity of winning local support

and confidence through objective appraisals of the attitudes and motivations of the -

particular rural populations encountered.

Since CAP units must be ready to land in virtually any country in the world,

no amount of foreign area or cross-cultural training can prepare them adequately

for such a broad assignment. This stricture, however, does not remove the im- -

portance of achieving good intercultural relations in carrying out the combined 4 A

action mission. Probably the most effective approach would be to give CAP trainees -
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an appreciation of the special characteristics of the American experience which

make American society and culture in many ways "unique" in the world, and which

often create problems in our dealings with other peoples. A firm understanding

an should be given of the fact that foretgn attitudes and motivations, and the assump-

tions on which they are based, all derive from distinct streams of historical ex-

perience and cultural tradition, which have as much validity for other people as AA

k our own historical experiences and cultural traditions have for us.

Also, the best substitutes for expert knowledge of another culture are

the exercise of common sense and good manners. Patience, honesty, friendli-

-ness. and courtesy-will go far toward fostering -good intercultural relations.

C. Host Country

11 -e Host Government

A basic assumption underlying the use of combined action forces in the

future is that such assistance will be requested by a friendly government. Also,

past Marine overseas involvement, e. g. , in Nicaragua, Haiti, Dominican Pepub-

lie, and Lebanon, usually has been in relatively small underdeveloped countries.

There is good reason to believe that this pattern will continue and considering

the exent~and degree of nationalistic feelings throughout the -underdeveloped

world, especially among former colonies, it is probable that requests for the

introduction of Marine combined action forces will be limited to countries

which are least able to defend themselves against internal aggression. Large

nations, such as Brazil, India, or Indonesia are not apt to request Marine com-

bined action forces due both to nationalistic self-esteem and to pride in their

ability to handle their own problems, and because domestic military resources

are relatively large.

Another characteristic of the host government probably will be an inade-

quate administration Since many underdeveloped countries have been self-

governing for only a decade ov' two, and others are only beginning to break out of
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a semi-feudal social system, governmentai administration is undeveloped in

terms of efficiency and effectiveness of organization and operation. The colonial

system of administration which still prevails in the underdeveloped world em;,ha-

sizes the protection and control of rural, traditional societies through the jud: .'ial,

police, and taxation departments of the central governments. Despite strenuous

r efforts at social and economic development by some countries, new government

programs are often little known or understood at the local level in the countryside.

As a rule, top government administrators and executives in the devel-

-jpping countries are highly educated, well trained, and able. Efowever, at the

middle and lower ranks of the civil service, especially in rural areas, the aver-

age quality off officials is quite low and graft and corruption are common phenomena.
The inability to find-and train good people, precedence and tradition, and very low
salaries all help to explain this situation. Also, the absence of merit promotion,

nepotism, and often, a preoccupation with paper work, tends to retard the work of

government.

Considering the problems of public administration facing the underdevel-

oped countries, it is not likely that the quality of government procedures. or per-

sonnel will improve noticeably in the next decade. The lessorxtathis for CAP

"Dlanners is not to rely heavily on host governments for material support. Host

country agreements made in good faith can prove to be very slow in implementa-

tion due to ineffectual administrative machinery. Difficulties encountered by

Marines in dealing with the civil apparatus in Vietnam do not reflect an isolated

case. Such-problems can be expected and should be anticipated in operations in

other underdeveloped countries.

-Local Population

- As pointed out previously, rural peoples tend to be conservative and tra-

ditionalist. It is very rare for politically oriented insurgencies to erupt spon-

"tancously in the village environment. In order to gain the support of villagers in -4

an anti-government campaign, Insurgents must carefully cultivate individuals on

a face-to-face basis over time. Although some individuals, particularly the young, A_

those with some grievance against the authorities, and some with little to lose
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-materially will be converted easily, the village community as a whole will not be
Squick to accept a new or radical ideology. _21

The ideas of insurgency, except in cases of traditional e.inic, racial, or

religious conflicts, are carried to the villagers by strangers or by former residents

who have been exposed to the outside world. Although anti-government ideas may be

more appealing than some other ideas, rural people in the underdeveloped countries

generally are resistant to any new idea. This is due not only to inherent conserva-
tism, but because villagers live so near the edge of survival that they cannot afford to

take chances on new ideas. The fact that only larger, richer farmers will try the W

new improved seeds and fertilizers espoused by forein aid advisors, because they

ha~ve an economic cushion against possible crop failure, illustrates this point.

Alsoi despite strong cultural or religious laws in many regions governing hospi-

tality toward strangers, outsiders are almost always looked upon with b,,spicion.

This is because the appearance of strangers in villages 1hroughout the world is

usually associated with unpleasant or unsettling events, such as the induction of

the young men into the national army or the collection of taxes.

The approach of the insurgents probably 1s&-ore important than their ideas.

It is standard procedure among insurgents of all brands to treat villagers with cour-

tesy and respect, and not to tamper with local traditions or taboos. Also individuals

are dealt with honestly and provisions are paid for in cash. On the other hand, it A

is widely publicized that troublesome or uncooperative persons will be dealt with

harshly. Self interest dictates that villagers support the activities of the Insur-

gents--to the extent that there is no effective government counter force.

Although government objectives such as "winning the hearts and minds of

the people" may be valid on a national scale, it is possible that most rural peoples

would prefer to be left alone and not have to support any outside "power. " However,

conditions of insurgency and internal conflict tend to destroy the traditional fabric

of rural life. For this reason it is necessary that Marine combined action forces

and host country forces be able to compete with the insurgents in terms of honest

dealings and non-interference in village life. The record of the Marine CAP in

Vietnam provides an excellent example to follow in the future. It is a fair
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supposition that the sympathies of most rural people will go ultimately to the side 44

that inconveniences them least.

indigenous Military Forces

The military occupies a pivotal position in the developing world in terms
V •of promoting orderly change anc? progress. Over one-fourth of the heads of states

of developing nations are milita:.y men. In many developing countries, the mili- W

tary establishment represents the best organized, most highly disciplined, and

most Westernized (particularly in terms of technical and engineering capabilities)

elements of society. Due to the relatively small numbers of responsible and

skilled civilian politicians and well trained civil servants, the military has come

to represent an important resource stock.

By and large the military represents one of the stronger anti -Communist,

although not necessarily pro-Western, influences in most emerging nations. For

some time -the nature of the officer corps in many developing countries has been

undergoing a process of change, and it is likely that this process will continue into

the 1970's. In a growing number of countries, the military has been recruiting M

able and ambitious men from all strata of society, and it can no longer be assumed

that officers are always aligned with traditional or conservative forces. Military

leadership oriented toward political, economic and social reform is becormring more

and more common.

The United States cwntributed about $14. 5 billion in ioreign military aid to

underdeveloped countries in the period 1950-1969, and other Western countries and

Communist nations also have made substantial contributions. Although the criti- Z.

cism. has been levied that many developing natlons have spent too much on overly 7

sophisticated hardware at the expense of social and economic development pro-

grams, a good portion of assistance funds have gone for military education and

training. Foreign assistance has been instrumental in allowing the military in the

developing countries to engage in a wide range of activities. In many countries

suc' activities include riot control, counterinsurgency operations, civic action,

civil defense and disaster work, education and literacy training for the populace, o- F

And the operation of government agencies and bureaus. In some underdeveloped
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I nations, the army has made impressive contributions to economic development

through public works, agricultural, and public health projects. 2:

The developing world as a whole is much better prepared to resist insur-

gency than it was in 1960--largely due to American assistance and training. Ll

the next decade, it is probable that the countries requiring Marine CAP assistance

will he the smaller, weaker-nations that have not participated fully in foreign miit-

tary assistance programs or that-have not been able to make good use of the bene-

fits of such ;programs. Based on past experience and the trend to intensified

nationalism, countries with influential military leaders are likely to resist moves

to request outside military forces from a friendly country. If there has been sub- V

stantialrimprovement in the developing country's military forces over the years,

commanders will be loathe to adnmit that they cannot handle their own insurgency V

problems. For the same reasons, commanders probably would prefer to operate

independently rather than with combined action forces, if American forces were

requested.

Police and Paramilitary Forces

In-perhaps a-majority of developing countries the police are more numer-

ous than the military forces. To a large extent, this siuation reflects the priority

of internal security over external security as perceived by government leaders.

On the other hand, its many places the relative importance of the police reflects

a colonial pattern which has not been altered by a country following independence.

The use of the police as a counterinsurgency force in the underdeveloped

cc.untries has both advantages and drawbacks. Because rural police are posted in

the countryside they tend to have a good knowledge of the local terrain, the habits and

customs of the people, and Important political, social, and economic considera-

tions. Also, police work usually entails the establishment of an intelligence net-

work of sorts to keep track of local personalities and current events in the area.

Unfortunately, too often rural police are unpopular as individuals with the local

populace. As with other civil servants in the developing couutries, very low

wages and the temptations of power tends to-make rural police susceptible to

graft, corruption, coercion and bribery. Although recruitment, training, and
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pay for rural police is being upgraded in many countries, the quality of the police

remains considerably below that of the military-forces on the average. Also, the

potential counteri-isurgency value of the police sometimes is recognized only be-

latedly. For example, the strength of the national police in South Vietnam is now -Salm ost 120, 000 m en as com pared to only 16, 000 in 1964.
Because rural police are spre-id rather thinly over a country, in most

cases there would not be a sufficient number in a given area to work with Marines

in combined action units. However, enough rural police reserves from relatively -
quiet regions often could be supplied in order to overcome this problem. On

balance, rural police Would be more appropriate than regular military units for

combined action operations on the basis of their rural background and orientati.n.

Also, police forces usually would benefit more from the close contact with Marine

fi. units -thai the more highly trained-host country- military forces.

home Paramilitary -forces in varioZsZfotinZ rangingZfrom Z armed and-unarmedl•=•il i ~ home guards to y~uth-groups, to tribal and rellgou§_qr~ganizations, ihnd pýlitical_. . i:

auxiliary groups, are common in the underdeveloped countries. Although these

organizations are rarely armed or adequately equippedi -and se.ldom receive much

military training, they amount to an important, but underrated reserve force for

counterinsurgency operations. In a large number of the serious insurgenci:s of

the -post World War It era, paramilitary units have been used against guerrillas

and insurgents.

If the achievements of the poorly armed, poorly organized, and poorly

led Popular Forces of South Vietnam working together with a handful of American

Marines can be replicated in other underdeveloped countries, the use of paramili-

tary forces probably is the best organizational structure for future combined action

operations. This approach would allow the Marines to bring into play the full

range of CAP capabilities, building and upgrading a virtually new cotuterinsur-

gency force, while at the same time allowing the host country to devote all already

traihed military and police resources to the counterinsurgency effort.
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D. Hostile Forces

Communist Insurgency I
By one definition, almost all insurgencies and internal wgzs are Commu-

nist insurgencies in that both the Soviet Union and Mainland China adhere to the :`

doctrine of "wars of national liberation." Certainly the Communist countries A

have been major suppliers of arms and equipment to rebels of many different per--I

suasions over the years.

Marines who have faced Viet Cong., North Vietnamese regulars, or-North -Z

Korean-guerrlllas will attest-that the Communist -enemy is tenacious, well orga-

nized- and wily. One of -the main reasons for the- effe ctiveness of these- enemies has

-been-the fact that they bordered-0onlarge :Communiut- po-er-s that-were able to

offer moraland rmaterial supprt. Altoug4iit Would-befoolardy to 9orp~etely
rule out-an6ther Cozridmnist.insurgehcy closely approximating the Vietam model I
in~the next decade, sufh an ererntis uniikely. This is because the ,tWo Communist.

super powers, the Soviet Union and.Mainland China-, are deeply divided on-ideo- I
logical-issues, and-each appears to-be absorbed in domestic problems. At any
"rate a large Communist-insurgency would be beyond the capabilities of an-inde- -

pendent Marine combined ,Action operation.

V•'-- Howeveri future insurgencies, whether or not they are strongly Communist M

dominated, influenced, or- supported. may be -expected to adopt much of the Coin-

munist doctrine, organization, and tactica91-proach-developed in past conflicts.

It is important that Marines and counterinsurgent forces do not assume that an
_4 internal conflict in a given country is a Communist insurgency because it has

most of the outward trappings of one. Rather the underlying causes of the con-

flict should be probed. This is because the reasons for revolt may involve nego- -A

tiable and soluble grievances of various minority groups, and not the usually tun-A

negotiable ideological reasons of an orthodox Communist insurgency.
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Rural-1Aa-chy and BanditryI Rural- anarchy reflects a 3erious breakdown of central government con-

trol and-influence in the countryside. The main feature of this type of internal

conflict is the formation of autonomous groups of men, sometimes ostensibly for

political purposes, but actually for power and profit. The classical case of such-I rural anarchy occurred in Colombia dur~ing 1948-1060 (and is still in progress at
a reduced level). However, such-activities are common in many underdeveloped

countries on a-small scale, and tend to raultiply when the central government is

preoccupied ny serious internal or external difficulties.

•- ~~~Combined action forces-are -weil._suited to~deal wi~th co.nditions of rural :-•"

-anarchy because -being the -main- victimins of-bandit-gangs, the local populace- likely

wouJldbe-quick to_ ffer fl U1:assistance and-cooperation to-any Who would hel6pthem.
-Twoconditio-ns aredapt to facilitate -the. groWth-frural- anachy intihe future. One

s - -the'possibility that i-nisurgency-€nconditioF•in -another pirt-of.a country niight raw

off- mfilita rye and, po-lice forces and entice lawless- elements. of a commrrunity -to -take

adqantage of the-situation.- The-other concerns-thegroowing humbers of under-

z-iemployed and-unemployed landless-laborers-in some countries -who may be tvmpted

to tuirn to barditry out- of economic desperation.

Somewhat similar to operations against rural bandits, in terms of working

in a relatively friendly host country environment, would be the use of Marine orom-

bifned action units as elements of United Nations peace keeping missions o., as foe -

eign disaster relief units. Such unorthodox uses o! combined action forcfos should 7H

be considered by Marine planners.

Religious and Ethnic Conflicts

Another serious form of internal conflict which has been important in

the past and which may require the dispatch of combined action forces in the future

is the religious or ethnic conflict. Probably the greatest bloodlettings of the VW-

-twentieth century, such as the Hindu-Moslem clash after Indian partition, Nigeria

in 1967-1969, the Sudanese civil war, the Communist rebellion-in Indonesia, and -t

East Pakistan in 1971, -basically have been wars between different races, creeds,

and religions.
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It is very doubtful that the United States wolild sanction the use of Ameri-

can forces in conflicts such as those mentioned above except as part of a multi.-

lateral peace keeping mission. However, some situations may be envisioned

wherein combined action forces might play a positive and useful role. For example,

in relatively small, low key disputes between racial, ethnic, or relialou3 commu-

nities, a host government might request Marine combined action forces to help

maintain order and prc,.ect vital installations, while the dispute was being settled.

As with the case of rural anarchy, ancient disputes and hostilities tend to

break out when the governments of underdeveloped countries are not in a position

to exercise effective control in the countryside. To the extent that U. S. Marine•A
ftrces can be used to help cool inflamed passiones and restore order until the host

government can arrange an equitable settlement between warring factions, without

actively supporting tny faction, such assignments should be considered for com-

bined action units. Of course, where the host government is a principal supporter -•

of one b),lligerent group, U. 9. assistance usually will not be appropriate. I

Nationalism, Revolution. and Change

Nationalism, revolution, and change sum up and characterize the condi-

tion of the underdeveloped world. These words reflect the reasons for most of

the insurgencies and internal conflicts experienced in the recent past, and provide

a rationale for the ones to be expected in the future. To a great extent, these

words mean the same thing. -

Nationalism, a concept borrowed from the Western developed nations, is

associated with modernity and domestic pride, and the internal adjustments needed

to bring a better, richer life to the people. Revoluton Is viewed as a more vio-

lent version of change, and is associated with throwiiz. off the colonial yoke, and

more currently, with doing away with those institutions thought of as exploitive

by various groups. Change is the concept generally favored by leaders and elites

in the developing countries, as the path to political, social, economic, and cultural

progress. and the antidote to the stagnation of the past. Basically these concepts

are still the property of the urban educated elites. But slowly, .hrough expanding 4

education, rapidly improving commuiJications, and a growing political awareness,

these ideas are sifting down to the rural areas--and at an accelerating ratc.
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Tradi'.ion and conservatism die slowly in the countryside, but probably

Es certain elements of rural society will tend to become more susceptible to new,

radical ideas in the coming decade. Growing numbers of students and graduates

will become discontent if sufficient employment opportunities are not forthcoming.

Small farmers and tenants with insufficient land and large families will be tinder

increasing economic pressure unless land reforms are instituted and improved

farming practices introduced. The lot of the rural dispossessed, the landless

laborer, will grow critical unless there are enough jobs at high enough wages to

meet subsistence requirements. Finally, racial, ethnic, caste, language, reli-L. gious, and tribal minority groups will grow progressively resentful if thcy believe

that the government is ignoring their rights and needs.

Although many of these groups may be faced with serious difficulties,

recourse to civil violence and insurgency only retards progress and constructive

change. It will be the job of Marine combined action forces to help contain and

control outbreaks of rural violence.

E. Summ2ar

This chapter has presented an outline of probable conditions and circum-

stances expected to prevail in the underdeveloped world in coming years, which

have some direct bearing on planning for combined action operations. There has

been no attempt made to draw up a comprehensive view of all possible trends in

the developing nations, nor to provide a complete picture of all the types and

forms of insurgency situations which may evolve over the coming decade. Rather

the emphasis has been un trying to relate an array of possible environmental fac-

tors to the present and potential capabilities of the Combined Action Program (CAP).

Throughout. the analysis is directed to the rural environment in which CAP opera-

tions actually will be conducted.
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First, a brief review of the historical record confirmed that the overall

Marine experience with constabulary and combined action type programs has been

extensive and successful.

In the most recent reincarnation of the Marine CAP in South Vietnam,

several atypical features. such as the relatively late start of the program in the

face of a high level insurgency and the exceptionally good friendly fire support

available to CAP units, were examined and analyzed in relation to future prospects.

Next, a.survey of the general environment in which CAP counterinsurgency

operations are likely to be carried out was conducted. Marines can expect an un-

pleasant, unhealthy climate for all CAP operations. Political, social, and eco-

nomic factors which affect villnge life, although often differing from place to place,

also vary significantly from those affecting urban dwellers in the same country.

For example, the true holders of village political power are not necessarily the

elected or appointed officials of the government. In economic and social terms,

Svillage life almost universally is hard and unrewarding, and these factors. are

among the root causes of rural unrest and insurgency. To the extent that Marine

CAP forces can master the art of understanding the attitudes and motivations of -

the rural people they .-ve among, and establish friendly relationships, the task of

insurgency control and suppression will be much simplified.

An examination of host countries likely to request CAP assistance indi-

cates that the governments of thc.se countries probably will be relatively weak, and

relatively disorganized. The people at the local level, as a rule, will tend to

support the side which is stronger, and which causes the lea3t disturbance and in-

convenience to the community. In terms of overall operational efficiency, it is

suggested that first choi-ce for Marine combined action partners be host country

paramilitary forces, second choicz be rural police. and third choice be regular

military forces.

In reviewing types and varieties of hostile forces likely to be encountered,

the chances of CAP involvement in a Communist insurgency similar to that in Viet-

nam during the next decade are consW dered small. However, various degrees of

Communist control, influence, or support probably will enter into most of the
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insurgency situations that uavelop in the future. Quite possibly the Combined

Action Program will be needed to control rural anarchy and banditry situations,

and religious -)r ethnic conflicts in coming years. In considering some of the
commn scialandeconomic causes of insurgent behavior, unless rapid economic

progessis achieved in the near future, the inc)idence of rural insurgency is apt

to rise over the next decad'e.

II
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CHAPTER III

MAXIMIZING THE COMBINED ACTION POTENTIAL

Introduction

In this chapter we consider, in a reflective hypothetical sense, how the

CAP might have been used in actual historical situations. We are assuming a

great deal when we assume that an armed. uniformed U. S. force of battalion
size might have been requested. or accepted, by host governments in any of
these situations; on the other hand. with a few exceptions, there is little evidence

that a U. S. force might have been requested or accepted in any of the numerous

other conflict situations around the world. Furthermore, given the current cli-
: •mate of U. S. foreign policy, the assumption that a Marine force nf battalion

size might have been called upon in these past situations, is no less plausible

than the assumption that such a force might be asked somewhere sometime. in
• • the foreseeable future.

The historical situations which we have selected are as follows:

- Greece, June-December, 1948.

- Colombia, May 1962-January 1963.

-Thailand (South), May-December, 1966.

In conformity with the CAP concept of low profile, short-term deploy-

nient we have identified in each case a limited time period, of relativcly low

intensity conflict, during which we consider that a CA.P force might have been

maximally useful.

While the countries we have selected have been well reported from the

standpoint of internal conflicts, the particular locales and periods w•e h~ave picked

aeare no the ones usually dwelt upon or emphasized in standard sources. This is

because we have deliberately searched through the running footage of conflict for

those single time-space frames which would provide the most credible context for

a CAP-type operation. This, of course, requires justification from a number of

points of view and we will provide this justification in each case.
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It appears from the historical evidence that, in the periods from which

our particular time frames were selected, the U.S. was more or less committed
S~to the situation in some way (by treaty. by filling a power vacuum). was already

involved to some extent in military assistance to the host country, and more im-

portantly, was considering or implementing expansion of U. S. involvement

generally with the encouragement of the host country, and that while this did not

specifically call for U. S. combat units inside the host country, in each case

there was an existing U. S. advisory organization which did specify needs and

functions definitely falling within the capability of a CAP-type activity. Thus,

the USMC would have entered the ý;cture not as the first hint of American inter- I
vention, but as a timely adjunct to a large U. S. military assistance presence, pro-

viding, at some place for some period, a stopgap of some sort, in a way which

would serve notice that the U. S. was concerned enough to send troops. Such an 3-

entry is less likely to attract attention than one in which the U. S. Marines appear f

as the first sign of a foreign presence. j
There are interesting parallels between the selected historical situations

and the possible or probable kinds of future contingencies in which a CAF might

be deployed. All historical cases are post-World War 11, and involve civil dis-

orders in which Communist-supported insurgency serves as the prime mover or

is a major threat. In short, all cases are "Cold War" cases. By the same token,

all are situations in which the American presence is always subject to note and

--question not only by local or regional powers but by the major communist powers.

Our being "invited in" to these situations presumes some willingness on the part A

of the host country to discount unfavorable reactions in the communist world and A

this, in turn, presumes some prior commitment, however low key, to the for-

tunes of the West.

!n two cases--Greece and Thailand--the U. S. presence was clearly seen 2

as interventionist from the outset; by the time of our hypothetical USMC landings,

we had sizeable military missions in both countries, involved In logistics, training

_R and operations. with American advisors being killed in combat. In Thailand, the

%,%\i4arine Expeditionary Unit, consisting of 5, 000 Marines had been deployed from

May to July of 1962, to counter the threat of communist pressure from outside. -
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In the c~se of Colombia, while U. S. intervention was not an issue, U. S. interests

were con-cerned about Cclombian national stability and U S. military advisors were

involved in military planning, including training, materiel and or"rations; U. S.

combat units were the only form of support we did not provide. 1

As will be presently demonstrated these three cases provide between

them a backdrop for display of all of the CAP capabilities in a variety of situations

where the use of a CA force seems entirely plausible from an operational stand-

point. The geographical settings include tropical lowlands and uplands (Thailand),

Mediterranean plains and surrounding mountain.4 "Greece), and high interior

valleys in a continental mountain range (Colombia). All are readily accessible by

sea and land, and the air distances from coast to deployment area range from

25-150 miles.

Problems of logistical support of host ccuntry forces working with the

USMC units are minimal in all cases because of the prior existence of rather

large-scale U. S. military assistance and a U. S. advisory structure which has

been working for some time not only on procurement but in seeing that equip-

mont anLtsupplies are delivered to the units that need +hem.

The mission emphases shift from one situation to the next and to some

extent within each situation though the whole gamut of missions is present in

each. For those who feel strongly that USMC Combined Action experience points

to one and only one mission--shooting guerrillas--there is no dearth of this ele-

ment in any of the situations; all of these cases involve an immediate need to pro-

v-ide local security from armed predatory bands bent on recruiting and provisioning

by force, if necessary, from among rural populations. The Greek guerrillas of

the KKE, the Chinese rebels of the Malaysia-Thailand border, the Colombian

bandits are all expe-ienced in the hit-and-run tactics and extortionary

It is r~oteworthy that at the very time we have selected for a hypothetical
insertion of a USMC CA unit in Colombia. the U. S. Navy was holding a conference
on the Navy's role in La-tn America in which one of the principal topics of discus-

sion was ways and means jf involving Navy personnel directly in counterinsurgency

programs, and of getting Latin American governments to request U. S. Navy assis-

tance and personnel.
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practices we saw in Vietnam. In all cases, there is a mission to upgrade those

counterguerrilla forces closest to the people themselves, and these vary in type

and quality; in the case of Colombia, a local paramilitary force may have to be

created on the spot using carabinieros and the armed peasantry. Intelligence

gathering is an important component of the mission in all cases, and is dependent

on the ability of tWe Combined Action forces to protect the local population from

retaliation for informing. Psyops and civie action are explicit mission components

of the regular armed forces in both Thailand and Colombia, mainly because by

the time these situations occurred, counterinsurgency doctrine was more fully

developed than it had been during the Greek insurgency. Hence, in Thailand and

Colombia the psyop and civic action activities of the CA force is seen as an ex- -

tension of or adjunct to the existing psyop and civic action programs of the national

army and police. In Greece we see any psyops or civic action on the part of CA

units as spontaneous rather than doctrinaire and programmatic.

In none of these situations do we see the USMC CA force deployed mainly

to engage in nation building, or institution building. They are not there for that

purpose, they do not have that kind of training, and in any case P would not

be there long enough to do ; nything of any lasting value. They are there mainly

to provide a catalyst to the local security capabilities of the rural population and a

link between local and area security operations; hence they are inserted at the

point when there is general recognition (1) that guerrillas or bandits must be

denied access to villages, (2) that the army and the police cannot be everywhere

at all times to do this, and (3) that some form of local paramilitary forces must

assume the responsibility for continuous, aggressive local defensue, hopefully

with the support of mobile army and police units. When the USMC CA component

has served its "catalytic" function, it is withdrawn-trom the scene.

We turn now to the three cafses, and more specific detail.
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T"he Greek Insurgency

(June- December 1948)

Bandit activity broke out in the Groek mountains in the spring of 1946.S~The KKE, the Creek Communist organization, launched a planned program of

terrorism to disrupt the ec' nomy, and secure recruits and supplies. Initial

attacks were on isolated officials and right wing citizens. As gendarmerie units

were dispersed to protect citizens, isolated detachments were attacked, and the

gendarmerie was forced to consolidate its personnel, thus again exposing small

villages to bandit plunder and forced recruitment. In the fall of 1946, guerrilla

activities were coordinated and expanded.

In FPhruary 1947, the British announced that British Aid to Greece would

terminate on 31 March 1947, and on 3 March the Greek Prime Minister and For-

eign Minister appealed to the U. S. for assistance. On 12 March 1947, President

Truman announced the Truman Doctrine for military and economic assistance to

Greece and Turkey.

It was apparent by this time that the U. S. was taking over Britain's role

in the Mediterranean. The U. S. had already begun to expand into the Mediterra-

nean. The battleship Missouri had paid a courtesy call to Greece in April 1946.

A naval task force with the carrier Franklin D. Roosevelt visited Greece-in

September 1946. By the end of 1946 a permanent naval task force had been

assigned to the Mediterranean, the nucleus of the soon to be formed Sixth Fleet.
Had the USMC, deployed as a combined action force, been present in

Greece in 1948 they would have been in on the ground floor of a major new de-

parture in U. S. cold war strategy. According to one source:

From the military point of view the Anti-l3andit War would prove
to be the genesis of our significant trends in United States strategy:
(1) the provision of large-scale military assistance to a foreign
government In "peacetime. " (2) aggressive use of U. S. military
personmel as advisors to indigenous forces in the conduct of active
military operations, (3) the development of ccunterguerrilla tactics
as a paramount requisite of the Cold War era, and (4) the acceptance
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of U. S. involvement in military hostilities without the commit-
ment of maximum resources. 2

The U. S. Army Group Greece, authorized under PL 75, was organized

in April, 1947, and began operations in Greece in May. Its mission was to deter-

mine requirements for supplies and equipment and arrange for procurement.

Although PL 75 gave the War Department authority to detail military personnel

as advisors with right to observe military assistance and also provided for

training of Greek military personnel, the War Department, concerned over

opponents and critics of the aid program, and reluctant even to send a military

mission as such to Greece unless it proved absolutely necessary. chose to re-

strict authority of USAGG to the basic mission of assisting the Greek military by

furnishing supplies and equipment. Hence no observers were to be attached to

units in the field, and training and advice on the organization and operations were

left to the British mission.

When the USAGG arrived in Greece the Greek Armed Forces consisted of:

Greek National Army (GNA) 120, 000
Gendarmerie 30,000
Air Force 5,000
Navy 13,000
Civil Police 8, 000

The insurgent forces maintained a terrorism campaign throughout all

of Greece during 1947, attacking isolated villages to obtain supplies and recruits

and fleeing before government forces could arrive. Through terrorism and propa-

ganda. the Communists extracted subservience, concurrence or at least non-

resistance from the inhabitants of a considerable number of villages. Operating

from base areas across the border, by spring of 1947 bandits had grown bold

enough to attack small isolated detachments of the gendarmerie and Greek Army

frontier posts along the northern border.

2 Robert W. Selton, "United States Military Assislance to Greece During 3
the Anti-Bandit War (1947-1949). " M.A. Thesis, School of International Service,
The American University, 1964. Pp. 57-58.
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In August-September 1947, it became apparent that U. S. military aid

could not be limited to supply. Tht Greek Government employed inadequate and

inappropriate counterinsurgency strategy. Government forces were widely dis-

persed and reduced to a static defensive role. Rapid expansion of these forces

had occurred but at the expense of training, and guerrilla forces were better
-iquipped and trained. During these months the USAGG found itself working more 1A,
closely with the Greek General Staff (GGS) on future organizational and operational

"qumatters. ah

In October 1947, the KKE issued a call for general revolt and the charac-

ter of the Greek insurgency changed dramatically. The scope ff U. S. militar)

assistance expanded to advice on and observation of military operations. Wi"

U. S. assistance the Greek General Staff formed the National Defense Corps -. C),

its mission being to take over the static defense of towns, villages and installations,

thus relieving the GNA; its secondary role was to clear certain areas of bandits.

In January 1948. the NDC forces were brought to full authorized strength of 50, 000

and dispersed throughout the provinces of Greece.

In December 1946 the JCS autnorized establishment of the Joint U. S.

SMilitary Assistance and Planning Group (.TUSMAPG). Its mission was to assist

tfhe Greek Armed Forces in achieving internal security at the earliest possible

date by providing "stimulating and aggressive assistance in the form of opera-

tional and logistical advice. " Nin."y Officers and eighty enlisted men were assigned

I] to the group in January 1948 to serve in advisory capacity to GNA units. The

-j British military mission continued it. role as advisor on organization and training.

In areas of active conflict advisory teams were attached to the Field

Army, the three Corps Headquarters and the seven Divisions of the GNA, and

the, U. S. military mission now began to assume responsibility for military opera-

tionr. while retaining responsibility for logistical support. JUSMAPG was not,

however, prepared to engage in training and advice on organization of the Greek

armed forces and the British Military mission continued to furnish advice on these

matters.
-s 4
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Situation

In June 1948 the JUSMAPG called on the Greek General Staff to form

the Home Guards for village defense. This action sprang from requests made

by a great number of refugees for weapons for self-protection in order to enable
I3them to return to their former homes in isolated villages and resume farming. •

JUSMAPG was instrumental in working out a plan with the Greek Government

whereby selected village families would be armed and permitted to return to their

villages, where they would be organized into army approved and supervised units

tnuder the command of the local tactical unit commander. During the rest of

1948 the program of a"'ing civilians for defense was continued and British

I |rifles were issued to a total strength of 14, 000. In late 1949 a program was

initiated to gain closer control of Home Guard units. While JUSMAPG trained

the GNA and NDC units, it is not clear who trained the Home Guard units.

Counternsurgent campaigns conducted in 1948 revealed the lack of

training and low quality of leadership of Greek forces and in July 1948 training

officially became a joint U. S. -British responsibility with the U. S. taking re-

ponsibility for infantry training which in effect meant that the U. S. military

I assumed full respo~iibility for GNA training. Thus, the U. S. military mission

S1 for the first time was adOvising the GNA on all aspects of military activity--plans

and operations, organization and training, and logistics.

From June 1948, when the Home Guards were formed, until December

1948. when the Communists began to mount large-scale counteroffensives against

Ssome of the larger towns in northern and central Greece, a combined action force

deployed to work with Home Guard units in critical areas would have had an oppor-

I tunity to train and upgrade these forces with a minimum threat of large-scale

attack. During much of this period the GNA was still carrying the fight to the

guerrillas in their major strongholds along the Albanian and Yugoslav borders

and in the Pindus Mountains.

By the ena of 1947, 420, 000 refugees had fled to large towns and cities.
In large part this resulted from GNA efforts to clear certain areas to deprive
bandits of support.
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The Home Guard units have many of the characteristics of the Popular

Forces with which the USMC developed the Combined Action Concept in Vietnam--

i. e., they were armed local villagers who were essentiaiy providing security I
for their own families: they were organized in units and were under the control
of the local tactical commander. It is not clear from the available sources who

provided training for these Home Guard units: the U. S. military advisory effort Z

appears to have been tied up with training the GNA and NDC units. Since Home

Guard utits would presumably have to be trained on the job- -i. e.. in their own

villages while in the act of defending them- -presumably a CA effort would do much M

to up-grade these local forces and speed their re-establishment of security in

critical areas, thus speeding the recovery of productive activity. There was

apparently no U. S. advisory effort with the Home Guard units, and a USMC CA

unit could have provided direct contact between the Home Guard and the U. S.

assistance effort. Since the Home Guard units were in theory under local GNA A

commanders and a chain of command which could be influenced by the U. S.

advisory chain, the major problems of command and control and logistical support

would have been solved.

A USMC Combined Action force deployed could not hope to work with all

units of the Home Guard since these would be spreac through all villages in remote

areas. They could, however, concentrate in villages along some major communi- -R

cation artery, providing local security for the artery as well as for villages in the

vicinity.

The most likely areas for deployment of a combined action force are

the eastern coastal plains and river valleys where the surrounding mountains

were infested with guerrillas. Of these probably the most likely area would have

been the coastal plain near the town of Katerini and the interior plain stretching

west of Thessalonika toward the towns of Edhessa and Naousa. This arca is readily

accessible by sea.

The emphasis in this mission would be security, upgrading local forces

and intelligence. The USMC would work with Home Guard units to provide ade-

quate village defense against guerrilla raids, and to protect local officials. They
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would train Home Guard units in aggressive anti-guerrilla tactics as well as

local defense measures and see that they were properly equipped and supplied 4-

V •for this purpose. They would also be on the lookout for coltaborators and could

provide intelligence on the movements and intentions of guerrilla forces*

Psychological operations and civic action would be minimal components I

of the mission, since the members of the Home Guard were already highly moti-

vated to return to their villages, secure them and resume productive activity.

Thus, civic action might be limited to assisting the Home Guard units in repair __4

of local communications and transportation facilities, and in providing medical

"assistance.

In Greece, a USMC combined action effort might have had two episodes of

somewhat different characte'r. The one we have just described for an operation -

around Katerini and Thessalonika is geared to the fact that the conflict in the

north, near the borders with Albania and Yugoslavia, was large.y a conflict be-

tween .strangers or at least unrelated people. Villagers in the north could be vic-

timized more by overt threats to their safety and treasure than by appeals to

personal loyalties and family ties. Northwest of Athens, however, in the Par-

nassus area, many of those who joined the guerrilla forces in the mountains were

local people and here the conflict was more likely to involve kinsmen, and hence

some vulnerability of both sides to appeals based on kin ties. Conceivably once

the USMC CA units were withdrawn in the north--i. e. , once *he full-scale

countei Mffensives were begun by the Communists--the same or other UJSMC units

could be deployed subsequently in the region northwest of Athens and here their -1

mission might include a much heavier componert of psychological operations di-

rected toward th-• insurgents, tied into some form of amnesty p,-ogram, and sup-

ported by civic action programs designed to areal1 specifically to potential de-

fectcrs.
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Thailand

(May-Deceniber 1966)

gAA

Comrnr'st activity was stepped up in Northeastern Th1ailand in the early

and mid-60s. In May 1962, President Kennedy dispatched 5, 000 U. S. Marines

to Thailand to meet the Communist threat from Laos in the NE. The USMC con-

tingent conoisted of a Marine Expeditionary Unit which was landed at Bangkok and

flown north to Udorn. (There is disagreement among sources as to whether or not

the U. S. was requested by the Thai government to send these troops. However,

there was some precedent for the move: In February, 1955, at the SEATO councl's

first meeting in Bangkok, delegates representing Thailand, Pa cistan and the Philip-

pines had urged the establlhment of a unified command, a joint mobile striking

force and token U. S. troops stationed at strategic posts within the treaty area. )

Token forces als(. were sent by Great Britain, Australia and New Zealand. U. S.

troops were withdrawn in August 1962 but a perrna...,nt U. S. military headquarters

remained in Bangkok.

In January 1965, Peking announced formation of the Thailand Patriotic

Fronz and threatened guer.illa war throughout Thailand before the year was out.

"In May 1965 the SEATO council, i. iLs 10tb meeting (in London) expressed con-

cern over increasing Comm,,nist subversion in the NE. In Nov'emher 1965, the

f Communist Thai unit was formed and in January 1966, the second such unit

was fo-rmed. In March and April 1966 there occurred the first attacks on police

stations in the northeast. Thus, by mid-1966, the insurgent situation in the north-

east had bee: drastically stepped up and was severely t ,.ing the resources and

capabilities of the Thailand police forces in the NE border area.

At the same time the situation in the south required attention ever since

the end of the Malaysian Emergency in 1960. Before the Emergency ended several

thousand Malaysian communist insurgents. n.ainly ethnic Chinese, had taken refuge

along the Malaysia -Thailand border and between 1960 and 1965 these rebels enjoyed

almost undisturbed sanctuiary in the four southorn border provinces of "laihlnd.
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In March 1965 Th-ciland signed an agreement with Malaysia to strengthen their

joint counterinsurgency operations along the common, border. Two centers for

joint operation were established in southern Thailand and the Mvalaysian police

were given the right to chase insurgents ten miles into Thai territory.

The brunt of the counterinsurgency effort in 1966-67 tell to the Thai

National Police, particularly to the Provincial Police and the Bordcr Patrol

Police. Sp,-cial suipport to these forces was provided through USOM/Thailand

in 1966-67. The Provincial Police were based on some 4. V29. tamibon (Commune)

police statione, at tambon comprising a number of villages. In April 1965, in

aneflort to counter the "hit-uncP run" tactics of the insurgents, the station coinple-

I inents in the northeast were augmented by 90 mobile police patrols each based in4 a village in a particular tambon and under the command of the local tambon police
station chief. Each patrol, consisting of six men led by two Provincial PoliceX

NCOs, was responsible for the security of four to vix villages -In their tambon.

The Prov~ncial Police also included fifty 50-mnan Special Action Forces, deployed

throughout the country. Ttained for quick reaction, the SA~s were used in counter-

insurgency and crime suppression, howrver, the generat shortage of police man-

power resulted in their being used too frqequently as static fo~-ces.

The basic operating t~nit of mec B3'rrdel Patrol Police WBPP) was the Line

Platoon of 30 men, comrimnded in xnost cases by ari NCO lnc;.use of the shortage

of officers az"J iinciudhg ý; medle with :-A lpakt six mocrahs of Trailning at poliv-

headquarters. 111 1966-671 tbere wcre,ý 122 of theae platoons. IBackiiirg these up

were thte Mobile Lineý Plctoone. AMobjii Reservr 'Platoons &nd Special Wzaponsc

Ptatoona. ThQ kiobilz! reservei, consnisimng of 24 platoor~q basnd at the variowts

1BPP headquarters, ,acre tranvcd tipeciically in countlei-iurgency and viere de-.

sign-id vý quifr, :,eaction forcesm for combaý. deyioyment. The ir-,P w~as traincd

in paramnilitary as -xull aj policc techniques,

The- _ d-Ga ~ail'on of t~he BPP was ir. wav djrectly .with vilLagrers itz

remn'te uirvas ind to att-7nunt to wai; their c-ornf~ente, enasre: th-eir loyallty- to the

ilovat1 Ilai GOV I'llera en'L devecioo infori at~c'c sources. -n this thev were assis'e(

Ii': the Rcin-cte Arc Secuni'ty P'rolu-cf, iý*Zunted i5n 1.306, w.hprovided ti-.-emn with
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the nrans for developmental activities in cooperation with the villagers as part

of their border surveillance activities. Development Platoons were formed to

engage in civic action and construction with help from USN Construction Battalions

(Seabees).

UnderUSOM assistance a new concept was developed for counterinsur-

gency training of the Thai National Police Department (TNPD). Plans called for

a National Counterinsurgency Training Center and for recrientation o; courses in

four existing area training centers, one of which is at Sonkhla in the south. Area

centers would provide unit-level training for all tactical units of the TNPD operating

in rural areas. U. S. Special Forces personnel would train a permanent instructor

cadre and phase out over a two-year period.

Situation

By mid-1966, insurgent operations in the northeast had passed beyond

the propaganda, recruitment, organization and training stage and were now di-

rected toward overt. confrontation with the forces of law and order, principally

the Provincial and Border Police. With U. S. assistance, these forces undertook

to restructure themL Ives for a more flexible and aggressive response and to

-retrain themselves in more effective counterinsurgency tactics and techniques.

A cadre of U. S. Special Forces personnel was considered as a device for in-

jecting the proper training.

The seriousness of the situ,-.tion in the northeast in tne last half of 1966

suggests that the Thais could have used some relief along their southern border.

if not to shift some of their police firces from that region to the northeast, at

least to assure themselves that the situation along the Malaysia--Thailand border

would be sufficiently under control for them to le able to devote their full atten-

tion to the northeast. Since most of the USOM effort to upgrade the Thai police

appears to have been conicentrated in th6 northeast there is reason to suppote

that. the police units along the southern )o.5rder lagged behind in development and

could have used some special assistance fror some other U. S. Rource. D'urther-

more, although not as apparent then as now to the Thai government, the Malaysian

rebels were beginning to establish closer links with the Thai rebels in the northeast.
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As part of the overall U. S. assistance effort from n:id-I96G to 1967.

a USMC CA unit could have been deployed tit st pinto on the Thai-Malaysia

border with the mission of working directly with |horder Patrol PIollce Line and

Reserve Platoons. The east coasi of the Thailand peninsula is readily accessible

by .•a, and such a force could have been based at Songktsla, the capJtal of Songkhla

Province, or at Pattani, the capital of Pattani Province. Both of these towns have

ports and airfields. Songkhla is also the locus of ne of the four area training

centers for police in the country. Most parts of Songhkla Province are within

50 air miles of the capital..

The Border Patrol Police line platoons appear ideally suited as counter-

parts in a CA force, at least in organization and mission. The CA formula de-

veloped in Vietnam--a squad of U. S. Marines with a platoon of local paramilitary

forces--would seem to work as well or perhaps even better with these BPP pla-

toons, and the fact that they were commanded in most cases by NCOas and included

a medic makes them appear generally compatible with the USMC CA concept.

Further, the mission of, the BPP appears to have been almost parallel to the

USMC CA mission concept: area surveillance, local security, and intelligence,

working directly with villagers to ensure their confidence, loyalty and divulging

of the inform-AtIron. and the use of civic action as a means of winning support from

the local people.

The main rebel forces along th,, border are Chinese and their p)rki vpaS

efforts have been directed toward the local Malaya populations in Malaysia.

Since 1965. however, there has existed some potential for '%e Malaysi.Ln rebels

along the Malaysia-Thai border to play a direct role in Thailand's own insurgency

Droblems, particularly the threat tL.. + with Peking's urging they might extend their

• armed propaganda" tactics tW the Malay population on the Thai side of the border,

ambushing Thai police units or raiding villages and police stations, and thus cre-

ating a serious "secondary front" diversion at a time when the Thais had their
4

hands full in the northeast.

4 There is recent evidence of a linkage between the Malaysian rebebd
and the rebels in the northern and northeastern provinces of Thailand, a linkage

fostered by Peking. See The Economist, January 30, 1971, p. xxxvi.
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Such a threat appears to have been more potential than actual in the

latter half of 1966. The Malaysian rebels appear to have been interested in the

Thai side of the border as a base for recruiting drives in the adjoining Malaysian

states and the Thais, aside from allowing the Malaysian police to pursue rebels

ten miles inside Thai territory, seemed to feel that the rebel movement was

oriented solely toward Malaysia and posed no immediate threat for the Thai gov-

ernment.

In this situation the primary mission of the USMC CA unit would be up-

grading of the local forces. Local security and subversion do not appear to have

been serious problems at the time--i. e. . the rebels were not actually ambushing

Thai police units, or raiding villages or police stations, or actively propagandizing

or terrorizing the local population on the Thai side of the border. However, they

well could have after Peking's announcement of the Thailand Patriotic Front

(January 1965), and the 1965 agreement between Thailand and Malaysia. Hence,

the BPP in that area should have been well-trained in the early detection of insur-

gent operations among the Thai Malays, and in the tactics of counterinsurgent

operations. including intelligence, detection of agents and the conduct of psycho-

logical operations and civic action. All of these things in principle appear to have

been included in the mission of BPP but there is evidence that as late as 1971 the

Thai forces in the border regiun were considerably less well equipped than their

Malaysian counterparts to tackle the problem. 5

While equipped to conduct simple practical exercises in information

gathering, PsyOp and civic action, the USMC CA unit generally does these for

its own purposes. is dependent on professional gtidance and assistance from

higher echelons, and is not really equipped tc teach these skills explicitly to

coounterpart forces at the level of the deployed units. Hence, in this case one

of the functions of the USMC CA unit support components in intelligence, PsyOp

and civic action would be to provide training in these activities to BPP units,

particularly to the Mobile Reserves, which were specifically trained in counter-

insurgency techniques, and to the Development Platoons.

5 Ibid.
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One of the intriguing aspects of this border situation, and the mutual

involvement of both the Malaysian and Thai police forces, is the possibilities of

training the Thai police in the combined action concept itself.

Thus the scenario for introduction of a USMC CA unit in southern Thai-

land in the latter half of 1966 would involve the following: the deployment of

USMC rifle squads to work with BPP line platoons; the detailing of some support

components in PsyOp, civic action and intelligence to work with the 3PP Mobile

Reserve units and with the BPP local headquarters in the field; close liaison be-

tween the USMC CA command and the top of the Provincial Police structure, to
I; include a coordinating function with the area counterinsurgency training center at

Songkhla. The deployed USMC CA units would concentrate on upgrading BPP line

units in paramilitary skills including local defense, ambushing and patrolling, and

practical experience in counterinsurgency tactics and combined operations could

be gained by both BPP and USMC elements if in fact a three-way combination

could have been developed--i. e., area surveillance and quick response operations

handled by mixed teams of Thai BPP, Malaysian police, and USMC units, sup-

ported by Marine air. Providing that the command and control systems could be

adequately coordinated among these three elements, such a force might well have

established a model for joint counterinsurgency operations along borders. This

suggests that in deploying the USMC CA units in the above scenario, they might

well have been concentrated in or near the two areas where the Thais and Malay-

sians had already agreed to conduct joint operations against the rebel sanctuaries

in Thailand.
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Colombia

(May 1962-January 1963)

Setting

From 1948-58 the Colombian countryside was torn by anarchy, banditry

and armed conflict between elements of two major political parties. Basically
political in origin the conflict became endemic in the rural areas, perpetuated
in the form of retaliatory blood feuds between peasants or between arnmed bands

and law enforcement agents. Frequently, the political issues were forgotten and

retaliatory raids replaced by simple banditry, and wanton killings :is a way of

life. Known as "La Violenc'a" this phenomenon in Colombian history drewInter-

national attention particularly between 1948-58, because of its senselese brutality

and excesses, the incredibly high death rates on all sides, and thki intensity and

persistence of the conflict over large areas of the country for such a long period

of time.

In the years after 1958 there was noticeable abatement in this rural

anarchy, mainly as the result of the establishment of the national front and an

agreement between the two major parttes that they would share equally in goveo-n--

ment by a system of quotas and alternating control. This took much of the steam

out of the politically based conflict; however, organized and sporadic banditry and

criminality of all sorts remained a serious problem in some locales, particularly

in the departments of Tolima, Huila, Calda, and Valle. Furthermore, in the

early 1960's. communist organization arai direction began to manifest itself in

guerrilla type attacks on public targets both in the rural areas and in the towns.

Considerable improvement in the military measures to control the vio-

lence were carried out under Presidents Lleras Camargo (1958-62) and Leon

Valencia (1962-1966). Both were concerned with isolating and eliminating the

remaining pockets of banditry and guerrilla warfcre and moved vigorously and

generally effectively, despite opposition from some political groups which tried

to exploit the remaining violence to disrupt and dia ,redit the national front.
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!Both Lleras and Valencia enjoyed considerable public support in the

"United States and both appear to have been very receptive to U. S. military assis-

tance and advice.

December 1961 marks the beginning of the National Front's efforts to

mount a full-scale assault on the problems of anarchy and disorder in the country-

side. In an article appearing in the December issue of the Army magazine,

Major General Alberto Ruiz Novoa. Commander of the Army, expressed the

Armys realization that bolder tactics and better training were needed, particu-

larly in counterguerrilla op-rations, and he promised that in 1962 all training

would be increased.

In January 1962, the army and police combined in an assault on Mar-

quetalia in southern Tolima and northern Huila and shortly thereafter a semi-

autonomous command--the Quindio Command--was created to increase military

effectiveness in the Quindio--a triangular-shaped frontier pocket area enclaved

between the departments of Caldas, Tolima and Valle. Generally underdeveloped

and neglected by the adjacent departments, this area had attracted some of. the
worst bandit clements in the country. In 1962 it was considered the prime example
of a "remaining pocket of banditry" to be eliminated. Headquarters of the Quindio

Command was at Armenia, in Southern Caldas.

In early 1962 the Army began to distribute firearms to the peasants for

self-defense, and about the same time was hard at work, with U. S. assistance,

on a broadly conceived and comprehensive plan for control of violence throughout

the country. Known as Plan Lazo, it included special training in anti-guerrilla

operations, training in operational intelligence techniques, psychological opera-

tions, and civil defense indoctrination for civilians in affected areas, and mili-

tary civic action programs. The plan was issued to the Army in May 1962.

In August 1962, President Valencia succeeded President Lieras in office.

With his endorsement of Plan Lazo. Major General Novoa, now Minister of War.

began to implement it immediately, a task which was accomplished by the end of

1962. In September 1962 the Army prepared to expand iti single battalion of
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special mountain t'oops, the Lancers, to eight battalions, within a period of

twelve months. Tne Lanc.rs were trained in mobile counterguerrilla operations

using helicopters.

k• In October. the governors of Caldas. Tolima and Valle departments.

surrounding the Quindio area, agreed to unite their departments into a unified

territory for the express purpose of suppressing banditry.

Notable successes were achieved under Plan Lazo and the operations of

the armed forces changed the situation in the Quindio for the better soon after

the Plan was implemented. Two major local bandit chiefs were eliminated in

late 1962 and early 1963.

One of the central efforts in Plan Lazo was military civic action asnis-

tance to rural communties, both to reconstruct communities damaged by the

violence and to detach local inhabitants from bandits who might have been preying

on them. This was difficult because it was common for bandits to portray them-

selves to rural people as their protectors, politically aligned with the raAlonal

government. If convinced that the bandits were not their protectors, families

then became apprehensive about bandit retaliation should they cooperate with

the military and accept assistancei

Situation

Plan Lazo, issued in May 1962 and implemented by the end of that year,

was drawn up with the assistance of U. S. military advisors and carried out with

U. S. military assistance in training and equipment. As a comprehensive plan,

employing a variety of mutually reinforcing Cl techniques, it could well have in-

cluded the c mbined action concept as an adjunct to the army and police search

and destroy tactics particularly in the Quindio where the Army and police had pre-

viously had minimal contact with the local population. Between May 1962, when

Plan Lazo was first issued to the Army, and December 1962, when the plan began

to pay off in the QuIndio, a USMC CA unit deployed among the villages in the

Quindio could have provided an essential element of support to the combined Army

and police effort--i. e., they could have assured the local people that it was the
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government, not the bandits, who ultimately would protect them. The concern

expressed about retaliation by bandits for cooperation with the government sug-

gests that the whole thrust of the Army's plan was bandit-chasing supported by

local intelligence, encouraged by local civic action. Since the Army and police

appear to have been fully occupied in area-wide mobile counterguerrilla opera-

tions, some local units, comparable to the Home Guard in Greece, could have
been formed in the Quindio. We know that arms were issued to the peasants in

1962 for self-defense and that Platn Lazo included civil defense indoctrination for

civilians in affected areas, but we have no information as to how local defense

was actually organized at the local level, or how it was related to the actions of

the Army and police in their bandit "search and destroy" missions. Although

these missions appear to have been successful we do not know whether the Army

or police left in their wake the sort of local defense institutions that would make

the area extremely difficult for bandits to reclaim.

In this situation, we visualize a three-fold mission for the CA force:

(1) creating and training local defense forces, possibly using the ca. abinieros

as a base, or a model (these forces had been awgmented in 1959, when additional _N
carabinieros, some or all of whom were mounted, were assigned to rural areas

of violence), (2) providing local defense including regular patrolling and am-

bushing, and (3) gathering of local intelligence for transmittal to the Army and

SE police units operating in the area.

As in the case of Thailand, civic action programs are already in effect

so that this mission would be minimal. Psychological operations would be more

important but limited to convincing the local population that (1) the government

meant business, (2) in the long run the government would win out, (3) the govern-

ment was the true protector of the peasantry and not the bandits, (4) it was to the

peasants' advantage to cooperate with the government and to accept their assis-

tance in return for providing information about the movements of local bandit

gangs, and (5) the purpose of the CA force was to see to it that villages which

cooperated with the government could protect themselves against the retaliation

by bandits, until the bandits were eliminated. Experience has shown that the

continuous presence of the CA force in local communit.es, plus its demonstrated
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intent to stand and fight, are probably the strongest psychological messages of

all. These could be reinforced by the simplest and most effective form of psy-

ops--i. e., talking directly with the people on a regular basis, explaining to

them what the Army and police are doing and why, and promoting situations inf

which local people may prove to themselves that they can withstand exploitation

by bandits, and that siding with the government would in the long run be more to

their advantage than siding with the bandits. Combined action, using the politically

neutral USMC units as a core, would have done much to allay fears that armed

peasants would themselves turn to banditry. The injection of deployed USMC

•nits into a situation where intense political factionalism and retaliatory raiding

had been endemic would probably go a long '-ay in and of itself toward reducing

this kind of tension and toward making it possible for communities to focus their

attention, defensively, on their true enemies.

While a USMC CA force could no' be deployed generally about the country,

its use in the Quindio in late 1962 would have had a much broader i.apact than is

suggested by the size of the Quindio area itself. Combined action was explicit in

the operational elements of Plan Lazo, and operations by the Colombian Army

and police in the Quindio were a particularly dramatic demonstration of the effec-

tiveness of comblued action and military-civil cooperation and mutual assistance.

Further, the fact that the governors of the three adjoining department- (Caldas,

Tolima and Valle) had unified their departments for a kind of regiona .i •ck on

banditry meant that what happened in the Quindio had a •aecial signiicance for

the region as a whole.

The Quindio is accessible from the Pacific Coast of Colombia, through

the department of Valle. The cavital city of Valle, Cali, is located inland some

100 miles by air from the port town of Buenaventura. From Call, a road runs

o-,rthward through a valley into the heart of the Quindio. We visualize the USMC

CA unit having its logistical base in Call, and its inain operational and liaison

base at Armenia, the headquarters of the Quindio Command. Armenia is 200

road miles from Cali. Air and road support to the CA units could be provided

from Cali, with backup support coming from Buenaventwra.
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CHAPTER IV

COMBINED ACTION OPERATIONS IN THE FUTURE IS

Prcjecting and Predicting Through I
ý5 the Use of Scenarios

ii-=

This chapter mainly is devoted to the construction of three scenarios de-

picting the use of Marine combined action units (CAUs) in possible future contin-

gency situations. The hypotetical foreign settings for these narrations are

mythical countries in Latin America, tae Middle East, and Asia. Thesc scenarios, 3

although generalized and speculative, are based on an integration of the descrip-

tive materials concerning relevant foreign environments and insurgency case A

histories as presented in. Chapters 1i and III, and a projection of socio-politico-

economic trends likely to require limited Marine involvement to protect U. S.

interests in the mid-range period (1972-1982). The emphasis in these scenarios

i•s military and tactical rather than diplomatic and strategic. Hence issues are

I not fully addressed at -a level that would concern the U. S. Ambassador or senior

military members of the Country Team. For a full discussion of roles and re-

sponsibilities at this level the reader is referred to FMFM 8-2, Counterinsur-

gency Operations. 
M

In addition to presenting an estimate of the future evolvement of the

combineo action concept, the scenarios are intended to provide raw materials

for Marine structured training studies and exercises. Following the three nar-

rations, training and support requirements for likely Marine combined action

operations of the future are specified. Finally, conclusions and recommendations

PC concerning the Marine combined action concept in future contingencies are pre-

sented, M

One organizational model, similar to the present Marine Battalion Landing

Team, suitable for all three scenario situations has been developed. This organi-

zational chart, together with indications of the operational tasks typically to be

assigned to different components, is presented as Appendix A. AS
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Scenario .11-- Latin America

Introduction

A U.S. Marine Amphibious Unit (MAU), as part of a larger Orga-

nization of American States (OAS) force, was requested by the Republic of Carta

Blanca in February 1978 to counter and neutralize active insurgency in the south-

ernmost province of Cabeza de Vaca. The other elements of the OAS force were

to be concentrated in the national capital, San Miguel, in order to helpquell large

scale disorders aimed at overthrowing the newly elected government. The MAU,

organized to be deployed as Combined Action Unit (CAU), arrived in the country

on February 22. 1978.

Located i1 2 central Central America, -Carta Blanca is 4,168 square miles

in area and had a population of 1, 705, 760 at the time of the last census (1975).

Shaped roughly like a rectangle, mountains cover most of the northern two-thirds

of the country and lush, jungle lowlands and developed farmlands make up the

lower one-third. The national capital is situated inland about 70 miles northwest

of the country's only deepwater port, the provincial capital of La lzquertda. Being

only a few degrees north of the equator, the climate is hot and humid all year long,

except in mountainous areas above 6, 000 feet. The country is bounded on the

north, west, and south by the Republic of El Pobre, and on the east by the Atiantic

"Ocean.

The economic foundation of Carta Blanca over the past century has been

the production and export of barianas. However, international demand for bananas

has fallen sharply since the early 1970's and a serious effort to diversify agricul-

tural production has been undertaken. Moves toward industrialization have resulted

in increasing output8 of cement, electricity, and wood products. Banking and in-

surance have long been important -ommercial enterprises. Transportation and

telecommunications remain relatively primiti-ve. in large part due to the rugged

physical features of the country. Carta Blaaca has only one telephone for every

700 inhabitants.
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The social structure of the country is reflected in the ethnic composition;

17% of European ancestry, 70% m'estizo, 9% Negro. and 4% Indian. Educational

opportunities are rapidl~y improving, especially in the capital city. There are

over 2, 500 primary and secondary schools, with a combined enr.allment of

305,990. The illiteracy rate is about 50% for the whole country. Similarly,

health standards are low, but improvirv. There are about 550 .nhabitants per

hospital bed, and 2,360 persons per physician. The infant mortality rate is now

about 103 per 1,000 births. Carta Blanca has excellent social welfare measures

on the books, but they are routinely unimplemented.

The politics of Carta Blanca traditionally has been the province of the Z4

landed gentry, the former aristocracy, the church, and the military elite. Until

around 1960, an especially close bond, in terms of interests and family ties, had

existed between the wealthy landowners and the military leadership. However, in

recent years an accelerating change has been taking place in the national balance

of political power. At the expense of the landowner class, the church, ,mid the

old generals, new industrialists and entrepreneurs, professional people, and a

new type of military man have been in the ascmndancy, Probably the best example

of this change has been General Alvarez, who in promulgating the Conatitution oe A

1970 passed control over the government and the economy from the hands of a

relatively small elite, into the hands of the voting public. Traditionally, the Re-.

public of Carta Blanca has been pro-Urnlted States.

Origins of the Disorder

In the period between 1964 and 1974, Carta Blanca had Peen eight govern-

ments form and fall without benefit of national elections. However, when the junta

led by General Hector Alvarez seized power in May 1974, many significant changes

ensued. In response to stagnant econ wrric conditions and vounting public discon-

tent, a series of long postponed reforms were introduced between 1974 and 1978.

The most important reforms included a loosening of restrictions on freedom of

the press and assembly, freedom to form political parties, the promise of a land

reform program, and a pledge of free elections to be held on 7 January i978 (for

the first time in 16 years).
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In the two years preceding the 1978 elections, three large political

parties were formed, the Party of the Right (POR), the Party of the Center (P0`0)

and the Party of the Left (POL). Some 33 additional parties were registered withl

the government, mostly representing small elements of the left nnd right, but s,.

the elections were to show, these splinter groups represented only about 3 p'rcent

of the population.

The elections, to seat a new legislature in addition to a chief execivý,,

were won by Senor Pedro Gonzoles and the Party of the Center, by an impressivc

plurality of 62 percent of the popular vote. Unfortunately, both the Party of the

Right and the Party of the Left contested the elections immediately on the grounds

of vrtLng irregularities. The week after the elections, several prormnent members

of the Partyof the Right attempted a coup d'etat to unseat the newly elected govern-

ment and install their own man as president. Howevtr, the former Chief of

State, General Alvarez, rallied the bulk of the nation's armed forces to protect

the new government and prevent the coup attempt.

A more serious threat to the Gonzoles government developed two weeks

later on the 29th of January, A coalition of three minor parties of the radical A

left1 announced a campaign to topple the government because they claimed that

the panel of judges that conducted the investigation of voting irregularities and

certified the legality of the results of the elec t ions had been bribed by Senor

Gonzo'es. Although the charges of election fraud had no foundation in fact, the

anti-government campaign utruck a responsive chord among the citizens of San

Miguel for other reasons.

SThe national economy had been stagnant for over two years and conditions

in '1:0 were particularly difficult. Food shortages, serious inflation and

an t. rent r-ate of over 35% brought urban dweLlers into the streets to de-

mand g%: .r-:nzet action, and violent confront4tions with the police followed. On

30 January, 16 workers and students, and 7 police were slain. At the same time,

1The Party of the Radical Left, the Freedom Army of Carta Blanca, and
the Movement Mao and Che.
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taking advantage of Iihe coafusion and intensifyiag it. M'trxlrft an6 other radical

g2nup.' launched a pr.,gram of terrorism. burrring and bo'nbi,;, public bu-1dings

and kidrapping governm-ient officials. The studernts at the National University

went on str'Re and reiterated their longstanding demands for edue"tioonal reforms

and more jobs fv- graduates. President Gonzoles ordered the entire rn ral police

force, the Rural Guard, to the capital to reinforce urban police and the army, but

was unabie to calm the situation.

Meanwhile, in the important banana producing province of Cabeza de

V' :,, groups of peasants had illegally occupied over 2, 000 acres of unft .ed

plantation lands in anticipation of the expected land reform. Landowners begz?.

to mobilize their workers in order to evict the peasants by force. Also, reports

were received in the capital that several small plantations had been attacked and

-.oted by guerrillas and/or bandits. Other ritral and mountain areas throughout

the country, however, remained relatively quiet.

Under these conditions, President Gonzoles on 5 February declared a

national state of seige and requested assistance from the Organization of American

States to restore order to the nation. The Organization of American States

acted promptly on the request, agreeing to send to the Republic of Carta Blanca

one battalion of Marines each from Argentina. Brazil, Venezuela. and the United

States. The Latin American contingents were immediately dispatched to the

capital to help local forcei restore and maintain order, while because of their

special capabilities, the U. S. Marines were assigned to the Province of Cabeza

de Vaca.

The MAU Mission

The U. S Marine Amphibious Unit (in reinforced battalion strength)

was assigned two primary -'.nd two secondary objectives by the Commander,

General Jones, of the Organization of American States Expeditionary Force to

the Republic of Carta Blanca. The first and most important objective was to

quell the growing rural anarchy and maintain the peace in the province. In order

to accomplish this objecti. e, Marines were to prevent further peasant encroach-

rnents onto privately held plantation lands and at the same time dissuade iandowners
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from atteripting to ev:ict peaaa~lts frcro private lands already occupied pending

"".i~lic-i ro'view. -Also, armied raid:, on individuai plantations aad ranches were

to be stoppea and the raiders apprehended. As a. secondary objective, the

in the proviirice in order to prepare effective countermeasures and to inform tnfe

OAS Comarwnd and national authorities. Inormation coming into the capital from[Cabez de Vaca was ext2'enwly confused and contradictory prior to the arrival ofthe AS Epedtionry Frce
The second primary objective of the U1. S. W41 11ae contingent was to

;ASqi~t provincial authorities to form and train a provincial constabulary force

Of 2, 000 men capable of -astiurning the main burden of local security as soon ais

possible. The virtual absence of police forces in the province since the centrak

government had recalledi the Roiral Guard from the countryside on 31 -January to

help put down disturbance8 -in San Miguel had contributed significantly to provincial

unre~st. An average of only one police officer per village had been left behind

and these few men chose not t.) tOkc an active role in the settlement of local dis-

putes.

The other secondary mission of the MAUI was to determine the scope and

composition of possible conimunity development activities in the area of operations,

and carry out such activities where feasIble. Of cour3e. this last objective was

not to be undertaken until a full measure of law and order had been achieved in

Caheza de Vaca.

Dcscripti2oii of the Area of Operations

The Province of Cabeza de Vaca covers '.he extremne southern tip of theA

Republic of Carta Blanca and is 1, 060 square miles, or approximately the same

size as Rhode Island. On the west and south Lne province is bounded by the Re-

public of El Pobre. To the north to the mountainous province of San wiguel.

near the center (f -,:htch -is -Aituated the nationnl capital of San Miguel. The eastern

border of the )rovince is edged by a 40-mile strip of the Atlantic Ocean& with the

nation's only good deep water port, the provincial capital of !A Izquerlda. The
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southernmost three-quarters of the province are rich agricultural lowlands which

",ise abruptly in the north to craggy volcanic mountains 9, 000 to 12, 000 feet high.

The total population of the province is about 420, 000 persons or 35%

of the national total, if the 510, 000 urban residents of the nation's capital are

excluded. A bit over half of the population, 215, 000 persons, resides on the

province's 36 large and medium-sized banana plantations. Of the remainder,

about three-quarters or 140, 000 persons, live on small plots of private or com-

munal farmland and 42, 000 live in and around the 17 small towns laying along an

cast-west line dividing the plantation lands and the small peasant farms. With

221, 000 persons, the provincial capital of La Izquerida is by far the most impor-

tant commercial center of the region, and has a much larger population than any

of the 17 small towns which average only about 2,500 persons each.

The racial composition of the province is approximately 73% Mestizo,

6% Negro, 9% White, and 12% Indian.

Despite a birthrate approaching 3. 5% per annum, the size of the total

population of the province had remained virtually unchanged for more than two

decades. This anomaly had been the result of a continuous outmigration, almost

entirely to the national capital, due to the stagnation of the local economy.

A long-term slump in the banana industry, the chief cause of the prov-

ince's high rate of unemployment, became critical in 1973. After the U.S.

Concerned Consumer Council puhlished a report in June 1973 proving that the con-

sumption of bananas was a prime factor in inducing obesity among teen-aged girls.

sales to the U. S. fell sharply and never recovered. As a result of the lower

demand, most of the plantation owners allowed part of their lands to go out of

production and lie fallow. By 1978, approximately 9, 000 acres of good land lay

idle, most of it just to the south of the belt of small towns.

This idle lanJ provoked much resentment among the poor mes'zos and

Indians who grew only maize and beans on a subsistence basis on the mostly dry,

rocky soils of the region between the mountains and the plantation lands. Most

2 All population figures are based on the 1975 census.
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of the plantation lands to the south had been owned by these peasants and Indians

some 100 yearn before, but had been lost through legal chicanery and open seizures

by roving filibusters. By 1975 the avera-,. peasant holding in the province was

five acres of agricultural land as opposed to an average of about 900 acres for

each plantation owner. The three largest plantation own,,rs, Gomez, Sanchez,

and OTool, owned a total of 57, 000 acres or almost 20% of the arable land of

the enitire province. Of course, these ownership figures do not reflect the fact

that about one third of the non-plantation rural families were headed by landless,

unskilled, agricultural laborers or sharecroppers. On the plantations, no share-

cropping arrangements were allowed, but almost every family was rented a small

plot of land in order to grow vegetables for home consumption. Following the

sharp decline in banana exports, most plantation workers worked the equivalent

of only two or three days per week and their already low levels of living were

further depressed.

The go'mernment of the previous regime headed by General Alvarez had

been aware of the land problem in Cabeza de Vaca for several years. After a

careful analysis of the land reform problem by teams of U. S. economic consul-

tants and United Nations experts during 1976-77, a draft Land Reform Program

was submitted to the junta of General Alvarez and app.oved just prior to the elec-

tions of -January 1978. Although the Land Reform Program, which provided for

the purchase and transfr of fallow plantation lands through long-term loans to

small holders and landless peasants, was a sound document, no funds were set

aside to erect the implcmentation machinery or to purchase the appropriate

fallow lands.

Unfortunately, much publicity attended the preparation and approval of

the Land Reform Program, and the land hungry peasants of Cabeza de Vaca

assumed that the inauguration of President Gonzoles would coincide with the long-

awaited return to teram of the lands of their forefathers. When one week after the

new president had assumed office and no fallow plantation lands had been redis-

tributed, some members of the landless community began to occupy thi.se lands

without authorization. This practice became increasingly popular and more vide-

spread after the Rural Guard was withdrawn from the province at the end of
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January 1978. By February 5th. the F- --s of some 300 small farmers, land-

less tenanits, and agricultural laborers had occupied over 2, 000 acres of unused

plantation lands.

F Of course, the plantation landowners had no intention of giving up any

of their lands without due process of law and adequate compensation. Although

initially caught off guard by the audacity of the land hungry peasants, the plan-

tation owners soon began to organize their workers to evict the usurpers. The

k plantation overseers quickly mobilized teams of workers to oust the squatters,

but as only bamboo staves were used as weapons, violence and bloodshed were

minimal. At night the peasants would return to reoccupy the same lands they had

been driven from the previous day. Under these circumstances, tensions between

the two groups gradually heightened. The landowners had decided to use firearms

in order to remove the peasants from the occupied plantation lands by the time

the U. S. Marine Amphibious Unit arrived on 14 February 1978.

The Opposing Forces

In addition to the potu,4ally explosive situation relating to the peasant

land grabs, the province of Cabeza de Vaca had been subjected to an unprecedented

amount of violence since the January electiors due to the activities of roving guer-

rilla and bandit gangs. Two guerrilla bands, and four bandit groups masquerading

as guerrillas, caused considerable damage during the period just prior to the

arrival of the U. S. Marines. The chronically poor communications of the region.

the state of national unrest, and the rapid spread of local rumors, however,

tended to exaggerate the seriousness of widely scattered acts of violence.

Of the two guerrilla organizations operating in the province, the 36-

member Cosa Nuestra group led by Carlos Juarez was the older, the larger, and

the more efficient. Originally .runded and funded by the Party of the Left3 in

1973, Cosa Nuer'ra established itsetT as a three-man cell in the provincial capital

"Operating covertly at that time, as were all other political parties in
Carta Blanca.
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soon after the economic pinch caused by the banana crash began to be felt locally.

,or almost five years the guerrillas built up their strength slowly, taking great

care to maintain the secrecy of their activities and their membership. Because

34 of the 36 guerrillas were local men, they were more readily listened to, trusted,Iand protected by the highly suspicious peasantry. The guerrillas were scattered

in terms of three and four men in the small trading towns located along the geo-

graphical Vine separating the plantation lands and the small peasant holdings, and

often were unaware of the identities of one another. The membership was made

up of small landholders, tenants, and agricultural laborers, with a sprinkling

of clerks, storekeepers, and school teachers.

In the five years prior to the elections of January 1978, the Cosa Nuestra

gang limited its activities almost exclusively to proselytizing among the peasantry

against the government, the large landowners, and the national oligarchy, under

the guidance and direction of the parent Party of the Left in San Miguel. Only

occasionally, seven times in five years, did Lhe group kidnap or murder a gov-

D ernment official or landowner, and then only when the individual was guilty of ob-

vious crimes against society, such as beating or torturing employees. However,

L in the fall of 1977. on orders from the Party of the Left leadership, the Cosa

4Nuestra began an intensive campaign to persuade the local peasantry "to exercise

their rights" and move onto unoccupied and unused plantation lands. This propa-

ganda was largely responsible for the subsequent takeover of some 2, 000 acres

immediately following the national elections. On the other hand, many family

and village elders stood against any hasty moves against the landlords, remember-

ing that a series of similar incursions in 1964-65 had resulted in harsh punitive

measures ir,-retaliation against the peasant communities of the province. The

vast majority of the peasantry, perhaps 70 percent. remained apathetic or were

confused about the nature of the events occurring around them. During the entire

four-month period the Cosa Nuestra performed no acts of violence, but energeti-

cally urged the peasants to arm themselves and to fight any landlords who opposed

their actions.
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The other guerrilla band operating in Cabeza de Vaca Province had bee:n

active only since November 1977 anm was sponso"'d by the ultra extremist PaI ty

of Mao and Che. Calling themselves the Workerb ' Peasants Army (WPA), the

"band consisted of seven heavily armed former students and workmen from the

capital city, only one of whom was native to the province and able to speak the

local version of Spanish properly. Their leader, Pancho Libros, was the party',i

chief theoretician on rural rebellion, but had never resided in the countryside.

Because the WPA had no local contacts in the province and were bent

on an action program of terroriam and disruption, they were transported covert l]

to the rugged, sparsely populated, northern region of the province and began at-

tempts to recruit among the local population. Forced to move every day or two

for security reasons and because the small hill communities were unable to feed

and house seven extra men for long, the guerrillas spent their first two months

in the hills without success. The guerrillas mistook the hospitality and friendli

ness of the hill peasants for approval of their revolutionary doctrines and could

not understand why they could enlist no recruits for their band. Although the

peasants ware willing to hide and feed these men who professed to be friends, the

dialect of the guerrillas was difficult to understanl, and their ideas were incom-

prehensible. The peasants reasoned that the better they treated Ehe armed

strangers, the sooner they would go away. Repeated attempts to establish lIaisun

and begin coordin~ated operations with the Cosa Nuestra Guerrillas were rebuffed

by Carlos Juarez, who considered the WPA to be a group of irresponsible ama-

teurs.

Frustrated by their lack of success, the WPA decided to show the pea-

santry, by example, the road to revolutioa. At the beginning of December 1977,

the band began a series of raids on relatively small, isolated, cattle ranches and

banana plantations, burning and killing indiscriminately. Alth( .gh the raiders

moved constantly, police forces had killed one of their number and were closing

a net around the WVPA, when orders were received on 30 January requiring the

immediate withdrawal of virtually the entire Rural Guard to the national capital.

Finding themselves free of police opposition and pursuit, the WPA guerrilla

band moved their operations to the heavily populated plantation lands in the so. tit
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of the province. By the middle of February, the WPA had attacked two large

and four medium-sized banana plantations and killed 114 people.

Adding to the general confusion in the province were the four ginups of

highwaymen that came into existence almost magically on the day following the

departure of the Rural Guard. Each group called themselves guerrillas, but their

only ubjectives were robbery for profit and the settling of old grudger under the

banner of the revolution. These gangs, averaging about 15 men each, were made

up of professional thieves, local brawlers, and young landless peasants looking

for adventure. These were the men who always appear during periods of crisis,

such as earthquakes or floods, when the forces of restraint and authority are

temporarily removed. Interested primarily in easy prey, the bandit groups

struck mostly at defenseless individuals, small unprotected plantations, and

country stores (tiendas). Appropriately, the bandit "guerrillas" covered their

faces with masks during raids. Also, unlike the other guerrilla groups, these

bands traveled by horseback, making them highly mobile and their work quite

profitable. The people were far more terrified of the bandits than of the WPA

guerAllas because the bandits struck at random, according to whim, and no one

was safe from them. During the two weeks before the arrival of the U. S.

MAU, these bandits had looted and burned 15 plantation buildings and private resi-

dences, and 4 country stores, and indiscriminately murdered 6" pt. -ie. Almost

all of the killings were brutal and without cause.

The Arrival of the Marine Amphibious Unit

On the morning of 15 February 1978, ships of the U. S. Atlantic Fleet

Amphibious Forces carrying the Marine Amphibious Unit (MAU) specified

in President Alvarez's request to the Organization of American States arrived off

the provincial capital of Izquerida. The MAU consisted of a fully equipped, re-

inforced battalion of 1, 800 officers and men, and an air arm of 25 armed helicopters.

The four ships of the Naval Amphibious Task Force provided a flexible

and efficient seabase for the Marines. As all aircraft, logistical support, and

maintenance servwces were sited on the ships, the "rear" was both safe and
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unobtrusive for the duration of the operation. Relieved of former burdens such

road and airfield building and maintenance, the Marine Commander wculd be

able to concentrate his efforts on finding and engaging the enemy.

The Marine commander had been briefed on the situation in Cabeza de

Vaca by the OAS commander, General Jones, and by the military leadership of

Carta Blanca on tha previous day. The briefing i evealed that, although relative

calmn appeared to prevail in the tcwn of La Izquerida, most telephone linek were

down and almost nothing was known of what was happening tiaroughout the rest of

the province. Information from widely scattered outlying areas ranged from re-

ports of utter anarchy to inteiligence indicating mild peasant unrest. The national

government was anxious to have news of the true state of affairs. After a careful

helicopter reconnaissance, the MAU made an unopposed landing in La Izquerida

and set up a skeleton headquarters there, while the commandur directed overall

operations from the seabase.

The most pressing task upon arrival was overcoming the language gap.

Although communication with residents of the province was esdential if successful

operations were to be carried out, the central governme nz' San Miguel had been

able to provide the MAU with only 22 civilian and 14 military interpreters. Fortu-

inately, the quality of these interpreters was universally high. The MAU was able

to supplement the contingent of 36 indigenous interpreters with 90 Marine riflemen

having some degree of fluency in the Spanish language. In this way, every combat

unit and every headquarters was able to commence operations with at least one

good interpreter.

Population and Resources Control

Immediately upon arrival, the MAU sent out platoon-sized patrols and

helicopters to gather information on which to base an estimate of the situation.

It quickly became apparent that, although guerrilla and bandit violence was a

serious problem. the chief threat to peace and stability was the confrontation

between the peasants squatting on unused plantation lands and the paid employees

of the landlords. Tension was running high, and the situation contained the makings

of a minor civil war.
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Orders received from the OAS headquarters in San Miguel directed the

Marines to maintain the status quo in all cases of illegal seizures of private lands,

pending juridical review and the implementation of the Land Reform Law. No

further encroachments were to be allowed, and those peasants already in place

were to be protected from landowner countermeasures. Simultaneously, the

Marines were to stop all forms of rural violence, banditry, insurrection, and

anarchy. Also, as it appeared that the Rural Guard would be occupied in San

Miguel for some time to come, the Marines were directed to recruit and train

a local constabulary (to be armed, equipped, and supported by "'c national govern-

ment) to take part in combined action operations and later, to replace the Marine

presence.

Two days after their arrival, the MAU deployed about half of its forces

(26 squads, averaging 15 men each) into the area separating the peasant holdings

and the plantation lands. Squad sized units took up positions in 11 of the largest

of the 17 small marketing towns which formed a boundary between the two factions,

and the remaining 15 squads camped on peasant-held plantation properties.

Both the peasants and the la;,.downers were highly impressed with the mo-

bility and armaments of the Marine units, and independently of each other, decided

that it would be unrewarding to attempt to improve their present positions. As time

passed, both groups became more resigned to the situation; the peasants because

their "rights to the land" were being protected, because the landowners had not

been allowed to retaliate against them, and because the government had reiterated

its promise to distribute all unused plantation lands to the needy; and the land-

owners because they were sa. ed the expense of a full scale "war" against the

squatters, because their collective honor was saved in that it would be impolitic

for them to attack the overwhelmingly superior Marine forces, and because the

government was offering to pay handsome prices to them for pieces of their land

for which they had no use.

The Cosa Nuestra guerrillas, in the first few days after the arrival of

the MAU, were uncertain as to the intentions or the whereabouts of the Marines.

The initial reaction of the Cosa Nuestra was to attempt to induce the entire peasant

community to repulse the "foreign imperialist invaders." However, the peasants
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could not be stampeded, and almost universally chose a wait and see policy toward

the Marines, particularly since the Marines treated the local people with respect

and cause-. lttle trouble. The aggressive and effective Marine patrolling of the

province soon made any type of overt guerrilla activity extremely hazardous, and
the Cosa Nuestra leadership decided to go underground and temporarily cease

all operations.

The Workers and Peasants Army (WPA) guerrillas were equally in the

dark about the intentions of the Marines at the beginning. This group continued

its raids against the banana planters, attacking "good" and "bad" landowners in-

discriminately. Peasants and pluntation workers thought the violence of the WPA

senseless, and considered them to be bandits rather than friends. On the fifth

day after the Marines landed, a tenant farmer on his way to visit relatives in the

south central part of the province observed the six remaining members of the WPA

band on their way to raid a small plantation, and reported his observance when he

ran into a Marine patrol a short time later. The Marines quickly cut off the

guerrilla band, and after a brief fEre fight (one wounded on each side), captured

the entire group. Much to the relief of the local population, after interrogation,

the WFA was turned over to the military authorities in the national capital.

The fate of the four bandit gangs was similar. On the third day of oper-

ations, a Marine helicopter spotted 20 mounted men approaching the central

hacienda of a ,arge plantation and reported their loca'lon to mobile Marine patrols

in the area. Three squads converged on the bandits and surprised the gang as

they were mounting their attack on the hacienda. The bandits resisted and suffered

17 casualties (13 dead and 4 wounded), as opposed to one wounded for the Marines.

Three bandits escaped. News of this encounter spread quickly, and the local peopl,-

soon realized that it would be safe to inform on the bandits. As a result, the other

three bandit groups dissolved as quickly as they had formed. Over the following

two months, 20 bandits were captured and jailed as they tried to rmake their indi-

vidual ways from the plantation area to the rugged mountains in the north. It was

relatively easy for Marine patrols to identify these men, as most oi them retained

their arm.,, and horses as they attempted to escape. Also, information supplied by
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local citizens was an important factor in the apprehension and identification of

many of the bandits,

A problem which occurred with some frequency at first was the apprehen-

sion of innocent peasants on the mistaken assumption that they were bandite. These
mishaps were partly due to language difficulties, but inainly were the result of

the extreme passivity and strong sense of fatalism among the peasantry. Usually

these men soon were identified by the local priest or trustworthy citizens and re-

leased. As the incidence of banditry decreased and the Marines became aware

that the innocent were the least likely to resist arrest, the number of such occur'-

rences fell off sharply. On the whole, the Marines quickly won the confidence of

the public because they treated all citizens with respect and civility and did not

disrupt ihs- local way of life unduly.

By the middle of March 1978, order had been restored throughout the

province of Cabeza de Vaca. The Marine presence and aggressive patrolling had

driven the main guerrilla forci underground i and eliminated the lesser guerrilla

threat and the bandit gangs. Helping to stabilize the situation was the fact that the

local people, under the protection of the Marines, felt secure enough to deny food

and shelter to roving guerrillas and bandits. However, the level of violence in

the national capital had not abated, and in order to maintain order and prevent

fresh guerrilla assaults from the north, the Marines were to remain in Cabeza de

Vaca for another five months.

Intelligence Collection

Intelligence collection proved to be one of the most effective contributions

of the MAU. After only one week, the Marines were able to provide the OAS com-

mand and the national government with vitai information on the true state of affairs

in Cabeza de Vaca Province. This information, primarily the result of first hand

Marine observations from all parts of the province, enabled the authorities to

complete their plans for a nation-wide pacification program, and to begin the

implementation of that program.
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Similarly, tactical intelligence concerning the whereabouts and identity

of marauding bandits and guerrillas was a critical factor in allowing thr Marines

to restore order so quickly. In the beginning, the collection of this vital intelli-

gence came about through the actions of resident individuals in communicating in-

formation to small Marine units, rather than through the effdrts of a formal in-

telligence gathering apparatus.

As soon as the local residents determined that the Marines would not be

a disruptive fnrce, members of all sections of the community volunteered infov-

mation concerning renegade bandits and guerrillas. Probably the most important

factors in garWng the confidence of the local population wez e that the Marines

treated all citizens with dignity, did not molest the local girns, and paid cash for

a", r and services required.

During the aeccnd month of their stay, the MAU intelligence collection

systenm was formalized. The system, based on fragmentary data concerning

sources and reltability gathered at squad level over the hectic Sirst few weeks, ,

was collated and anclyzeid by company level officers and NCOs. These activities

were coordinated and managed by tLe MAU S-2 in La Izquerida, who relayed

finished .ntelligence and reports back to originating units and other interested

clients. 4 Building blocks of the eystem were the intelligence logs maintained by

each unit fromn 1he first day. With few exceptinns. voluntary infornation proved

1to be r.jore useiul and reliable than intellicence supplied by paid informants.

Although a key element in the destruction of tho WPA guerrillas and the

bandit gangs, intelligence operations were not an effective tool in uncovering and

apprehending the Cosa Nuestra guerrillas. Sensing that the people of the prov-

ince were disenchanted with bloodsh(ed, violh ce, and political agitation, Carios

Juarez, the leader of the giopn, ordered his men to cease all guerrilla acyalifes

Inte.lgenc• rep,)rts were sent to the national ,nd provincial offices of
the Carta Blanoa Litelligence Serm .P and to Le C AS -onmmand, on a reciprocal
basb.,
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rand go underground soon after the arrival of the Marines. A., the members of

the Cosa Nuestra were all either natives or long-time residents of the community,
it proved relatively simple for them to drop o.At of sight. Although the memner-

ship of the guerrillas was fairly widely known, public opinion deez. "d it inappro-

priate to turn them over to the Marines, since the Cosa Nuestra had caused Ulitle

trouble in the past wmd currently were behaving themselves. In addition, family

members, colleagues, and friends of the guerrillas were apt to t personal

revenge on informers. During their stay, the Marines turned up ... :y lIttle infor-

mation on the Cosa Nuestra and made no captures. On the other hand, 'he Marine

presence completely neutralized the Cosa Naestra as an effective guerriia organi-

zation,

"Recruiting and Training a Local
Constabulary Force

The task of recruiting and training a local constabular 'orce, which

would take over full responsibility for all operations at the earliest possible date,

was a major objective of the MAU. Aside from a 20-nman police contingent stationed

in La Izquerida, only one man each had been left at the 29 rtral police posts

scattered throughout the province when the Rural Guard was recalled to San Miguel.
With three exceptions, who were hidden by relatives, all of the police manning

these isolated outposts had taken annLal leave during the period of rural anarchy

and temporarily aeparted from the province. it is possible thrt Marine operations
A! were not hampered unduly by lack of police assistance in the early stages, as the

Rural Guard generally was considered - be dishonest, cruel, and incompetent, and

M was held in low esteem by the local j "'. .

In compliance with the inetructions of the OAS command, the MrAU began

the recruitment of a 2, 000-man provincial constabulary force immediately upon

arrival in Cabeza de Vaca. Starting from scratch, 175 men were c.Unsted during
the firat week. Recruitment was carried on both by combat units active in the

field and at a central recruiting office located in the provincial capital. Marine

offtcer3 and NCOs, In deference to their professional competence, were giv2n

responsibility for the selecticn of recruits, but were assi.,tdd and advised in the
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task by t-,cal ofticials, teachers, priests, and rural elders. Over time, the high

rate of unemnioymeat ,r,- the good reputation earn( I by the Marines among the
people providedI a st.eady flow of good quality recruits from the countryside. By

the end of two months. 1,300 recruits had been selected, and at the end of four

months. the Cabeza de Vaca Constabulary had reached its authorized strength.
Thc central government, announced that this constabulary force would be a perma -

nent organization, as the Rural Guard units previausly transferred to San Miguel

ha' i"A;icied into the national army.

A• &'erious problem at the outset was poor coordination with the national

gosta blry. in terms of arming, equipping, and pua ying the Cabeza de Vaca Con-

i• unit to San Miguel which returned the same day with the required arms, uniforms,

equipment, rations, and backpay for the Constabulary. Support for the Constabu-

lary proved to be a contin ,ing problem, and the Marines were forced to spend an

inordinate amount of their time expediting requests for supplies from the central

government. This difficulty did not stem from any ,Lck of erthusiasni and support

on the part of the new GConzoles government, but rather, was a result of the .neffec-

fual administrative machinery inherited from previous regimes.

With the rapid reduction in rural violence, training of the Constabulary

became the main occupation of the MAU., As quickly as recruits were enlisted, they

were integrated into Marine squads ia the field and commenced on-the-job tiaining

in the military arts. Training, of course, was informal. With minimal assistance

from interpreters, recruits learned thriough observation and conslant repetition

about the care and use of weapons and equipment. The tactics of day and night

patrolling, and ambushes were pract'cenl with such ardor, that they soon b~came

verj familiar to the nev; soldier-•, A tendency among the recruits to copy the

actiom and attitudes of the Marinea seemed to accel'-rate the learning process.

There were, however, numerous (-ases of misunderstandings and disputes

between the Marines and the Carta Blancans based on the differing customs and

cultures of the two groups. For example, soort after beginning their training,

new recruits would often present their Marine superiors with gifts of fresh fruit,
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vegetables, or even chickens. The Marines accepted such gifts as a sign of friend-

liness and admiration, and in order not to hurt iq feelings of the givers. The re-
ocuits, however, gave the gifts in order to rec, " ':.,%ter duties or special

favors--a custom long practiced by members r ' .,'al Guard. Thus, the re-

cruits were unhappy when no favoritism wa3 shown Wward tl,,m, and the Marines

became very indignant when they came to realize that "bribery" w-.s being attempted.

SThis particular problem was solved easily by simply banning all gift giving and re-

ceiving. Although such misunderstandings between individual students and teachers

were fairly common, the overall relationship was consistently good.

Officers were supplied by the central government in sufficient numbers

to keep pace as the Constabulary grew. However, regular army NCOs were ill

short supply, and the Marines promoted promising local recruits to NCO slots as

training progressed. By August 1978, largely as a result of a positive Marine

evaluation of the effectiveness of the Cabcza ,-- , aca Constabulary, the MAU was

able to depart from the country leaving behind only a small liaison detachment in

the Headquarters of the OAS mission in San Miguel.

Community Development Activities

The Combined Action Unit (CAU) proved to be an important catalyst

in the community development process merely because it was there. As past

operations in similar circumstances had shown, the members of a Marine squad

serving in a CAU unit -ire not adequately trained to become prime movers in a

rural community development effort. However, the CAU can provide a critical

service by acti.- as a conduit of information and ideas between government

Sauthor-.ties and the local cosamunities.

Fortunately, the new Gonzoles government was anxious and eager to

improve conditions in Cabeza de Vtca Province. Although altruism played solae

part in this concern, agricultural stagnation in the south had drastically reduced

the level of ft eign exchange earnirngs and was seriously threatening the country's

ability to feed itself. Also, the hcavy 0.:le of unemployed rural workers moving

to the capital city was in large pa.'t r(.,n-)Insible ior the outbreak of urban violence

there.
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Experience had shown the USMC that careful observation, investigation,

and planning were necessary if community development projects were to produce

the optimum and desired impact. Therefore, through interviews and discussions

with rural leaders. the perceived needs having the greatest potentiai payoff for

the larger community were identified. For example, the pressing need for more

farm credit, improved roads, better marketing facilities, a safe and reliable

water supply, and a great expansion of health and educational services came to

light almost immediately. The CAUs, with the assistance of Marine Civil Affairs

units, were able to help pinpoint where the needs were greatest and where new in-

vestments and services would be used to best advantage. This information was

then processed and forwarded to the resporsible national economic and social

development offices. One result of this information was that the central govern-

mernt had been able to form six new agricultural producers' cooperatives and two

fishing cooperatives even before the Marines departed from the country.

Although the Marines were careful to make explicit that full responsibility

for all community develop'-ent projects lie with the national government and the

local peoples the CAUs aiu supplement these activities in several ways. The

medical care rendered to local citizens by the U. S. Navy corpsmen atlached to

each CAU platoon was by far the most popular and deeply appreciated initiative

undertaken. Also, the CAUs acted as agents for CARE in distributing seed and

small farming implements to those local residents who seemed more intere, m-1

in using such items than in selling them. Of course, the most immediate stimulus

to the economy came from the constabulary payroll, by far the largest in the prov-

ince. Dozens of beer and coke dispensers, laundries, and barber shops sprang

up instantly.

As with the Civic Action aspects of community development, the psycho-

logical operations (Psyop) elements were carried off easily and unselfconsciously.

For example, although flag raising ceremoniep and inspections soon became rou-

tinized, Marines entered enthusiastically into celebratiomn of saints' days, presi

dents' birthdays, and other fcsti-als to which they were invited by members of the

constabulary and local citizeno. Probably the most effective Psyop exercise Zoll-

sisted of informing the publit. through periodic open meetings of the progress being
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made by the government in the implementation of the Land Reform ILw. By

proving that lack of action was the result of slow progress rather than no progress,

the public became much more willing to give the nex government an opportunity

to produce.

Epilogue

On August 31, 1978, the U. S. Marine Amphibious unit was relieved of

its responsibilities in Carta Blanca by the Organization of American States Com-

mander, General Jones, and embarked for Norfolk, Virginia and a well-deserved

rest. Two months later, the military situation in the rest of the country had

stabilized enough to allow the other OAS fighting units to return to their home

lands. Although the domestic scene was far from serene, the timely support of

the OAS had enabled the Gonzoles government to survive a period of extreme civil

disorder. Also, this military support provided time for the new regime to launch

its avowed program of economic and sozial reforms.

In the capital city. San Miguel. where opposition had been most fierce,

Presidcnt Gonzoles instituted the construction of a subway system and other large-

scale public works to reduce the ranks of the unemployed. He also decreed com-

pulsory education to the age of 19 years in the capital in order to improve the qua-

lity of the labor force, nrd to keep idle youths off the streets. A crash program to

improve the quality and quantity of health and social welfare services was inaugu-

rated. The president launched an industrial expansion program and invited direct

foreign investment and foreign aid contributions from friendly nations. To placate

the socialist'c political parties, diplomatic relations were established with several

socialist countries.J

In the agriculturally important province of Cabeza de Vaca, the new re-

gime began serious efforts to rationalize production and bring social jusiice to the

peasants. The log jam on land reform was broken in November 1978, when the

government -greed to pay landowners half the total cost in cash and half in 20-year

government bonds for excess plantation lands. By the end of 1979, more than

6,000 acrt-s of medium quality plantation lands had been distributed to 710 peasant I
families. Fortuitously, the Carta Blanca Agricultural Re-,earch Institute had
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determined that these rather sandy soils were perfect for peanut cultivation.

and a peanutbutter factory was being erected in La Izquerida. The formation of

agricultural cooperatives continued, and the use of improved farming practices

and a better distribution system brought the country close to self-sufficiency in

food by 1980. Unemployment and underemployment were reduced by almost half,

and outmigration from the province decreased even more sharply.

Although sporadic guerrilla activity continued for several years in San

Miguel and in the mountains of the north, the guerrilla threat in Cabeza de Vaca

Province became nonexistent in the period 1979-1982. As the government succeeded

in land reform, agricultural development, and other social and economic reforms,

the community no longer saw a need for %iolent rebellion, and the Cosa Nuestra

guerrillas lost their reason for being. Carlos Juarez, the former Cosa Nucstra

chief, went into politics and became a provincial representative. Other members

of the group retired or moved on.

The Cabeza de Vaca Constabulary became a proud provincial institution.

Judged by the criteria of general popularity, public support, and military effec-

tiveness, the Constabulary approached the standards set by the Armed Forces o"

the Philippines under Ramon Magsaysay at the height of the Huk Rebellion in

1950-54.

Although the immediate danger of violence had subsided, the government

realized that the implementation of the Land Reform Law was a sensitive opera-

tion, and the Constabulary was maintained at full strength for maruy years after

the departure of the Marines. Because their military duties were not overly

burdensome, the Constabulary became engaged in Civic Action (CA) duties. As
an integral part of the provincial community development program, the Constabu-
lary helped to clear farm lands, to improve and build new roads, and to dig field

channels for the new irrigation systems. Adding to their popularity was the fact

that almost all of the Constabuilary were local men and not nearly as prone to

venality and corruption as had been the members of the Rural Guard. The fact

that most of the NCOs and many of the officers held their posts on the basis of

merit probably was the main reason for the high level of efficiency and effective-

ness of the Constabulary.
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In terms of the mission assigned to the U. S. Marine Amphibious

Unit, operations in Cabeza do Vaca were an unqualified success. Without

doubt, the assistance of the U. S. Marines and other OAS forces were an I
important factor in establishing political stability and an environment con-

ducivc to economic and social progress.
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Scenario #2--M;Jdle East

Introduction

In December 1975, the Tashnab Republic requested the U. S. Government

to provide military assis't.nce in order to stem and overcome an open rebellion

existing in the northern hAalf of the country. Specifically, a U. S. Marine Arnphi itmsu-

Brigade (MAB) able to operate as Combined Action Units (CAU) was requested to

supplement the forc,. of the undermanned Tashnab National Army and the National

Gendarmerie, and to protect the economically important Markhab Manganese

Mines from attack. Sailing through the recently reopened Suez Can,,!, the MA 13

arrived off the countr3 on December 29. 1975.

Located near the southern end of the Arabian Peninsula, the Tashnab

Republic is about 85, 000 square miles in area, or approximately the size of the

State of Utah, and has a population cstimated at 2,200.000 persons. Approxi-

mately 370 miles long and 260 miles wide, the country is roughly bisected by the

Tas•h-nab Mountains, which cover much of the eastern part of the nation and rise to

a maximum height of 6, 000 feet. The remainder of the country consists of barren,

andy desert in the far northern portion, marginal lands often suitable for dryland

farming or grazing, a number of oases, and a fairly fertile strip - ng the sea-

coast. The capital city of Bisyar Marise is in the southwestern corner of tihe

nat'ion, but the bestharbor is at Kharboosa, located about 110 miles to the east.

The climate is generally hot and dry, but quite low temperatures have been re-

corded at higher elevations during the winter months. The Tashnab Republic: is

bounded on the north and west by the Peoples F ,public of Wcst Tashnab, on the

north and east by the ancient Kingdom of Knod, and on the south by the Arabian

Ocean.

Until recent years, the economy had been base.d almost entirely on sub-

sistence agriculture. Traditionally, wheat, millet, and sorghum have been cul-

tivated, and sheep, goats, and camels grazed in the arid regions. Some melons

and citrus fruits are grown along the more fertile coastal strip. However, man-

ganese deposits were discavered in 1957 and a consortium of American, Dutch,
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and Irani mining interests was retained to exploit the find. By 1972, the Tashnab

iRepublic was producing 560, 000 tons of manganese annually, :oout seven percent

- of total world production. Despite the rapidly growing foreign exchange earnings

accruing from manganese exports, however, economic development efforts have

proceeded slowly and the Tashnab 13epublic remains one of the most backward of

the Arab nations. There are 842 telephones in the entire country.

The foundation of the Tashnab socia" -.ystem is Islam. The Moslem re-

ligion permeates every ft. -f political, economic, and social life. Ira family

life, the male is dominant. vomen are almost never seen at large in the towns

and villages. Up to four wives are allowed, and marriages are arranged. Life

expectancy is 30-40 years. There are 508 primary schools (usually the village

mosque doubles as a school house), with an estimated enrollment of 30, 000 pupils.

The country has seven high schools and no institutions cf higa.," learning. The

illiteracy rate is around 90 percent. Health standards are equally low. There

are about 3, 300 inhabitants per hospital bed, and 55, 000 per physician. The popu-

lation is predominantly Arab, though Negroid strains are present along the coastal

strip.

Politics in Tashnab have been dominated since the 8th century by the

Baywahkoof dynasty, which claims direct descent from the Prophet. Although

the last reigning member of the dynasty, Sultan Mir Amhed, had been deposed

and publicly beheaded by a group of progressive young army officers in 1970,

this family continues to be a very strong political entity. L.ieal and collateral

relatives of the late Sultan are numerous and well dispersed over the coun' j,

and most often, they continue to hold positions of power and/or wealth. Even the

young captain who engineered the overthrow of the Sultan and is now president of

the nation, Ibn Akbar, was a grand nephew of -the former ruler. Although the

military government established Tashnab's first political party, the Militant Re-

publican Party (MRP), soon after assuming power, and a constitution has been in

effect since 1968, traditional and not modern political institutions p. evail. Per-

sonal, family, clan, and tribal loyalties and disagreements are the basic ingre-

dients of Tashnab politics. The nation has never witnessed a general election.
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Origins of the Disorder

The military government of President Ibn Akbar had seized power from

the old Sultan in 1970 "in order to bring Tashnab out of the middle ages and into

the 20th century. " President Akbar accurately enumerated the shortcomings of

the previous regime in public statements following his assumption of power. No

one could deny that Sultan Mir Ahmad had headed a corrupt, greedy, and inefficient A

government, or that the Sultan personally was responsible for the imprisonment,

torture, and euccution of large numbers of political prisoners over a period of

30 years. Because the Sultan had made many enemies and a few friends during

his reign, very few hands (excepting two companies of the Royal Bodyguard) were 4

L raised against the clique of ,.rmy officers responsible for his ouster.

Comparrd to the previous regime, the military, government under Pr si-

dent Akbar did a commendabie job between 1970 and 1975. The officers who re-

"placed the ministers and bureaucrats of the forner government were almost

al•ways more efficient and often less corrupt than their predecessors. In moving

toward modernization, the foreirgn consortium was encouraged to triple the size

and the production of the maiganese mines. A modern hotel was built in the

c~pltal and a television transmitter eracted. Old roads were resurfaced and a

new road built to connect the mines with the capital and the port of Kharboosa.

Also, the president decreed compulsory education for all children through the

6th grade of primary 6chool, and stated that the 1968 law abolishing slavery would

be erforced. Most important of all, President Akbar declared that by 1980 a A

bicameral republican government based on free elections and universal suffrage

would be established, and the Tashnab Republic would became a republic in fact

-as well as in niame.

Indirect effects of modernization included the appearance of cinemPs,

restaurants, night clubi,, gas stations, and shops- sel'Ing imported gcods in the -1

large towns and at the site of the manganese mines. As new, nontraditional jobs

opened Lin in these areas, the Influx of underemployed labor from the provinces

acceler.4 ed.
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important elements of the society, however, were displeased with some I
5of the changes taking place. The Moslem mullahs were especially disturbed by

the concept of secular education for girls. Since Tashnab children commonly do

not commence their schooling until the age of eight or nine, compulsory education

for girls through grade six would mean that thousands of marriageable young girls

would be forced to leave the safety of their homes daily and run the gauntle" of

the ravenous males of Tashnab in going to and from school. For high school girls

the situation would be even more shocking. Considering the historical incidence .Z

of daughter stealing (in order to avoid the marriage price, rather than for roman-

tic reaso ,s), the mullahs were on fairly firm ground.

Also, the mullahs condemned the spread of cinemas showing shameless

Swedish, American, and Hindi films throughout the country. Other grievances

blamed on the permissiveness of the Akbar government included the open drinking

and drunkenness occurring nightly at the ,nanganese mines and at several night

cl-bs in the capital and at Kharboosa. and the brazen, uncovered, public appear-

ances of the wuinen of the foreign- -. Probably the chief reason for the opposition

of the mullahs, however, was a fear that they would lose status and a measure of

control over the people if time honored tradition were flaunted.

Although genorally the mullahr were more respected in the towns and

villages, they found many allies on these issues among rural tribal groups. The

tribes, of both the sedentary ard the nomadic varieties, agree& with the mullahs

that schooling for girls would be an unnecessary and dangerous innovation. Very

conservative and highly independent, tribal chiefs were upset by tho idea of uni-

ve'sal suffrage and the possibility that their black slaves might be freed by the new

government. Also, there were rumors that President Akbar intended to settle

the nomadic tribes in order to prevent their seasonal crossings of international

boundaries. Most unpleasant of all, the government had announced that the col-

lection of land and livestock head taxes would be enforced at some future date.

:Muilaha are the teachers of the laws and dogmas of Islam.
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Discontent among the varioLs sections of Tashnab society came to a

U head on 13 December 1975. A group of 12 senior army officers, representative

of the old army officer corps, the mullahs, and the more important tribes met on

that date to plan thr , ierthrow of the Akbar government. Colonel Kalaan Sag al --

Baywahkoof, a cousin of the late Sultan, was chnsen to lead the revolt. 3

As it is very difficult for fhe people of Tashnab to-keep a secret, news 4

tnut a revolution was brewing reac.Aed the ears of President Akbar the fcllowing

morning. An immediate search was launched to uncover the ringleaders of the

plot, and Colonel Kalaan Sag determined that the half-completed plans for the

"revolt would be put into effect at d .in on the following day, 15 December.

With control cf about one-third (3, 000 men) of the national army and one-

fourth (5 light tanks and 8 arrored car3) of the nation's armored force, the rebel

forces concentrated their dawn attack on the radio and television stations, the

Bisyar Manse airport, the main garrison of the National Gendarmerie, and the 4

-8_• Presidential Palace. Complete surprise was not achieved as the army and the A

gendarmerie fought well and held its ground, many regular army units were con-

fused and offered only token resistance to the rebels. At the end of the first day

"of the revolution, the radio and television stations had fallen, but loyalist forces

still held gendarmerie headquarters and the airport, and President Akbar was

directing the defenae from the Presidential Palace.

Ignoring the content of rebel radio and television broadcasts, loyal forces

numbering aboui 2, 000 soldiers and 3, 000 gendarmes, some from points as far

laay as the port city of Kharbcosa. rushed to President Akbar's assistance.

Arriving on 17 December, Lhese reinforcements enabled the President todrive

t!ic attacking forces out of Bisyar Marise before nightfall of the same day.

94 Suffering losses of 360 dead and wounded, 9s compared with only 48 for loyal A

military units, the National Gendarmerie6 was clearly the savior of the regime.

6
C.:Iglnally Zormrd by Sultan Sher Khan in 1923 as ,•-e Royal Bodyguard,

the Nationa Oendarmer~e historically has had the dual function of acting as the
national police force, an.' ,•s the personal rilitary arm of the national executive,
i. e., as an effective cou'.terfoil to any overweening ambitions of the National 4: ]

(Footnote continued, next page)
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In honor of their steadfastness and loyalty, President Akbar presented the gen-

darmerie with a Presidential Unit Citation the very next morning.I

Colonel KalaaaSag, chagrined by the stout resistarnc offered by the AkbaU

government, gathered his scattered rebel army and headed toward the town of

lBhokari, about 200 miles northeast of the capital. The march would take several

days as only half of Colonel Sag's army of 2, 600 was motorized. In Bhokari, the

rebels would regroup their forces and seek the assistance of the northern tribal

groups, in accordance with the original plans of the revolutionary council.

During gie following week, between 17 and 24 December, the position of

President Akbar deteriorated badly. even though no further military clashes had

occurred. Many mullahs and groups of ulema7 had begun calling foi a jihad (a

religious war or crusade against infidels) against the "irreligious" government of

President Akbar, and as a result, another 3,000 soldiers of the National Army

deserted to the rebels. In addition, five important northern tribes, the Khawlan,

Awalek, Bani Hajur, Merdeh, and Kafkas had pledged 12, 000 fighting men for the -

rebel cause--however, largely for political rather than religious reasons. Thus,

in a very short time the balance of power had shifted, and the government found

itself with only 3,000 regular army men and about 3,500 gendarmes facing a I
rebel force consisting of almost 6, 000 former National Army men and 12, 000

irregular tribesmen.

On 24 December, the Tashnab Republic requested unilateral assistance

from-the United States, primarily on humanitarian grounds, in order to protect

the lives and property of foreign nationals (including Americans) residing at the

(Footnote 6, continued)
Army. On an approximate par in terms of pay scales, numbers (the army and
the gendarmerie each had about 9, 000 men in 1975), and equipment, the two
forces differed chiefly in their lrimary missions--exterml as opposed to internal

- defense. One important difference, however, has been that the officers and men
of the army have been drawn mostly from the cities, towns, and villages, while

- the gendarmerie has been recruited from the tribal groups of the north. The
gendarmerie has a very strong tradition of loyalty toward its leaders.

An ulema is a body of scholars trained in Moslem religion and law.
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rMark-hah Mangan=,se Mines. The T.-ishnab government emphasized that it could

s pare only 1, 300 gendurmes to protect the 478 foreign residents (including women YA

V and children), and greatly feared the possibility of a rebel attack on the mines.

'The United States Government announc-:d the following day its intention to help

protect the mines, and a U. S. Marine Amphibious Br-gade arrived off the port, of

Kharboosa on th.e morning of 29 December 1975.

The Marine Amphibious Brigade (MAB) Mission

Ihsiructions issued by the United States Joint Chiefs of Staff directed the

Marine Landing Force to protect the Markhab Manganese Mines from external

assault, to prevent sabotage or other forms of internal diaruption at the mines,

and, if necessary, to assist in the evacuation of American citizens and other for-

eign nationals requesting evacuat'on from the country. Although the primary

""i•s-ion was to be defensive in nature, the MAB was to collect intelligence con-

cerning the whereabouts, activities, and intentions of the rebel forces through I
aerial surveillance and ground patrols.

The Marines were to be deployed as Combined Action Units (CAU), work-

ing with the 1,500 members of the Tashnab National Gendarmerie stationed in the 10

vicinity of the mines. This was particularly important because about half of the

effective strength of the local gendarmerie had been drawn off by President Akbar

to protect the national capital, the port of Kt~arboosa, and the important roaad,_

junction at Qat. In-addition to supplementing the strength of the local gendarmerie,

the MAB was directed to upgrade the military effectiveness of these police forces 47i

to the extent feasible and necessary.

Also, the MA13 was to pursue actively a search for possible economic A
development activities which might help to reduce the dissatisfactions underlying

the unrest of the local population. Of course, community development efforts 3:

would have to wait until a full measure of security had been attained in the Marine

area of operadions.
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Description of the Area of Operations

The Marine Amphibious Brigade area of op;ratione was located in Markhab

Province, which covers most of the southeastern quadrant of theTashnab Republic.
•- Approximately 22, 000 square miles in area. the province has a population esti-

[mated ar 550.000 persons. Bounded on the west and north by Qat anu Bhokari

Provinces, respectively, Markhab PrIovince abuts the Kingdom of Knod in the

east, and edges the Arabian Ocean on its southern shore. With mountains and

desert covering 30 percent of the province, only about 13 perrent of the total landL area is arable. However, the mountain valleys of the east are important for winter

grazing.

The population of the province is concentrated along the coastal strip, at

Kharboosa, at the Markhab Mines, and around the larger oases. However, well

over 300. 000 persons eke out a living farming and grazing around the small oases

and in the fertile mountain valleys. Tashnab has no permanent rivers-

Agriculture. of couYse, is dependent or. water, and there is never enough I
water in thc Tashnab Republic. Some areas depend on the light spring and winter

rains to grow particularly hardy strains of millet and sorghum. As is true all

over the Arab world, however, centuries of overgrazing by sheep and goats has IA
caused widespread erosion and deterioration of the soils. The peasant farmers of i

thie, province 1.ve in villages and small towns-and tend the outlying plots of land, -

tm~;afly depending on well irrigation. These farm.ers depend more on agriculture

for their livelihood than on livestock raising, and their mode and manner of life I
has changed little in 2, 000 years.

The sedentary tribal peoples of the province occupy a position somewhere

between the peasant farmers and the nomadic tribes. As a rule the sedentary

tribes have been settled by force, either by an occupying power such as the Otto-

mans, or-by the .Sultan for backing the wrong man in a revolt, or other internal

disturbance. This process -has been going on for many centuries, and these groups

are more or less adjusted to a setiled•way oflifi& and the need to grow grain to

feed their animals and tb,,mselves. However, the sedentary tribes to a large extent

still cling to t5ýe soci, - _-d organizational systems of the nomadic tribes.
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• .The nomadic tribes. which account for about 30 percent of the population

fo the province and about 45 percent of the population of the country, are actually

esmi-nomadic. Their migrations take place in the 3pring and in the fall and the

distances covered may be from 20 to 30 miles, or may be several hundred miles.

Usually, permanent settlements are maintained at each end of the route.

Si ',Trhe organization of the nomadic tribes may be divided into tribal federa-

tions. tribes, subtribes, clans, and families. A stern, authoritarian figure gov-

errs each group and subgrour, and discipline is strici. Th.e hard life and the no-

madic tradition has bred a tough, proud, aggressive individual. War has been a

time-honored avocation, and thievery is looked upon as a test of one's daring and

Sclevern• as. Conversely, loyalty and generosity are the rule within the tribe, and

hospitality toward strangers and travelers is scrupulously observed. The tribes

value independence above all -lse, and deeply resent the efforts of governments to

tamper with their customs and laws. The Moslem religion is universally recog-

nized among the tribes, but the dogmas and rules of Islam are taken less seriously

"than in the villages, towns, and cities. The tribal peoples tend to look down on

peasant farmers and town dwellers, and attempt to minimize their contacts with

the outside world. Somewhat surprisingly, the per capita income and wealth of
•_• •te nomadic tribesmen is considerably higher than other elements of the -rura!l -

society, on the basis of assets held.

In a more restrictive sense, the main area of operations centered on the

Markhab Manganese NAines. The mines, surrounding the old market town of Mark-

hab, covered several square miles and included 16 separate workings and 47 comr-

patty buildings, excluding executive and worker housing. The foreign consortium,

called the 3M Corporation (for Markhab Manganese Mines), employed 213 foreign

exper•s and about 3,600 local workers. In 1975, there were 179 United States

citizens, including dependents, resident at the mines. Representing a total in-

vestment of over 85 million U. S. dollars, the mines exported most of their out-

put to England, the United States, and France.
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Although the mine properties were fenced to discourage pilferage, the

:-idoly dcipersed nature of the enterprise made it a difficult place to defend from

a determined military assault. Also, the location of Markhab was unfortunate

strategically. in that it lies about equidistant from rebel-held Bh,'kari and the

port of Kharboosa, and adjacent to the foothills of the jagged Tashnab mountains.

The Opposing Forces

By 28 December, Colonel Kalaan Sag had regrouped tne former National

Army men who had retreated from Bisyar Marise with him, and renamed this 4

force the Liberation Army, Hundreds of new deserters were arriving daily in re-

sponse to the mullahs' calls for a holy war against the government, and eventually

the Liberation Army was to numoer over 5,800 men. Although several trucks had

broken doWn-during the march to Bohkari, the rebel forces could muster four

light tanks, eight armored cars, and 68 heavy trucks and jeeps, plus a few pieces

of light artillery and some anti-tank guns. The main armaments of the Liberation

Army ,were light machine guns and rifles.

Although the rebel army appear'ed to be poorly armed and equipped to do

battle, they actually were a good match for the government forces. This was the

case because, although President Akbar had a small edge in armor and artillery,

he had divided his forces to defend not only the capital, but the towns of Qat and

Kharboosa, and the Markhab Manganese Mines. In retrospect. the large-scale

defections from the National Army and the rebellion itself were caused in part

by the obsolescence of Tashnab's armaments. The-neighboring countries of the

Peoples Republic of West Tashnab and the Kingdom of Knod had much more modern

equipment and arms than the Tashnab Republic, largely as a result of the foreign

assistance programs of the Soviet Union and the United States, respectively. Al-

though no one In the Tashnab military establ 3hment had ever contemplated any

form of foreign military aggression, officers and enlisted men alike felt slighted

that their neighbors should be better prepared than themselves. The reason for

the old-fashioned armaments, of course, was that the late Sultan had not trusted

his army, and President Akbar had carried forward this tradition. Probably even
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more important than religious fervor in inducing defections to the Liberation

Army was the prospect of ne•w equipment, easy promotions in a much expanded 'I
army, better pay, and new uniforms, in a new regime headed by Colonel Kalaan

Sag.

In an attempt to bolster his position, Colonel Sag had sent a message

requesting military aid to King Abdullah Scma, the ruler of Knod, as soon as the

rebellion broke out. The King, although related to the late Sultan by marriage

and sympathetic with the go:ds of the rebellion, delayed his answer to the request

in anticipation of some firm indication as to which side might be the ultimate winner

of the conflict. No request for help was made by Colonel Sag to the Peoples Re-

public of West Tashnab because the socialist philosophy of that nation was con-

sidered to be in opposition to Moslem orthodoxy. Although West Tashnab offered

military support to President Akbar, he too considered the intentlons of West

Tashnab suspect, and declined the offer.

In accordance with the agreement between Colonel Sag and five of the

larger nomadic tribal federations, armed nomads, both afoot and mounted on

horses, donkeys, and camels began moving into Bhokari in large numbers. By

common cansent, the nomads camped separately from the Liberation Army and

were directed by their different tribal military leaders, under the overall coin-

mand of Colonel Kalaan Sag. The nomads brought their own weapons, mosi. com-

.nonly, single shot Mauser rifles, and with the exception of the light machine gun,

they showed little Interest in learning the use of any of the other weapons in the

Liber-ation Army armory.

Although the nomad recruits represented only abcut ten percent of the

nation's tribal population, Colonel Sag believed that many tribes would drop their I
neutral status and join his ranks as soon as the rebel forces achieved a victory
or two. This optimism was based on several long standing tribal grievances

against the Akbar government, such as tribal opposition to broadened educational

opportunities for females, the introduction of universal suffrage, and enforce-

ment of the ban on slavery. In addition to distrust of government reforms and

the stimulus of the mullahs' call to revolt, tribal leaders felt that President Akbar
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had excluded them from the councils of government and thus, degraded them po-

litically and socially. Also, the tribal chiefs hoped that a new government might

r ins*A'ute the ancient and honored tradition of paying tribute or subsidies to the

tribes in order to buy their allegiance and cooperation.

From the beginning, Colonel Kalaan Sag found the tribal military chiefs

to be difficult to deal with, in terms of strategy and goals. The five nomad mill-

tary chiefs demanded and received the right to participate in the rebel councils

of war as equals. Backed by the mullahs, a majority of the tribal chiefs wanted

to attack the Mark,.hab Manganese Mines immediately. They reasoned that militarily

the mines were a vulnerable target; that in a religious sense the minez represented

the decadent and blasphemous ways of the Akbar regime; and, that economicaily,.

the pAis were the nation's foremost financial asset. Also, the tribal leaderw knew

that the mine workers and foreign experts were very rich, and that there would be

much loot to gather. Opposing this view, Colonel Sag argued that the mines were

-- Jtop important to the nation to be damaged or destroyed needlessly, and demanded

/bi •t the-entire army march on Bisyar Marise and capture the seat of government.

-is crtical issue was to be debated continuously until 7 January 1976.

S• .While the rebel leadership could not decide on their primary objective,

they did manage to dispatch a number of small guerrilla bands to the south to

harass exposed government troops and to disrupt communications. Twelve bands

of noznadsw, averaging 20 members each, moved south and traveled along the main,

graveled, all-weather Bisyar Marise-Qat-Markhab roa.l, laying a few land mines

and attacking military targets of opportunity Although these harassing actions

were poorly coordinated and executed, road traffic diminished greatly and gov-

ernment forces tended to take up static defense positions around established strong

points.

The Arrival of the Marine Amphibfius Brigade

On the morning of 29 December 1975, ships of the Naval Amphibious

Forces, -CY>S. 6th Fleet, arrived off the coast at Kharboosa carrying the Marine

Amphibious Brigade requested by President Akbar. The MAB consisted of a
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reinforced battalion of 1.750 officers and men, and an air arn mix of vertical

takeoff and landing (VTOL) jet attack aircraft and helicopters.

An unopposed landing was made at Kharboosa and preparations were under-

taken to proceed to the Markhab Manganese Mi:ies, 162 miles to the north. A

briefing of the Marine commander by President Akbar and his military staff re-

vealed that the government was unaware of the exact positions or plans of the rebel

forceq. Although travelers and loyalist spies had reported that Colonel Kalaan

Sag's army was concentrated around Bhokari and planaing to. attack either the

capital or the mines, the appearance of armed bands along ýhe nation's main

highway had caused a good deal of uncertainty and anxiety. Both the loyalists and

the rebels were more or less in the dark due to a minimization of probing actions

and the complete absence of any aircraft in the country. Marine aircraft and

helicopters were able to solve the enigma of the rebel's location and order of

battle by the end of the third day of operations.

Before proceeding to Markhab, the Marine commander, together with the

command'rnt of the National Gendarmerle, agreed upon the organizational structure

and working relationships most conducive to efficient Combined Actioh Operations

in the local context. In brit-f, the Marine commander was to be in charge of the

defense of the mines for the duration of the emergency. The provincial governor,

Khan Mohammad. the mine's management, and the local gendarmerie would pro-

vide civil, technical, and military assistance as requred. It was agreed that due U
to language difficulties, cultural differences, and culinary taboos, the Marines and

the Gendarmes would work together as self-contained. cooperating units rather

than as fully-integrated Combined Action Units.

- From the start, the single most important impediment to efficient opera-

tion.; was language. English and other foreign languages are almost unknown in

the '.'agsmab Republic, and only four Marines, previously with the embassy guard

in Araman, knew any Arabic. In the entire gbvernment, 17 men could understand

English, and two of these were cabinet ministers. Still, ten English-speaking gov-

ern•,ent officials were assigned to the Marine Amphibious Brigade, and later, at the

manganese mines, an additional 32 local workers and foremen were added to the

interpreters' pool. Unfortunately, the quality of the interpreters ranged from
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fairly good to very pnor, and communicatlons between Marines and Gendarmes

were haphaza3 , luring the first weeks. Also, the civilian interpretera proved
to be unrella• m times of stress. However, as time passed, many Marines
learne.d enough Arabic words to take care of their min, .,ium needs.

Combined Action tions

When the main body of the Marine Amphibious Brigade arrived in Markhab
or, 3] L rcember, !onditiont; were calm. Some land mines had been uncovered

on the F irb'-osa-Qat-Markh-Tb road, but io guerrillas were encountered, and no
ca., ' : . red. T' u Marines were to walt almost two weeks for any major
heotil• •"v,

i" .... " Enough reports, from many differfent sources. concerning the desire of
nomad rebels to attack Markhnh had accumulated by 1 January 1976, to prove

that the danger to the manganese mines was very real. As the town and the sur-

roundi•is mines are situated in a wvery exposed position, and the rebels possessed

some tanks and artillery, it was aecided to esta'lish the first line of defense at
some distance from the town in order to reduce the opportunity for night bombard-

ments or a surprise attack, Therefore, outposts were set up~at four small and

medium-sized oases sowitheast, southwest. northeast and northwest of Markhab.

These oases were roughly equidistant from each other and were from six to eleven

._wIea out from the mines. The occupation oi these four oases denied access to

rebel patrols and larger units, and provided a base from which' natrols could de-

tect and report the approach of rebel main forces.

One platoon of Marines and twr. squads of local gendarmerie were assigned

to each of the four oases. Constant patroling of all th- tracks leading to Markhab

was carried out from these outposts. The outpost pz&rols wefe supplemented by

long-range patrols originating in Markhab. and by daylight aerial surveillance.

More than half of the total Marine contingent and almost two-thirds of the gen- AN

darmerie remained in and around the townrof Markhab and the mines.

"- Both at the outposts and in the main area of operations around the mines,

the gendarmerie were organized into ad hoc squads of 15 men, each commanded by
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a sergea.,lt. The gendarme;,ke were small but rugged men, and proved to be adept

at patrolling and base seettrity duties. Discipline among the gendarmerie was

good, and although theia a--m.ý were dated, the Marines had little to teach themn

in terms of the rnaintenan,- and use of their weapons. Although the care and

cleaning of uoi-ýiz - and personal equipmezlt of the gendarmerie l.&t somý-th-_ng

to be desired, sca;. -,nd -Aher cleaning matebrials were scairce and expeosive

comnmodites in the ), -.wiab Republic.

The Marines did ia-nage to upgrade the fighting effectiveness of the gen- -3
darmes on outpost duty by running irformal courses on the care and operation of

machine guns, mortars, and 106 mm. recoiless rif lea. During the first week,

the Marines sent a message to the Tashnab Joint ChicLfs of Staff recommending -

that in the future a small number of select gendarmerie units be equipped with

such heavier weapons.-A

Although the attitudes of many gendarmes were open and friendly, most

irl ~a-.oided the Marines during off -duty hotirs. Interpersonal relations'hips were im-

proved somewhat after the Marines explained to the gendarmes that Ote rations

issued fozr the mission included no pork products (pigs are unclei~i animals to

Moslems and to toucn or eat cooked pork is a serious breach of religious law).

the incidence of implied homiosexuality amoing- the civilian population and the gen-~
da~rmes. It was espec2ially difficult for the -Marines to adjust to the e~xcharges of
amorous looks and constant hair' -holding among up to 20 percent of their counter-

parts. Homosexuality, of course, is prevalent in Arab an~_Moslem countrics,

largely due to the strict controls the society imposes on the freedom of movement

and availability of women~. However, the Marines were to discover that such

personal-hbaits had no effect on the individual gendarme's fighting efficiency.

Internal Security and External Defense
k

As the main responsibility for external defense was assumed by the '
Marines. most of the burden for internal security was carried by the gendarmerie.

Aithog th arity of the local populatioin was assumed to be loyal to -:he
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government and fairly immune to the subversive urgings of the mullahs, the local

authorities invoked stringent security u.teasures in the area of operations. Gen-[+ darm.erie units, sometimes supplemented by Marine iquads, regularly patrolled

the perineter of the mines complex, and permanent guards were stationed at all

major mine installations and buildings, and at the homes of foreign technicians.

In addition, squads were posted in all of the outlying villages where most of the

local mine workers lived, checkpoints were established on all roads leading into

Markhab, and a dusk to dawn curfew was put into elfect. Undoubtedly, tight in-

ternal security discouraged attempts at sabotage and terrorism in the vicinity of

the mines. Only one serious act of violence ocr-urred during the entire operation,

when a particularly fanatical mullah managed to throw a hand grenade into the

office of the managing director of the mining consortium, The office was unoccu-

pied at the time, and the mullah was quickly apprehended.

External defense against nomad guerrillas proved to be a p±oblem of

relatively short duration. Of the 12 bands sent south by Colonel Kalaan Sag at the

beginning of the revolt, only two were still active by 5 January 1976. Although a

serious threat to road communications and an effective psychological weapon when

they first arrived in the south, these bands soon disintegrated due to lack of direc-

tion and poor planning on the part of the re',el leadership. The guerrilla groups

were not resupplied, and after using up their small supplies of land mines, ammu-

nition, and food, the guerrillas often simply returned to Bhokari- -usually after

paying an extended visit to their homes to see that their families were well and

their affairs in order. Guerrilla bands attempting to take food and ammunition I
from the local population by force, found that their victim-quickly reported their

whereabouts to the gendarmerie, and so, the giierrlllas s6dh dlicontinued the

practice, As the nomad bands returned to Bhokari and rejoined their tribal units,

no one informed the rebel high command. Thus, due to poor communications,

Colonel Kalaan Sag thought that the guerrilla bands were still carrying on harassing I
_ perations in the south long after most of them had returned to headquarters. o 24

The departure of the guerrillas from the south had been accelerated greatly fol-

lowing- the introduction of Marine air and ground revonnaiiisance along the main

roads.
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In iBhokari, tht. stalemate between Colonel 'Kalaa Iazadth oa
military chiefs over whether to attack -83.syar Manise or the manganese mines

was broken on 7 JanwarY. Because food supplies for the 18, 000 men camped

in and around Bhokari were ruinning lowv, and because the ar;ny was growing
rstless due to the long period of inactivity. Colonel SagAgreeu. to compromise

and attack both objectives siut-nosy h apoiebattle plan called

for Colonel Sag to lead 5, 000 men of the Liberation Army, supported by 3, 00OOE

nomad iribesmen, against the capital city of Bisyar Marise, while the Merdeh 5

tribal leader, Gar-m kf~irected 9, 000 tribesmen and 800 Liberation Army men

aggainst the Markhab Manganese Minea. A9
.1 Twelve days were-allowed for the slowest element of the rebel army,

the foot soldiers. to reach their positions outside ]3isyar Manise -and Markh'ab,

The attacks would be launched at midnight on the 20th of~Jn y Fulyconat

of the dangers, of USMC aerial sur-eilla~ice',thc rebeleitraviehd only at night and

were very ci~roefv to camouflage their movements and camping places. Also, all

tribal tents were left standing at lBhokari in order to give the appearance that the

entire army was still encamped there. _U was agreed that, with the exception of

two armored cars and two anti-taak gunt. all armor, artillery, and other modern

armaments would be used by the Liberation Army in the assault on Bisyar Marise.

Although the tribal leaders realized that the Marines and Gendarmes would prob-

ably have superior firepower, they counted on vastly superior numbers and the

element of surprise to gain a quick victory. The nomads were heartened-%r the

fact that the Marine observation aircraft had not bombed them while they were

encamped at Bhokari and assumed that the Americans must be weak-willed.

The nomad strategy was te attack Mar-khab from the west with 2,800 men

and the two armored -cars, and shortly after, to attack from the east with -the main

force of 7. 000 men. The east was chosent for the primary ascault because the

mountain iside approach provided good cover and conceaizvaent up to within almost

two miles of Markhab, whereas- the western approach was mostly desert and pas-

ture lands and very open. Both rebel forces were in position and bagan their moves
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on the mines at midnight on the 20th of January. This good timing was somewhat

-• -surprising, since the rebel forces attacking Markhab had no radio communications. I
The- advance guard of the nomn force moving in from the west encountered

a gendarmerie patrol about seven miles outside the Markhab, and a fight developed I
immediately. Although the patrol was quickly silenced, the westernmost olarine

outposts and haad~uaiters in Markhab were warned of an impending attack by

emergency flares and the sounds of firing. As they became aware that the Marines

had been alerted, both rebel forces pressed the attack. The area before the mine's

perimeter was illuminated and the rebel forces were met by very heavy, concen-

trated-ground fire, and a hail of bullets, rockets, and bombs from the VTOL

4-•= attack aircraft and helicopters, Despite several brave charges by the nomads,

on camels, horses, donkeys, and afoot, the rebels were repulsed With very heavy
casuaities just before dawn. 'The nomads had briefly penetrated the eastern

perimeter of the mnine!s complex, but little damage-had been ,-ae and the Marines

-,suffered-a tot~l-ofU•killed and 36 Wounded in the engagement. The rebel forces
l-- osti,-22•8 kilii-n8 -w.undedi and almost 3,000 captured. Completely routed,

•:• •- e _rein O.nihgJrebelt4 retreated into the easter'n mountains,, where :.•#:new-that =•

-P-ufsuitw iould b -difficult.

T_ At about-C230 hours, -the Marines had received word from Presidant
- Akbar that his capital was under rebel attack also. Despite radio communications

-nd some motor transport, Colonel Kalaan Sag's Liberation Army had been tardy

-in launching Its attack. Although.the Marines were not authorized to take offensive ._

-action while in the Tashnab Republic, they had been instructed to render assistance

-in-repulsing, rebel at1a'cks on other government positions, If feasible. Therefore,

after- the rebel a rwy bet6re Markhab had been thoroughly immobilized, the Marine

Sattack iMrcraft were refueled and rearmed and sent to relieve the capital, Bisyar

Manse.

The Liberation Army had not been able to breach the walls of the capital,

- and when the-Marine aircraft arrived, they were caught in the open. As in the

attack the. night-before at Markhab, the 3, 000 pou~nds of rockets and bombs carried

-,by-each attack aircraft caused great damage armong the ranks of the rebel army
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and soon the tide of battle turned. President Akbar mounted a counterattack and

the Liberation Army and nomad iorces were routed with very heavy losses.

As the rebels had been soundly beaten and were scattered and disorga-

nized, President Akbar prepared to take the offensive against them. At the same

time, the government sent emissaries to the chiefs of the waain tribal confedera-

tions using Marine aircraft to make the initial "contacts and provide swift liaison,

requesting a peace parlay. A meeting took place at Fardoh, a market Lbwn about

100 miles north of the capital. on 31 January 1976 and the tribes agreed to lay I

do,4n their arms and~pledge fealty io the legitimate government of the Tashnab

Republic.

With the loss of their tribal allies, the 1Uberation Army disintegrated. A

Almost half of the remnnts- of the Liberation Army, with Colonel Kalaan Sag

leading inthe sole remaining armored car, fled to the Peoples -Republic of West

Tashnab and received asylum. The others surrendered to their erstwhile colleagues

-of-the .National.Army, aid foi.the most part, we•re very roughly-handled.A

With this unexpectedly abrupt-ending to the rebellion, the Marines were
relieved of their responsibility to defend the Markhab Manganese Mines. On the

morning of 12•Fibruaryy 1976, just-six weeks after their arrival, the Marine

Laniding Force, less Company A, quitted the Tashnab Republic and sailed off to

brejoin the '.* S. 6th Fleet.

Company A was assigned the task of recruiting and training a paramilitary

defense force, to be called the-Mines Defense Militia, from among the indigenous

workers of the Markhab Manganese Mines. Early in February, President Akbar,

the Marine Comrimander, and appropriate U. S. officials in Washington agreed, that

-it would-be beneficial to build up a supplementary defense capability to protect

Talshnabis chief economic asset, the Markhab Mines. This move was particularly

alpropriate because the Marines had been trained to impart military knowledge to

indigenious paramilitary forces, and because additional security forces were needed _

to replace army and-Gendarmerie casualties and defections resulting from the re-

cent hostilities. In all, 1,220 mine workers between the ages of 18 and 32 were

trained in counter-subversion tactics, such as patrolling, intelliV-nce collection,
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ambushes, and the detection of booby trap-, and military arts, such as the care

and cleaning of weapons, and marksmanship. After three months, the Marines had

completed this training task, and Company A returned to 6th Fleet Headquarters

via commercial airliners from the neighboring Kingdom of Knod.

Epilogue

President Akbar very wisely concluded a generous peace with the northern

tribes. Instead of demanding reparations and high born hostages to insure future

good conduct, the government invited several prominent tribal chiefs to become

cabinet ministers and help to determine national policy. Also, many of the tribal

grievances against the government were removed when the President declared that

for the next ten years, through 1986, the leaders of the tribal confederations would

be responsible for the enforcement of national laws, such as those p~ertaining to~---• ersonil o teefremn fntinllws uha toep~~fn o-education, universal suffrage, and the holding of slaves, in their own territories.

Incidently, this generous treatment of the tribes prevented a long, costly, moun-

tain based guerrilla war.

SWith the nullahs and army deserters, the government reacted more

sternly. Many of theimore eerious offenders were jailed or beheaded. However,

President Akbar made it clear to all that the Tashnab Republic would remain a

Moslem state in theory and in fact. For example, proclamations were issued I
stating that no law would be passed allowing unveiled indigenous women to appear

in public, and that henceforth no immoral Swedish or Hindu films would be shown -

In the country.

In short, President Akbar came to realize that he ruled a very conserva-

tive nation, and *+hat eoonomic and social development would have to come about

- slowly, if at all. By working on relatively ncncontroversial programs, such as

Improved transportation, irrigation, and telecommunications systems, and more

Sschools and medical facilities 'n the towns, attitudes and living conditions would

begin to change. -
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Two recommendations passed to the government by the Marine Amphibious

Brigade were acted on almost immediately. The ftfst was to secure more modern

armaments and train select elements of the National Gendarzneries in ihe use of

heavy mortars and machine guns, and recoiless rifles. This was especi-aily-iraror-

tant while a new, more reliable, National Army was being recruited andforim-d,

The other recommendation concerned the provision of medical assistance, par- -

ticularly in the tribal areas. The Marines noted that the prevalence of tuberculosis.

gastrointestinal diseases, glaucoma, and diphtheria could he reduced greatly by

the introduction of mobile medical units. President Akbar prompfy requested 20

sueh mobile medical units from the United Nations and the United States, on-& pri-

ority basis.

Several of the latent skills and capabilities of the Marine Amphibious l3ri-

'gade were not called into play in-the Tashniab Republic affair. Not enough time was

available-to allow the Marines actively to attempt to upgiade the effectiveness

of the National Gendarmerie, or to institute a more modern, efficiemt intelligence

system. Similarly, a little time could be spared to develop together with local

authorities bivic action, psychological operations (Psyop), or community develop- I

ment prograffis for the-future benefit and cohesiveness of the nation.

However, the Marine Amphibious Brigade did carry out its primary mission

efficiently and effectively. The traditional Marine discipline, training, mobility,

and firepower undoubtedly were cruciai fa'ltors in destroying the rebel forces,

and preserving the legitimate government of the Tashnab Republic. A solid o

grounding in the principles of combined action operations had enabled the Marine _2a

Amphibious Brigade to enter a strange environment and work together successfully

with a very different people, to achieve a common victory.
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Scenario #3--Asia

IntroductionN

In September 1973, the Royal Government of Bhad Doc asked the United

States Government to provide military assistance in order to counter hostile

guerrilla incursions originating from the territory of its southern neighbor Way-

taya, and to neutralize a low-level insurgency existing in the same geographical

area, along the southern border. This request was made because a large-scale

rebellion, requiring the engagement of virtually all of Bhad Doc's military forces.

had erupted along the nation's northern and northeastern borders. In response

to thts emergency, the proeision of a Marine Amphibious Brigade (MAB) trained to

operate as Combined Action Units (CAU) was approved, and this force arrived

in the country eight days later.

Located in south central Asia, Bhad Doe is 146, 330 square miles in

- area, or about the size of the State of Montana, and has a population estimated

at 23, 350. 000 persons. Saucer shaped, with mountains, rugged hills, and dense

jungles covering most of the border regions. a broad, flat. fertile plateau extends

over much of the central portion of the country. The capital city of No Lain is
oo
situated -rn the Gulf of Bhad Doc, and two good deep water ports. Lucs and Taide,

are located on the Pacific Ocean coast. Being near the eqiator. the climate is

hot and humid year around, with the rainy season lasting from March to September.

lBhad Luc is bounded on the north and northeast by the Kingdon¶ of Kota Rue, on _A

the northeast by the South Khai Republic, and on the south by Waytaya. To theAN

westlies the Gulf of Dhad Doe, and the long eastern shoreline is washed by the

Pacific Ocean. 
22

Over 77 percent of the total population resides in the countryside, and

the economy is based chiefly on agriculture. Rice cultivation is the single most

important economic activity, and traditionally, Bhad Doc has been a primary

source of rice imports for neighboring countricS,: Other important agricultural

promducts, either for home consumption or for export, art maize, cassava, coco-

nuts, rubber, tobacco, and sugar cane. The chief outputs of mining and manu-

facturing are tin, tungsten, and cement. Great strides in the improvement of
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transportation and communications have been made since 1957, but almost 6) per-

cent of the country remains covered by dense vegetation and wild, barren hills.

By 1972, the country could boast over 6, 000 miles of surfaced roads, and one

telephone for every 400 inhabitants.

The social system of the Royal Government of Bhad Doc !z dominated

by the Bhad peoples, who claim to be the original settlers of the lan, (in the 4th

century, A. D. ) and who make up about 69 percent of the population. Next most

important. in-terms of numbers, are the Rucian peoples of the north who account

for a; )ut 18 percent of the total population, and the Glom peoples, who make up

"about 8 percent of the nation's population and who reside mainly in the southern

border regions. The remaining 5 percent of the population consists of a large

number of different ethnic a.nd tribal strains, of which the most numerous are

the Chinese and the Indians. It is noteworthy that although the Bhads and the

Gloms of the south are very similar racially, the Gloms are usually found to

oc6upy lower social and economic stations. The Gloms are easily identifiable

in that they have much larger ears and much smaller noses than the Bhad peoples.

Leveis of living in Bhad Doc are considerably higher than in most Asian

nations, in large measure due to the predominance of small agricultural free-

holders. However, a high birth rate and a low death rate over the past two

decades, with subsequent higher food consumption and fragmentation of land

holdings, has impeded rapid economic development. Although there are~ow. over

20, 000 piimaiy and secondary schools in the couintry with a combinied enrollment

of about 4.000, 000 pupils, another 1, .00, 000 children are outside the educational

system. It is estimated that the illiteracy rate is 32 perceit. In the health field,

there are about 1, 100 inhabitants per hospital bed, and 4.241 persons per physician.

Although Bhad Doc is the oldest constitutional monarchy in Asia. real ý7

political power has been in the hands of the. -illitary since 1948. The king, Bhum

Rap Tam, is a figurehead and appears in public only on his birthday and erther

national holidays. The constitution of 1931 has never been amended, and in prac-

tice. is ignnred. Buddhism is the state religior, and religious leaders. as well -

as academicians. the old nobility, and mnmbcrs of the new entrepreneurial class
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advise the military, and share political power to a degree. The government has

tended to be progressive and has acted repressively only on occasions when its

authority has been directly challenged. Traditionally, d4plomatlc relations with

Z the United States have been close and cordial.

Origins of the Disorder

The immediate cause of the emergency In Bhad Doc was an unexpected

Sand explosive civil insurrection along much of the nation's northern frontier.

Fostered by a group called the Rucian Tribal Council (RTC), the revolt was the

result of a long term dispute over local autonomy for some four million people

Z of Kota Ruclan descent residing along the sparsely populated northern border.

For several years the RTC secretly had been importing weapons, and when the

Royal Government of Bhad Doc finally, after five years of negotiation, denied the I
request for a degree of local autonomy, the RTC declared unilateral independence .

and ignited the revolt. At the beginning of the insurrection, it was estimated

that the Rucian rebels had 26, 000 men under arms.

The Rucians, most of whom had been expelled from Kota Ruc at the end

of the last century, had several grievances against the government. That most of

the immigrant Rucians had been converted to Christianity by French and American

missionaries in the 1800's was an important reason both for their expulsion from

Kota Ruc and the poor treatment accorded them by the Bhad peoples. Because the 4

land along thenorthern border was poor and unpopulated, the Royal Government

of Bhad Doc had allowed the Rucian Christians to settle there. However, over the

years, their Christian zeal and proselytizing activities had made the Rucians un-

popular with both the government and the Bhad community at large. Because the

government still considered the Rucians to be "temporary" immigrants, they -

were forbidden to own land ur to move or travel outside the border areas. As

the Rucians were also barred from government jobs, their main occupations were -•

tenant farming and the production and sale of opium. When in early 1973, under

pressure from the United States, the government stopped the production of opium, 1

the economic -base of the Rucian community deteriorated quickly. In the first days

of the rebellion, several thousand Bhad officials, police, and land owners were

mu rde red.
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The insurgency in the south along the narrow border with Waytaya had

been Zong smoldering, but burst into flames as a direct result of the large

northern insurgency. The situation in the southern border province of Glom Nhu

was in fact similar to that in the north in several respects. Sp 2.cfically. the

disorders in the south were largely the result of Bhad persecui Ion and indiffer-

ence toward a minority group, in this case the Glom peoples. However, this

insurgency was abetted and intensified by trained, communist guerrilla units,

also Gloms, operating from safe havens in neighboring Waytaya.

Also a minority people in Waytaya, making up about 40 percent of the M

total population, the Gloms had conducted a desperate but futile insurgency against

the Ccixnrnment of Waytaya in the early 1960's. The remnants of the defeated

Insurgent Glom Army (iGA), numbering about 900 armed effectives in mid-1973, A

had been living oft the land in the sparsely populated, heavily forested area just

south'of the Bhad Doc border for over 10 years. Continuing political and economic

stability in Waytaya had neutralized the appeal of the communist propaganda of

the IGA for the people, and eince the IGA remained quiet and inactive in the re-

mote forests of the north, the Government of Waytaya did not press them mili-

tarily, However, since 1965 the IGA had been making periodic small-scale forays

into Bhad Doc, attacking police stations and military patrols and extorting funds

from Phad landlords and merchants. Despite several requests over the years by

the Royal Government of Bhad Doc to punish the IGA raiding forces, Waytaya

chose to ignore the problem and instead claimed that the IGA nio longer existed,

• I and that perhaps the alleged incidents were perpetrated by Glom nationals residing

in Bhad Doc.

In fact, rural discontent with touches of violence had been present-among
the Gloms on the Bhad Doc side of the border for many years. The underlying

cause of local unrest was a virtual monopoly of Bhad economic and political power

over the Glom people iUving in the southern border area, where the Glorna made -O

up alraest 90 percent of the population. Practically al.l government, police, mili-

tary, agricultural, industrial, and commercial activities were adm4ri.stered by

Bhads. Only employment as tenant farmers, laborers, -and small retailers tra-

ditionally had been open to Gloms of the region. As a result, with few avenue& of
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upward economic or social mobility open to them, the Gloms, especially the young

people, became increasingly sullen and discontent until a situation approximating

low-revel insurgency was reached. Loosely organized into the underground Glom

Self-protection Society (GSS) under the leadership of a dynamic small grain mer-

chant named Phon U. the hard-core dissident membership numbered about 4. 000

persons by the time that anti-government resistance became overt In September

V ~ 1973,'-

- The GSS largely limited its activities to passive resistance to government

programs. policies. and laws, particularly those pertaining to military conscrip-

tion and taxation. Open acts of violence inzluded the seizure of a few small gov-

ernment grain storehouses, infrequent and uncoordinated acts of sabotage, such

as the cutting of telephone and telegraph lines and the slashing of tires cf. govern-

ment vehicles, and the assassination of several-unpopular landlords and goveri-

ment officials.

The size and scale of the rebellion of the Rucians in the nortlh came as

a surprise to the Government of Bhad Doc, but the nation's leadership reacted

to the emergency promptly and decisively. Almost immediately, due.to the
• initensity of the uprisi. , the government found it necessary to order approxi-

mately- three-quarters of the police and military forces stationed throughout the

country, including those in the southern border province of Glom Nhu; to the

northern part-of-the country to oppose the Rucian rebellion. This action was taken

with some trepidation, as many government leaders believed that the weakening

of garrisorns ,n the provinces, particularly in Glom Nhu, might lead to one or

more Odditibnal violent, anti-government uprisings.

Three days after the onset of the emergency, the Prime M1iiister of

SBhad Doc met with the Ambassador of the United States to request American

assistance to ;ope with the unexpected national emergency. Specifically, th~e

Primn Minister asked for United States help to prevent, and if necessary quell.

an anticipated uprising in the southern province of Gloin Nhu, since the govern-

ment felt itself unequal to the task of opposing rebellions in te northern and

southern parts of the country simultaneously.
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Following consultations with the Country Team and a full report on the

situation to appropriate officials in Washington. the Ambassador received an

affirmative answer to the Prime Minister's request for American assistance.

The Marine Amphibious Task Force attached to the U. S. Seventh Fleet im-

m(-,diately was informed of the decision in a message relayed through CINCPAC.

and instructed-to proceed to the southern border region of the Royal Kingdom of

Bhad Doc and render all necessary assistance.

'he Marine Amphibious Brigade Mission

The U.S. Marine Amphibious Brigade was assigned, as its primary mission,

-to aMEtst Local military and police forces to establish and/or maintain peace

and order in the Province of Glom Nhu. In order to accomplish this objective.

the Marine Commander was directed to bolster the-effectiveness- of the local

forces by deploying a portion of his command as Combined Action Units (CAU's)

and to assist ihe local military commander to recruit and train additional indige-

nous forces to supplement the relatively small government force available.

In addition to the protection of life, property, and the authority of the

legitimate government, the Marines we.re charged with the destruction or capture

of active insurgent groups and their supporting infrastructure. Although increased

S -- •cvity by elements of the Insurgent Glom Army operating out of neighboring

Waytaya had been reported in the period immediately preceding the arrival of

CA_-: the Marine Landing Force, the level of violence remained relatively low in G'.om
2 Nhu. I

The Marines were to work with approximately-500 police and-400 soldiers

left behind in the province to maintain security. Although a few dozenmembers

of the local forces manned outlying posts near the border with Waytaya, the ma-

jority had moved into the Provincial Capital of Glom Nagar and the surrounding

area. As most of the local police and military forces were considered to be rela-

tivly well-trained and equipped, officials of the Royal Kingdom of Bhad Doc

determined that it would not be necessary for the Marines to-attempt to -improve,

their military knowledge or skills. However, the government did request that
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I• tih- Marines undertake the important task of raising and training additional de-

V:• fense forces from among local Glom paramilitary organizations and school and

sports clubs. The Prime Minister of Bhad Luc and the Cuuncil of Ministers placed

special emphasis on this task* as t.he government had decided to place more re-

liance on 'he use of the local Glom People in the military and civil administration

of the Province of Glom rjhu in the future. The Marines were requested to pro-

vide the main effort in the organization and training of up to 3,000 local Glorns

to serve as a permanent defense force. This task was to be fulfilled when and as

the local security situation allowed. -

In addition, the Marine Amphibiouv, Brigade was instructed byhigher authority

6_1 to help the host government to estimate the magnitude of the insurgency in Glom

-Nhu on a continuous basis through the support of local intelligence gathering activi-

ties, and the conduct of frequent ground and air reconnaissance of the area of

operations. Alao, the Marines were toseek out actively possible economic de-

velopment activitiesand needed social refors- which might -help trý reduce the

dissatisfactions underlying the unrest of the local population. This last assign-_

ment was to be carried out only after a large -measure of peace and security re-

turned to the area.

Description of the Area of Operations

The Marine Amphibious Brigade arepof operationswas locatedinGlomNhu

Province at the southern extremity of the Royal Kingdom of Bhad -Doc. About
8, 700 square miles in area, the province is approximately the- same size as
New Hampshire. The population of the province is estimated-at a bit under three

million persons, and the population density, at 345 persons per square mile, is

the highest in the couniry. To the north the province is bounded by one of the nation's

nine other provinces, Glom Xu, Glom Nhu Province is bordered on the east by

the Pacifi ; Ocean and un the west by the Gulf of Bhad Doc, and the- southern border

forms the 80 mtile long international boundary with Waytaya. Low, heavily foresteda

hills cover much of the eastern and southern parts of the provinct,. The provincial

capital of Glom Vagar is the center for commerce, transportation. and adminis-

tration in the area, and the only large town.
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The Glom Peoples make up the bulk of the population of the province,

a rmounting to about 2,460, 000 persons or 82 percent of the-total, as compared

to only about 14 percent Bhad Peoples, and four percent other minority groups,

mostly Chinese. WelV. over half f the population resides in the southern one-•2third of the province, with th~e most dense concentrations centering around the '

provincial capital and the rubber plantatiorns located near the Waytaya borde.-.

Rubber production is the mainstay of the provincial economy, and pro-

vided approximately nine percent of the nation's foreign exchange revenue in 1972.

Although the proportion of the province's labor force employed on the plantations

had fallen from 47 percent .to 42 percent since 1969 due to the increasing compe-

titlon from synthetic rubber in world markets, unemployment and underemploy-

ment in other sectors of.the local economy, such as-handicrafts-and tommercial A
agriculture stobd at clOse to' 50-percent. Since the-large English. Prench, and

Bliad owned rubber plantations, covered-the most fertile lands of the rovnce,

small Glomn subsistence farmers had a difficult time eking out a-living for their

expanding famiiies. Only about-27 percent of the arable land-of thrp•.ovind-e

was planted to food crops, and historically the province had been a-large net im-

porter of rice from the central regions of the country.

Political divisions of the province are the district, -the subdistrict and

,vtl village. Administrators, at all levels, excepting villages, are Bhads, and ýAN
are appointed to their positions by the-central government. Even at the •illage

level, where headmen are elected locally, and usually are Gl1ms, the-govern-

ment pays a monthly stipend to headmen to ensure the loyalty and cooperation

of local leaders. Aside from village headmen, elections are held every six years

for provincial representatives to the national assembly. AlthougifGioms are

always elected from Glom.-Nhu ProVince, due to the general Weakness of the

national assembly (three-fifths-of the membership are appointed by the king).'

and the minority status of-the Glom Peoples. the Gloms never have wielded any

p§llticcal influence-on the national scene. Thus, no effective political channels

had existed for the airing and possible resolution of legitimate economic and R

social grievances of the Glom Peoples.
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The aocial structure, of -the Glom community is not unlike that of the

13had---oples .o the north, in thai most of the people live in extended families, areI
patria chal. and center their lives around the funictions of agricultural -production
and the Buddhist Religion. Ho-,wevtr, becauise of the shortage of arable land and

the high population density in- the p iovince, more than 200, 000 males leave their

villages for part of the year to -Aork- on the large- rubber plantations. Absen~e -
from the villages and exposure to new ideas for so mnany-has tended.-to- erode

traditionai authority and cauue mounting unrest in the provincp.

:TO-0nosjA--orc~s

The danger-ini Olow N9hu -!Provingep as- perceiVed-by -thv Gbverfirienti-of-
Hhadboc, fles -'fth&-possibilityý ofacmie ttack-on gsovernment. fo r-cesan -

Ihstltfiutldnd lby lnvhi*ig uhits -of -the',Wtayan Insitrgent'Glom-Army (10k) -and-an

expanded'and moire mhilitant Glom Self-Oratectioni Society, (GSS) it es. felt that

an offehdiVe&by o~ne or 4ib other organization might-be contain-ed, bu-th6th-.a local

popular, Uprising suppore by atralIntd.d well armed guerrillA force-could-cause
!&ige-icbtle deitrubi~ton of property and loss of life.

Of -nto~t immediate conicern- was- the -possible couriseof-actiron-of the IA.
- W~ -Libt~ aging (the avie rage age of the hard-core-fighter *as 46- ývearsX, 7the IdA

mas a disciplIned, experened and fairly well-narmed organiato HitrcUy,
tiIGA was-an Asian Corifthunist guerrilla organizationi in -the tradlitio~n of tie

Viet-Cong, the- Huks, and the Maylayan CT's. However, over the past telzt years, I
as 2contaWt With Cormzunidi sponsor nations _(primparily Ma~nland -China and:North

Ko6reai) s~harplydimri~ilsiied. the IGA progressiv-ely beiCame more Independent, and -

nationalistic intei ulook -and activJhies. For examle, by 1973 tecifg

ofthe 'IGA was -to establish an inid~epndent Socialist Gloin -state in- northern Waytaya.

Ntimbering -aboput 900 effectives and 1:800 women.. children, and noncom- F

batan-t-sb rVi ce' personnel, the IGA mbantai n fouir secret base -camps near the Bhad ~

-Doe border, 'Organifzed 'into cbmtfanies of around-225 men-in-each catm-p, s3quad.

-and-rarely, platoon-sized units staged-raids-across the frontier every-few months i

to secure cash-# foodstuffi;, and arm- s. Efective military -retaliation by the-
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Government of Waytaya, had caused the IGA leadership to discontinue guerrilla

dperations in that coui.zry In 1965 in order to conserve manpower. Since about

that timne, -because the IGA lost much of its poa&er to coerce the local population

and -could not present itself .as a credible alternative to the legitimate govern-

rnent, a- pressing and persistent inability to recruit sew men had developed.

Other weakni~maes stemmed from the fact that the IGA operated more like

-freebooters than a ýmilitary, organization. Overall, morale wds not high, and little`
in he ayof zititgene.or material support was volunteered to the IGA by therlacaL~peoples on either side of- the border; even though raiding parlies practiced

"ar~med propaganda" and "selective" terrorism on forays- into Bhad Doe. On the

other hand,- the IGA wa'swell-versed'in the tactics- of guerkilla Warfare, including
plaudhing of, booby ti aps. and dtiter terrs aciiis ndthe

4fiuhntht-e*pacmen err ciiis
knolede aong th ~eai ugnts that each carr-ied apkide on-his head cre-

Mfbwedg a m certain ep iftde IrpB.nsrk

-The IGA-wa-fii ly el-rarmed irierms of suiiaýarmsi includin-i-auto-
-' a~i*eaons mrtars reoiMkss rifles, exioslvW-, -and animuwition. All

-told, the iGA bad a- sufficienit stcck of weaponsr to-arm a force aLpproximnately twice
-their n mer, althoUgh a-hlarge iotonwre Pb~oleiie or-captui-ed weapons of

various calibers. In- the eaLrly 19060'Is the ýMainland Chinese had been an lmp rtlant

source ex modern armaments; but- in recent years, only a few-small- cash donations

and some propaganda materials had-been-made available by sympathetic Commu-

In compariseD to the IGA, the Glom, Self -protection Society 033S) in Bhad

Nic was a very loosely-kjit and =:3rphous organization. With a membership ~

formed- largely along clan and community lines, and-goals stemming from emo-

tidiial-needs -for polit.1cal equality and economic betterment: rather than a fixedI
ideology. -the GSS was held together in large measure by a widespread respect
for the chief of the organ~zation, Phon U. Basically conservative, reformist.

and non-violent in approach, the prima&ry goals of the GSS were economic., to -

obtain more -governmeru. jo s -for local Glotrrs (including commissioned positions

in thei mnilft.ary afid the Police), i~o reform the land ltenure system in t~he province.A
to edue txaton, and *o break the economic power of locRl Bhad moaneylenders

to rducetaxai 1.
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-through the establishment of a government credit facility for Glom farmers and

small merchants. Ho1wever, a~rninority faction of the G&.S, composed mostly of

unemployed high school and 'College graduates, disaffected younger rilbber pian-

tation workers. and landless tenant farmers had grqwn lmpatkent and uaed vio-

le'nt methods on occasion (I~ncluding the seiz~ure of government property, sabo-

tage, and assassination), contrary to the wishes of the majority of the Society.

Thisi younger ekwnent, ntmibekingAbout 500 of the organization's 4. OOU member-

ship, had only a saiall supply of-axnms, mostly huntiyng pieces, and no central

-leadership. -Thie local population of -Glom Nhu had little a ipathy with the

actions -of -this militAnt minnority. group, but was well disposied generally to the

-goals and'adpiratibns of~the-OSS.

Fo-r sgeei~Al years the -MAGA ha, been attenv, Uig to form an alliance with

th-Sand; on several occasions -had offered aqsis§tance in the fox~th of arms and

_arnnultWn _jnI ,guerri~la traing lfor a-select `GSS-cadfr4., However, these

offefte *er,-not accte byt&GSleadership becaus iwas, felt ta hi e

forhi stiobjectives wer e not consisteht with-the -rev~utionary ideology of -the IGA.

In articular, the-GSS- and the -Glom co mnuriity, of Glomir Nhu Provinceý were ina-

-different-to, ComMunism and-had no desire to create za -separate Glomt nation.

Following the outbreak of tWe Rucian rebellion in the north, however.

the relationship between the two organizations shifted somewhat. Reacting

swiftly to the news of widespread disorders in northern-Bbad Doc, Kow Tung

committed two platoons-from the most experienced IGA guei-rilla company to

enter southern Glom Nhu and determine the chances for a local uplising against

the -government cf SBhad Doc by the Glom community.

Operating in small units of three-to ten z.oen. the IGA forces pe~netrated

the border areas easily. However, several skirmishes developed with govern-

ment police and military~patrols, and evidence of it fairly large IGA presence
soon persuaded the Government of Bhad Doc that the invading guerrillas would

- attempt to ignite a rebellion in Clom Nhu Province. The guerrilla units found

the -local Gloin co.mmunity to be greatly agitated by the happenings in the north.

and for the first ti~me, many of the younger Gloins in the villages openly were

calling for an uprising against the government to gain redress of their grievances.
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Several spontaneous anti-government demonstrations to demand more

and better employment opportunities hact broken out in 'iillages, on rubber planta-

tions, and at the provincial capital. The knowledge of encroachments by the tGA

combined with the eruption.of popular df.monstrations led the government to be-

lieve that a large, coordinated revolt m as about to begin. This was the situation

when the U. S. Naval Amphibious Task Force arrived off the provincial capital _V

of Glom Nagar on 23 September 1973.

The Arrival of the Marine Amphibious Bri'gade

The Naval Amphibious Task Force (ATF) dispatched to Rhad Doe fill'!

been. returning to the home port nf the U. S. 7th PFlet ollowi•ng amphiblei e_•xer-

cises conducted In neighboring Waytaya when the new orderm were rtpivd,

"The Marinc Amphibious Brigade, consisting of 1. 040 officors and mrne. of vi rein-torc-d

battalion., supported by a compliment of helicopters and j•et atturk a•i raft, was

transported on one each-Amphibious Assault Ship (LPUH). _ArMnriita Traniport,

-(LPA), -Dock Landing Ship (LSD), and Tazk' •anding Ship (OST). I
On the moi•ning of the arrival ,if the ATF. approoriate officials rnd

military officers from the national And provincial governments of lihad Doc met

with senior naval and Marine officers on board the ATF flagehip to plot strategy I
and tactics for the operation at hand. As only a relatively small number of vio-

lent public disorders had occurred during the period following the transfer of

police and military forces to stem the Rucian rebellion, it was decided to land

only one company of Marines, Company B. and a skeleton command group from

the headquarters staff of the Marine Amphibious Brigade, A base camp would be set

""Up at the Police Barracks, a few miles to the west of Glom Nagar. The remainder

of the Marine Amphibious Brigade would stay with the ATF at sea, some 40 nautical -•

miles northeast of Glom Nagar, in a position to reinforce the landing party as

needed, or, if ordered, to move to provide emergency support to the Royal

GovernmenL of Bhad Doc forces engaged -gainst the Rucian rebels in the northern

part of the country. -SM
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In determining the ground rules for the operation, it was mutually
S~agreed that as the prevailing level of violence in the prov~i•ce could be controlled"

in the main by local forces. the first order of business for the Marines would be

to recruit and train a local Glom militia. This task had a high priority because

replacements for the police arid military forces drawn off to meet the threat in

6 the north were needed urgently, and because the central government had decided

to emphasize the rights and responsibilities of the Glom community in local and

national affairs. The Minister of Interior for the national government formally

assumed responsibility for the equipping and supplying of the local militia, and

&appropriate government officials at the provincial. disirietf aub--•nitrict, and

village le. els were designated as counterparts to assist the Marine Amphibious

Brigade. Aliason officer from the American Embassy was attached to the Marine

Amphiblbu5 Brigade to plivide a link with the American Country Team.

In order: to overcome the language barrier, the central government was

able to provide 30 army interpreters, fluent in the Glom and Bhad languages

- as well as English, to assist in combined action operations, These troops had

-trained and Worked With the American Military Assistance Advisory Group in Nbo

Lam, the capital city of Bhad Doc, and they were proficient both as soldiers and

as interpreters. In addition, there existed in Glom Nhu Province a fairly large

pool of educated youth having some knowledge of English, and this group could

be used for intei-preter/translator services if the need arose.

Combined Action 0perations

During their first few days in Bhad Doc, the Marines of Company B spent

much of their time assisting and reinforcing local police and military units in

rttempts to locate and determine the strength of opposing forces. Few contacts

were made, however, as during this period the many small IGA patrols that had I
penetrated Bhad Doe te'ritor~y to obtait iniormation and military intelligence

were then returning to their headquarters in Waytaya to report. Although the

Marine helicopters were not very useful due to the heavy jungle, foliage coverihg

most or the area, government combined action patrols determined that the IGA

guerrillas had been present in considerable strength compared to past incursions.,_
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and that several bands (totaling 75 to 100 men altogether) were still operating

in the areas immediately adjacent to the border with Waytaya. Because of the

relatively small numbers of government forces available and the large geographi-

cal area to be patrolled, military leaders of the national government decided that,

until conditions became more stable, police and army patrols would probe no

closer than ten miles from the Waytayan border. Although this ruling gave

enemy forces almost complete freedom of action within the ten mile buffer zone,

government forces were then able to exercise much closer control over the re-

mainder of the province. In mounting these first reconnaissance activities, the

presence of the Marines was particularly appreciated in view of their personal

skills, firepower, communications equipment, and modern armored vehicles,
At the same time, the Marines had begun to recruit members for a local

Glom defense forcd., to be called the Royal Glom Militia (RGM). The chief pur-

pose of the formation of the RGM was to provide an emergency paramilitary force

at the village level to back up the much depleted regular police and military

forces. The authorized strength of the RGM was to be 3,000 officers and men,

and the organization would be maintained in the province following the conclusion

of the emergency. An important secondary reason for forming the Militia was to
show the Glom community that the Royal Government of Bhad Doc had begun to

pursue a policy of opening new jobs and new opportunities to minority citizens.

"Recruits were informed that at the end of the emergency, up to fifty percent of

the RGM woulu be encouraged to join the local police service, and that those who

were physically and educationally qualified would be trained for police and mill-

tary commissions.

At the end of the first week e! recruiting, over 1.000 young Gloms had

been enlisted, and sufficient arms, ammunition, uniforms, vehicles, and other

necessary equipment for the full complement of 3, 000 men had arrived from

central governmeni stocks. About 80 percent of the recruits cam.- from small

villages and hamlets. During the recruiting process, which to a large extent took

place concurrent with patrolling activities, the Marines, assisted by local inter-

oreters, used loudspeakers in the villages to announce the establishment of the

tRoyat Glom Militia. The government interpreters attached to the Marines alsowere A
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able to explain to villagers the enlightened new policies of the central govern-

ment toward minority groups and-to provide news of the status of the conflict

in the northern part of the country. In this way. many of the rumors and false-

hoods spreid by the IGA and anti-government elements were corrected or re-

futed.

Due to the prevailing emergency conditions, preliminary training for f

the RQM was limit-d to two weeks for the first group of 1, 000 recruits. Of

fnecess-ity, training was abridged and simple; a large part of the time being de-

voted to weapons familiarity and care, and marksmanship. About 40 Marines,

or one for each twenty-five recruits, and most of the host country interpreters A,

took part in the crash two-week-training programs.

The first , 000 members of theRGMM completed 'prelininary-trainingWon

26 Octe-ber 1073. As conditions in the province at that time were-relatively quiet.

almost all of these men, in platoons of 40 to 60 each, were assigned to key vil-

lages strategically located about midway between the border and the provincial

capital. To the extent possible, the men were posted to their hon. villages.

One squad f-f-Marines arid a Navy hospital corpsman accompapied each RGM pla-

toon msigned to the 20 villages. 8 These Combined Action Units (CAUs) were

interaded to promote local law and order, to provide a screen against a possible if'

IGA offensive, and to collect intelligence concerning all types of anti-government

activities. At the same time, the Marines would continue to impa!r practical

training in counterinsurgency warfare, such as ambushes, patrolling, and guard

duty to their RGM charges. Meanwhile, back at the Marine base camp just out-

side Glom Nagar, a two-week training cycle for the second batch of 1, 000 Glom A

recruits had commenced. By this time only a few Marines were still working

with the regular government police and military forces.

8 Two additional platoons of Marines from Company C weifxe air lifted in
from the Naval Amphibious Task Force to handle these extra manpower require- U
"ments.
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Special emphasis was placed on intelligence collection in the 20 villages

initially occupied by the Combined Action Units. To add concreteness to the Intel-

.ligeiwe training and to help to gain the support of the local community, an inno-

vation called the National Unity Incentives Program (NUIP) was introduced.

Based on past Marine experience in similar circumstances, this program had

been discussed and approved by national and provincial officials and their Ameri- I
can counterparts in the days immediately following the arrival of the Marine

Landing Force. Under the program, a system of financial rewards was offered

to Royal Glorn Militia members and to the Glom community at large for informa-

ticn concerning the whereabouts, objectives, and operations of the Insurgent Glom

-Army or other anti-government forces. All rewards were to be paid fol0lt•o' g. iz

the-confirmition of such information. Other elements of tbe NUlP'-included an

amnesty- program for those guerrillas (foreign or local) surrenderirg to govern-

ment forces or Combined Action Units, and a syste.m of cash paymerits for arms.

ammunition. and equipment captured from or surror-ered by anti-government

insurgents. The skills and the special equipment of the Marine psychological

operations (Psyop) team was critical in spreading news of the introduction of

the NUIP widely and rapidly.

The attitudes-of the Glom peoples residing in the province, and in par-

ticular members of the Glom Self-protection Society (GSS), were undergoinz

rapid change. Following the first feelings of sympathy with the Rucian uprising

in the north, and the attendant spontaneous demonstrations and other manifesta-

tions of hostility toward the government, cooler heads began to prevail through-

out the province. The people were impressed by the determination of the Bhad

Doc police and army in the province after the bulk of their forces had been rushed
off to help suppress the northern rebellion, and there was some concern about >1
the arrival of the Marine Landing Force. Most importantly, however, the Gloms

began to realize that a take-over by the Insurgent Glom Army (IGA) from Waytaya

would be more unpleasant than a continuation of life under the present Bhad Doc

regime.
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After the formation of the Royal Glom Militia (RGM) and the posting of

combined action units throughout the central part of the province, feelingp toward

the government improved and the number of acts of anti-government vand?'ism

and sabotage, such as the cutting of telephone lines, dropped off sharply.

Another factor contributing to the relative calm in the province was the absence

of a clear trend toward victory for either side in the fighting in the northern part

of the country. Although government forces were containing the spread of the

Rucian rebellion, the insurgents cuntinued to hold large portions of the northern

provinces and pacification was proceeding slowly, The leader of the underground

Glom Self-protection Society (GSS), Phon U, urged caution among -his followers,

but indicated that individual village cells might or might not continue anti-government

activities ns dictated by local conditions. These instructions reflected the preý-

vailing uncertainty among the GSS membership.

Meanwhile, the IGA leadership in northern Waytaya had digested the

intelligence reports brought in by their scouting parties and had decided to Cxploit

the unsettled cond~tons in southern Bhad Doc by mounting a bold military offen- -

sive. The plan was to attempt to recruit as many young Gloms from the border

region villages as possible, through persuasion or force, and if conditions seemed

favorable, to make a surprise attack on the capital city of Glom Nhu Province,

Giorn Nagar. The reasoning behind this maneuver was that if Glom Nagar could

be taken and held, even for a few days, the power of the Bhad Doc government

would be severely undermined, and large numbers of Gloms would rally to the

cause of the IGA.

On this basis, preparations for the offensive were begun and two hundred

IGA guerrillas moved into the ten-mile buffer zone just norlh of the border to re-

cruit and organize as many Glom youths as quickly a&. possible. By 9 November,

the !GA had collected 290 young Gloms to be used as a supplementary force in the

attack on Glorn Nagar. Although there was no time to train these young men to any

-xtent, it was felt that they would serve as "bait" to attract other Glom recruits

as the attack progressed.
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However, on 11 November, just two days before the IGA planned to com-

mence the 6ffensive, the Government of Waytaya launched a well--coordinated land/

air surprise attack against all four IGA base camps. Long unmolested, the TGA

insurgents~were caught unaware, and with only a short forewarning before the

arrival of the, Waytayan forces, large numbers were forced to flee across the

Kingdom of Bhad Doc -border in some confusion. Large stocks of weapons and

provisions, and most of the IGA dependents, hangers on, and support personnel,

were captured by the Waytayan military-forces. Only about 150 hard-core IGA

fighters were captured, however, as the Waytayan forces were under orders not

to-pursue the guerrillas beyond the border.

.-Thi•sUrprise attack was the result of %,fficial requests by both the United

States and-the R0yal Kingdom of Bhad-Doc to the Government of Waytaya.to take

action against the iGA~inrurgents. Although receipt of these requests had been

confirmed by the Government of Waytaya in late September, no other word on the

matter had been forthcoming. Waytaya had organized the campaign against the -

IGA in the foUowing weeks in the greatest of secrecy, and in order to maintain

security had not informed Its northern neighbor of its intentions until the day

before operations against the guerrilla was to begin. Unfortunately, the ceni.real

government in Nho-Lam had been tardy in passing this information on to the

government forces and Marines in Glom Nhu Province. As a result, the Marines

and local counterinsurgency units were as surprised by the Waytayan action as

was the IGA. J

Forced out of their sanctuaries, and finding themselves In a relatively

inhospitable environment, the IGA leadership decided to press the attack on Glom

Nagar in the hope of sparking a large-scale Glom uprising throughout the province,
or, at the least, to put themselves in a position of strength from which to bargain

amnesty terms with the Bhad Doc Government. After quickly regrouping, the

IGA forces, in three columns of about 340 men each, began the march on Glomr

Nagar on 15 November.

Intelligence concerning the whereabouts and intentions of the IGA guerrillas

was not hard to) come by during this period. Many refugees had been moving north

from the border areas to escape the arrogations of and the possibility of
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conscription by the IGA, and following the expulsion of the main body of the IGA

from Waytaya, the flow grew heavier. A full two days before the IGA was to begin

its move against Glom Nagar, some 85 miles distant, the Marines had received

intelligence from refugees, local citizens, and the Royal Glom Militia concerning

the general disposition and plans of the IGA forces. After appraising the situation,

the Marine commander in Glom Nhu sent to the Naval Amphibious Task

Force at sea requesting immediate assistance to meet the emergency.

As soon as the request was received, the Amphibious Task Force steamed

back to Glom Nagar. Preparations to repulse the IGA offensive were well under

way even before-the guerrillas had advanced north of the 10-mile border buffer

zone. Two companies of Marines Were air lifted into the strategic towwns area to

integrate with and reinforce the combined action units already in place, and the
Sremaikider oftthe Marine IAnding Force debarke I at Glom Nagar, along with

armour, vehicles, and heavy equipment, and prepared to move south.

-The ambitious plans of the IGA to assault Glonl agar were~based= on

faulty intelligence estimates which placed the strength of opposing forces at [• taI approximately 451 Bhad Doc police and soldiers, about 200 U. S. Marines, and

t •a few hundred ineffectual Glom recruits. Since the U.- S. Amphibious Task Force

reportedly had left the area some two months previously, the IGA assumed that

the Marines in Glom Nhu were only an isolated token force and could be dealt

with eaaily. Thus, the IGA forces moved into the relatively open country about

55 miles south of Glom Nagar with feelings of confidence and impunity.

A Government forces and Marine combined action units had sufficient-time
•, ~to arrapgefor ",he reception of the IGA offensive, and'on•.*e afternoonhof-18

I •November, ambushes were sprung on :ý.l three advancing IGA columns. The en-

suing conflict was short and decisive. Almost half of the forces of the Insurgent

Glom Army were killed, wounded, or captured, and the remainder routed in con-

fusion. Government forces and Marine casualties were light. Over the following '

two weeks, practically all of the IGA stragglers were captured or surrendered AR

= themselves.
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- Marine combined action units played an important part in mopping up

actions. Local Gloms proved to be willing to cooperate with and provide intelli-

gence to Marines and members of the Royal Glom Militia, and remnants of the

IGA were more willing to turn themselves into fellow Gloms than to the predomi-

nantly Bhad members of the police and military forces.

HEpilogue

On 9 December 1973, just three weeks after the decisive action against

the IGA, the Marine Amphibious-Brigade left the Royal Kingdom of Bhld Doc and the
__ U.. S. _aN Amphibious Task Force rejoined the U. S. 7th Fleet. By this ixme,

aithodugh a fe*-pockets of resistance remained, the government iad-broug.htthe

Rtcican rebellion-in thenorthen provinces i-uder control. liiGlom.Nhu Province,

the-threat of subversion and terrorism -by the IGA had been eliminated, and ahti-

government -emonstrationa and acts of sabotage by the local Glom population

were no-longer a problem. Local Gloms had adopted a "wait and see" attitude,

which would give the government an opportunity to implement a-program of re-

forms and new opportunities for minority peoples in Glom Nhui, and throughout
-thl- country.•

-T•" platoons of Marines remained in Glom Nhu to complete the work of

the Lraining and organization of the Royal Glom Militia (RGM). Only the first

class of 1, 000 RGM trainees, operating in Marine combined action units, had A
taken par. in the action against the IGA and in the subsequent mopping up opera-

tions. The second class of 1, 000 RGM recruits had completed two weeks of

training, but had been considered too inexperienced to take part in combat opera-

tions, and had been held in Glom Nagar. The remaining Marines supervised the

combined action orientation of this group, and stayed to see the final class of

1,000 RGM recruits through their entire training cycle. As promised by the

Government -of. Bhad Doc, half (1, 500 men) of the authorized strength of'the RGM

were offered permanent positions in the national police and military services.

The Marines played an active role in helping to nominate the best qualified re- A

cruits and officer candidates for the national services. The remaining half of

-the Roy:al Glom Militia were posted to their own villages and towns to serve as
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a permanent, paid, paramilitary reserve-force. The last Marines departed on

I February 1974.

The Government of the Royal Kingdom of Bhad Ddc, shocked by the size

and intensity of the -Ruclan rebellion in the northern provinces, and the.narrowly

averted difficulties in Glom Nhu Province, adopted a riew, strictly monitored-

egalitarian policy for minority peoples throughout the country. As -large-numbers
of formerly submergetd _peoples began -to paicpe acieyi llpisso

-natiozial~life, Ahe- rite of.national- de~veopment-incr-eased -perceptively.
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CHAPTER V

TRAINING AND SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS FOR

FUTURE COMBINED ACTION OPERATIONS

The material presented in this chapter Is an abstract of a more fully

developed discussion of training and support-riequirements presented in the re-

poA-6n .the previous phase of research, They are reproduced here so:that the

reader can immediately relate these requirements, distilled from actual. experi-

-ence, to.the scenarios of hypothetical experience laid out in the preceding chapter.

TkiiningReqCuirements

-A. -Sitructure of'-a2USMt.CoCftbined
A6tinT6W ~ RPrga

There are three-tr g syllabi necessar•y to prepare a Marine squad

for a cominbied-action capability of a general sort. First, a general orientation A
toward operations in the kind of environment delimited in Chapter I1. Second,

special training, to be.,given to all members of the smallest detachment, to pre-

pare them for What ifey are likely to encounter -in this environment. Third,

special training for the squad lea~der, who will be operating semi-autonomously I
and assuming a good deal of the responsibility for the conduct and successful

completion of the mission.

The training concept suggested here is conducted upon two occasions,
each of which covers the same range of materials, but has differing emphases.
The first part is a package to be given to P" larine Corps squad members, squad

IFor a fuller and more comprehensive analysis of training and support -•

requirements'for future combined action operations, see Harry A. Scarr.
Herbert H. Vreeland, 3rd, and David E. Edwards, Marirte Combined Action Capa-
bilities: Training for Future Contingencies (McLean, Va.: Human Sciences Re-
search, hic., December 1969).
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leaders, and Naval Hospital Corpsmen in CONUS to get- across- the general notion

-of a combined action mission. The sec-o d part ilii(ove I ixxetatlpro

to predeployment, presenting the content- of the-particular-situation into which-the

ready-units are about to be placed.

In the general ti'ainingýýportion of-the currilculumn, there would be three

major techniques- which are chann.els for comniuni eating-necessary informdation.
J

First, human relations-train~ing in how to-get along -ngeerlwihm beo

strange and exotic cultures is. very dbasirfable. The ýcontent -of :thli t-raining should

be--varied, und-sinulated, exp erienice with -a- variety _-of cultu.L es differking in geeal.

characteristics- should be- provided. Second, in additioji to this raAther dfi~a~cffc -

orientation, -role, playing -experience. should be pov~aideid memibera. of.th -!quad as 4
well as. squad leaders. By ass' ingMthe_ stance of zmmber- ofanother ,cultuie, -_

m p_ dijexperienti-bltwee
some -appreciation for the real difherecesrfdreeititel_ - kgrouhds
of a Marine and a-member of anothe'r culture, can`be achievekd With ihisexperience

in-a way that no other-technique can-duplicate. !hijid. tioni e- udimentary. 1angag

= training should be given. Training in a specific lantguage w11l1 occur im iedl tel

prior to deployment, but in general trainfing some usefulgiac frlann

-6ny uag~ge in thei-field can be Presented.-

The general thrust Qf tra~ining ghould-be- to inoculate the mnen agahi!5t re-

sponding. negatively or fearfully toward-stranjeness, and differenthelu; ACCOw..

panying the- formal syllabus and daily -routine should-be exposr osr~g n

exotic foods, toilet habits which may differ radically from their own, child-raising

practices, which, though -offensive to their values, they should leave alone, ari

mannerliness In general, What should be continually penuraged is the notion of

a flexible response to a chaniging situation, and the Idea that there are ultimately

no right or wrong ways to deal with a culture that Is -different from one's own.

It is-well to emphasize from the beginning, that insincerity and duplicity contain

within themselves the seceds of the destruction of the success of the mission,

Against this background, we can now suggest- the content- of the curriculum to pro-

vide a general coy stt')utlary/cotinterinsurgency capability for use in moot situations,

to be added to the dlrcacly cnxcellent military capability. trained into the squad.-
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B. Training-in CONUS Prior I Deployment
(Twelve Days)

1. Unit Training Package (Nin~e Dayiý

This mcierial ig to be given to all Marine Corps squad members, squad

leaders, and N'aval Hospital Corpsmen attached to them. The purpose is to com-

municate the fundamental concepts and principles of combined action operations--

its missions and required skills.

a. General Orientation (Two Days)

(1 '.eCoind Action Concept (One Hour). This is an intro-
duction to the-- t.al conbined action training program. it
concentrates on the big Oi-cture in which a combined action
concept is embedded--the what. the whys, and the wherefors.
The point of this introductory hour is to w;den the student's
horizon,•, Iet him know that he is about to learn something
different from tactics and ordinary military operations.

(2) Counterpart Relations (Four Hours). A detailed discussion
Sof the organization and operations of the support structure
and the counterpart structura is included here. The issues
of command and control, in a combined action operation.
should be contrasted with the usual command structure of
Marine rifle squad deployment. Differences should be
pointed out with respect to the following classification of
support functions.
(a) The bandwidth of command and-control functions.
Wb) The necessary modification of staff functions when

a combined action operation is involved.

Wc The particular nuances of the special logistical sup-S~port requirements when counterpart as well as Marine-

units are involved. -
(d) The forms of combat support available to a Marine

squad in a combined action operation. in particalar,
here the variety of support-facirities available, and -the
various likely combinations of support likely to be a- _ I
vailable for particular mizsions should be made explicit.
Air/artillezy support, naval gunfire, MEDEVAC, and
other standard forms of surport available should be de-
scribed in some detail as to their purpose, function,
and availability. The circumstances under which each
can most effectively be used in a combined action oper-
ation should be detailed, based on pas. experience and
based -on contingency planning.
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(e) The pioblems of liaison and coordination with counter-
part structures should be touched upon. The more
common pitfalls of this kind of arrangement should be
cited, but the ultimate and long-range strength of the
initially sometimes clumsy counterpart situation should

Z, also be presented in some positive detail.

(3) USMC-Experiences in Combined Action Operations (Three
Hours). This should include a detailed discussion, though
in summary form, of previous Marine Corps experience in
combined action. It is intended to sharpen the student's per-
ception of what he is being taught to deal with, and to im-
press upon him the fact that such op•,itcons are traditional
in the Marine Corps. At the present moment, it car also
be used to put the inevitable scuttlebut about the CAP pro-
gram in Vietnam in proper perspective, This is a good
place to straighten our institutional mythology about CAPs
from the actual operational successes and failures of the
program. It is an excellent place for knowledgeable, well-
balanced, and respected individuals with such experience to
talk to the rifle squad members.

(4) Mission, Organization. and Operations a Combined Action
Unit (Four Hours). A detailed presentation of potential struc-
tures for various kinds of unit missions. The thrust of this
part of the syllabus should be a description of the various
larger unitts from which the squad may he committed, de-
pending upon the demands for deployment presented by the
envi ronmcnt.
(a) The deployment of squads under varying environmental

conditions sho. d be presented fully for the commitment

of a battalion. The distribution and the number of squads
committed for combined action operations should be dis-
cussed along with likely contingencies leading to the par-
ticular arrangements used as illustrative. Deployment
down to platoon and squad level should be described in
detail for several environmental situations.

(b) The objectives and operations of the smallest detachment,
depending upon whether the deployment is for constabulary
or for counterinsurgency combined operations, should be
explieily- stated. This should be tied directly to the bat-
talion deployment structure as described, in (a).

(c) To widen and enrich the content of this part of the syllabus,
Marine Corps experience in past constabulary and counter-
insurgency combined operations should be analyzed in
order to present both a rationale for the deployment sug-
gested in Part (a). and to induce critical thinking about
the various possibilities of deployment of squads.
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•. (5) The Foreign Environment (Four Hours). This is a general

disoiision of the kinds of situations combined aýction opera- A.

tions may confront, and provides a general basis for the spe-
• ciffic country orientation that units wiUi receive just prior to

S~debarkation. It makes it easier to get over the specifies
that will be contained in that last-n-inute orientation. By

focusing on local communities as a class of phenomenon,
Sboth the communality and the- di.ferences between the world's

Mdifferent regions can be meaningfully presented to give the
Marine a notion of the kinds of social structures he will be
working with. Fcr each culture area, or class of commu-
nity, three kinus of materials should be presented:
(a) The geography, history, society, culture, and values I

of the different regions. Common institutions should
be focused upon, such as kinds of food, varieties of
religions, the concept of children within the culture,
and the nature of male-female role relationships. In I
addition to this, the complexities of the language en-
vironment should be dealt with formally.

(b) The present political-military situation. The conse-
quences of the existing political structure in the poten-
tial intervention areas should be detailed for the local
rural communities where the unit will be operating.
N particilar, the environment of the local community,
both socially and physically in terms of natural barriers
and resources, should be detailed for the region differ-
entiated in the prior historical section.

(') Identification and description of the enemy. The nature
of insurgency occurring in the various regions should be
ddtailed. If there is no insurgency at the moment, the
most likely kind of insurgent activity should be sug-
gested. There should be a focus on the legitimacy or
the illegitimacy of the grievances that allow an infra-
structure to exist to support the insurgency; there should
be a description of the strategy and tactics of the insur-
gent; there should be a description of the arms and re-
sources which the insurgent has at his disposal; there4
should be attention paid to the extent to which the insur-

gency is indigenous or supported by an outside agent; A

and there should be a specification of the detailed nature
of the rural operations for each insurgency.

b. Specialized Training (Seven Days)

At this point, an attempt is made to introduce specific techniques
and procedures tAat are relevant to a general combined action
capability.
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(1) Insurgent Operations (Four Hours). A discussion of
common tactics and techniques used by guerrillas and
insurgents should be conducted. Particular attention
should be paid to their methods of harassing, controlling,
and exploiting the civilian populations. The likely form
of their political propaganda efforts should be described.
The pacing and timing of the escalation and deescalation
of these efforts in the face of a Marine Corps presence,
should be anticipate-, and prescnted to squad members.

(2) Counterinsurgent and Counter-Guerrilla Operations
(Four Hours). Particu.ar attention here should be paid
to the assecs and liabilities of local forces, particularly
as these affect combined action or constabulary efforts.
Indicators to look at when assessing the progre.,s of a
combined action operation should be briefly described.

(3) Militarg Police Operations (Six Hours). Instructions
should be given differentiating between policing activity
and pacificaticn activity. In particular, these instruc-
tions should concentrate on the kinds of skills that one
would be able to teach to indigenous police personnel.

(4) PWs, Defectors, Agents, and Double-Agents (Two Hours).
"Various programs, depending upon circumstances, should
be detailed for dealing with all these categories of insurgent
personnel. Circumstances, both hypothetical and historical,
which relate to the utility of, say, an amnesty prograrm,
should be presented and the possibility of the effective use
of such a program should similar circumstances arise
should be a part of the Marine combined action capability.

(5) Intelligence Operations for the Detached Unit (Six Hours).
A variety of clues to look for, related to the infrbstructure
supporting an insurgent activity, should be presented to
squad members f(,r use in combined action insurgency op-
erations. Anecdotes from past Marine experience, in par-
ticular that in Vietnam, should be used to suggest the vari-
ety of techniques available here to indirectly, by observa-
tion, gain information about insurgent capabilities. The
focus here should be on objective techniques since it is ob-
vious that good relationships with villagers will eventually
provide for informant modes of intelligence. While recog-
nizing that informants will be the most common source,
both for their p.-otection and as a check on the validity of
their information, objective measures should be used as
well whenever possible.
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(6) Communication and Liaison Problems (Two Hours).
(a) Instruction in the use of communications equipment, in-

cluding a variety of communication nets and procedures
for effectively implementing them, should be thorough.

(b) Procedures for calling for air/artillery support, that re-
sult in the most effective use of this capability, should be
explicitly worked out and suggested for a variety of environ-
ments.

(c) Ground management of helicopter service should be part of
the capability of every squad member, since, given the na-
ture of a combined action operation with detached units, it
may be the case that at some particular time every member
of the squad will find it necessary to be responsible for these
operations.

(d) Liaison and coordination with counterparts with respect to
these activities should be dealt with. In particular, atten-
tion should be paid to the circumstances under which the
counterpart should be allowed to suggest, or allowed directly
"to invoke, or required to invoke, these kinds of support.

(7) Combined Operations and the Training of Local Forces (Five
Hours). The emphasis here should be upon training by example.
A useful device in training the Marine squad in how to conduct
these activities is role playing of various kinds where the squad
member first takes the role of teacher and then of learner. As
a mrninmum, role playing should embody two kinds of training:
(a) Training in the maintenance, use and repair of various

weapons systems.
(b) Training in the planning and conduct of various missions

appropriate to the maintenance of an effective combined
action unit.

(8) Civic Action and Psyop Operations of the Detached Unit (Three
Hours). The emphasis here should be on a recognition of the
fact that the Marine squad, operating as a detached unit, is
too small to include the specialists necessary to carry on suc-
cessful civic action/psyop activity. For that reason, an Ofitcrt
should be made to spell out in detail the resources available to
the squad, which they can invoke when appropriate. In particular,
the following topics should be thoroughly presented:
(a) The S-5 function of the Marine Corps battalion.
(b) The appropriate role of the detached squad in supporting

and drawiig on S-5 functions and functionaries and capa-
bilities for CA operations.

(c) The S-: function of the Marine Corps battalion.
(d) The appropriate role of S-3 for psyop.
(e) The limitations of the CA/psyop functions at the detach-

ment level.
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(9) Map Making. Mal) Reading, and Its Uses (Five Hours).
Members of a Marine combined action squad should have
a rudimentary knowledge of how to construct a map of
their area of operation. In addition, it should be eMpha-
sized that this is a valuable activity to use to begin estab-
lishing relationships with counterparts. It is also some-7 thing that should be taught to the counterparts as a routine

matter.

(10) First Aid, Field Sanitation, and Personal Hygiene (One
lHouOj. - In addition to the skills of the Naval Hospital Corps-

man, who will be available to the squad, each member of
the com~bined action squad should have a better than averageAl
working knowledge of elementary first aid and sanitation pro-
cedures th.Jt are likely to be necessary in a rural environ-

nment in a less-.- developed country. Inoculations, latrine
building, and the recognition of the severe symptoms of
the severer forms of disease processes common in WTuch
areas should he presented.

S(1) Field Maintenance (Two Hours). Instruction should be
given in the maintenance of equipment, on the assumption
that ordinary support may not be forthcoming for minor
needs. In particular, maintenance of weaponry, trans-

portation facilities, radio equipment, and personal gear
should be stressed. The possibilities of using local re-
sources to provide some of these services should be ex-
plored, and the advantages and disadvantages should be
expressly dealt with. Among the advantages are the
opportunity for psyop by behavior, since involving local
personnel in necessary services to the detached unit should
both enhance the esteem in which the detached unit is held
and convince the citizenry of real possibilities for inter-
action as equals.

(12) Relationships with Local Civilians (Eight Hours). Here,
as was the case with local forces, role playing should be
useo as a device to allow the men to develop some skill and
empathy in dealing with rural peasants from strange cultures.
Throughout this activity the following four kinds of relation-
ships should provide the focus:
(a) Working with local people in general.
(b) General principles of the Marine Corps Personal Re-

sponse Program.
(c) Face-to-face communication as a device for learning A

both language and about a culture.
(d) The most eZfective times and situations in which to use

local interpreters.
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(13) Use of Language (Eight Hours). The emphasis here should I
be on familiarization with the ways one goes about lparnlrig

language at a rudimentary level. Since language sp.e.cial- -
ists can be expected to be available in most operations of

this kind, a good portion of the training should deal with how
to use interpreters. The difference between using Marine I
Corps personnel as interpreters and indigenous interpreters

should be highlighted. The problems of trust, validity, and
checking on trnalation accuracy should be highlighted. An
effort sholild be made to underscore the importance of at-
tempting to learn the language while in the field. Familiarity
with elementary linguistic structures so that some of the
strangeness in any situation is lessened -h'uld be empha-
sized.

2. Leadership Training Package (Three Days)

This material is to be presented to all squad leaders and attached Naval

Hospital Corpsmen. The purpose is to alert the squad leaders in particular to
the special problems of operating a small, isolated, independently functioning

combined action unit in a foreign environment. It also attempts to provide sup- I
plementary or special training to help them handle some of the peculiar problems

that they can reasonably anticipate in this kind of an operation. Though specifically ot

for squad leaders and attached Naval Hospital Corpsmen, it would be useful for

all squad members as well to attend and s;are in this training since, given the 3
exigencies of the field, one of them is very likely t) be elevated to squad leader

on very short notice.

a. Special Leadership Responsibilities and Requirements (Four A
H1ours). Some of the special probl:,ms of an isolated detach-

A ment, such as discipline, morale, stress, personal adjust-
ment, and recreation should be emphasized. In particular,
suggesttd m6des of dealing with squad members who are not
working out in this special kind of operation should be suggested.,
and procedures for dealing with these outlined In some detail.
Attention should be paid here to the particular problem of race
relations, especially &, it is relevant to the different racial
origins that the indigenous population is likely to have, from
the racial origins of squad members.

b. The Role of the Attached Naval los! 1 Corpsman (One Hour).
Here should be emphasized the abillt,'.-f the Corpsman to be AI

effective in establishing rapport with the indigenous pe,3ple,
rather than a routine review of bin medical capabilities which
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he has already mastered in his naval training programs. It
Sshould be emphasized that the Corpsman is not just to be
another Marine, but is to be a doctor in the setting in which
he finds himself when operating with a detached unit. Most
of the advantages that accrue to his special role come from
the Fact that he is not defined as a military operative, but as
a more nurturant figure who offers universally valued ser-
vices (that is, services relatd to the maintenance and resto-
ration of health).

c. Working with Suptport Structures in the Marbie Corps Chain of
Command (Three Tiours). Detailed support capabilities and
where they are loc.ited in staff billets should be presented, and
examples and exercises given of their use. In particular, MEDE-
VAC procedures an i resupply procedures should be dealt with

• • in great detail.

d. Working with Counterpart Chain of Command Structures (Three
Hours). The usual advisor roles that can be expected in com-
hined action operations cf different kinds should be detailed.
Who plays them, when they are played, and the degrees of free-
dom within each should be noted. A useful khid of differ iti-
ation between three kinds of advisor impact can be made here.
The first advisor relationship is a single advisor to his counter-
part. A second advisor relationship includes advisors plus
operatives. A third kind of advisor relationship that that is
involved in civic action and in general dealings \. ,th the civilian
population, particularly on the part of Corpsmen and S-5 opera-tives.

e. Intelligence Systerro (Three Hours). The organization and con-
trol of local intelligence systems, based on current military
doctrine, should be presented in a form adapted to the indepen-
dent unit operating in a combined action mission. The use of
informants, indirect indicators, and intelligence provided by
other U. S. forces should be outlined.

f. Civic Action and Psyop Functions (Two Hours). It is very im-
T !portant that the squad leader be aware of the resources that he

can call upon in his chain of command to implement civic action
procedures, and to attempt psychological operations where he
thinks they are nece.ssary. The possibility of assigning a civic
action NCO within his squad should be considered. The thrust
should be that his squad acts at most as a broker between the
needs of his village and the resources of the Marine Corps
chain of command. It should be emphasized that tasks beyond -
the scope of his squad need not be foregone, but can be carried
out by wvider resources in the Marine Corps chain of command - -
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that he can call upon. However, note that the ultimate goal
is to procure resources from the indigenous chain of com-
mand.[ g. Communications Discioline ('wo Houre). Steps to insure the
secuc.3ty of communicatiun networks, whether radio networks I
or other forrnts of communication, sho'zld be presented, and
their Importance emphasized by vivid example.

h. Legal Consideration (Two lours). The issue of war crimes,
particularly in a counterinsurgency operation, should be dealt
with explicitly. Since the squads will be acting in detached A
fashion, and must make decisions qu.ckly to respond to insur-
gent activity, there will be little time to call on the appropri-
a(e9staff to determine whether their acts are legal or illegal
before it is necessary to make a decision. This material
should not only be presented in trainIng, but should be avail-
able in easily understood language as part of the FMFM
guidance available to the squad leader.

i. Administrative Detail (Four Hours). The importance of insti-Stutional memory in the total combined action operation should I

be emphasized. The keeping of adequate field records, the
timing of briefing and debriefing sessions, and the kind of re-
port requirements that will maximally enhance the mission
should be thoroughly familiar to the squad leader, and to otherS~members of the unit.

C. Pre-Debarkation Training
(Three Days)

The purpose of this block of training Is to provide the units, immediately

before commitment to a combined action operation, with the details of the par-

ticular situation that they will be entering. It is practically and operationally

oriented, and against the background of the general CONUS training that they

have already received should prepare them for a situation which is going to be,

by definition, fluid and unstable for some time. Without the context and background

of the CONUS•-aining, the time required to present the amount of material neces- -

sary for an understanding of a particular situation in a lesser developed country

would be impossible to arrange at a point in time just before actual deployment.

The CONUS training should prepare the squad members, now about to embark on --
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a combined action mission, for the kinds of things that will be presented in

more detail during this final phase.

We here outline the form of the training package, but the details of any

particular contingency are too numerous to anticipate In the design of the form

for a general curriculun. Contingency planning for future combined action opera-

tions should include the preparation of predeployment training packages of the

kind we are suggesting for likely areas and locales of intervention. W4th this

preface, we shall now briefly sketch the essential components of the "last instruc-

tions" to be given to U. S. Marines before their commitment to a constabulary/

counterinsurgency combined action operation.

1. Military Orientation (Two Days)

a. Militara Situation (Two Hours)

b. Mission and Plan of Operations for the Total Force (Four Bours).

c. Mission, Organization, and Deployment of the Combined Action
Component of the Force (Four Hours).

d. Coordinat4 on and Liaison with Other U. S. Forces and the HostJ Country Counterpart Structures (Six Hours).

Sections a. and b. of the military orientation present a "big picture" of

the operation and how it fits into United States policy and interests, The points

*hat should be touched on here that are particularly important for a combined

action operation include:

I. The history of the U. S. involvement with this particular
country and particular area of the world;

2. The most recent relationships of the U. S. with the host
government leading up to the present crisis situation;

3. The range of potential Marine Corps missions, the ration-
ale for the choice of a combined action operation, and the
specific way in whici such an operation is preferable to
other possible responses by the United States Government.
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Sectlns c. and d, of the military orientation should involve the detailed

planning on the part of the command structure down to the squac lea('er level of

the actual commitment of Zorces, with particular attention paid to the counter-

part relationships which are expected to be established. These must be tailored

to the particular situation and are apprcpriately left to the command decisions

of the force officers.

2. Area/Country Orientation (One D~aL)

gThis material will probably be presented before Sections c. and d. of tLe

•i military orieithtion. It is set aside here as a separate unit for purpoc--. )f

keeping the content areas of predebarkation training integral.

•:! a. Physical Characteristics of the Deployment Site (One Ho,
•i For each independently detached unit, down to the squad level,

the topography, climatic peculiarities, settlement patterns,
communication routes (both natural and artificial), useful and
harmful flora and fauna, local diseases, and population distri-
butions, in their area of operation, should be spelled out in
great detail. The implications of these factors for field living
conditions and operations of the unit while eaployed should beS~~anticipated as much as possible. i

7 b._ Society and Culture (One Hour). A brief presentation of the
characteristics peculiar to this society should be given, in-
cluding the following topics:
(1) Governmental and administrative structures.
(2) The typical organization of local communities.
(3) Important . )cial and political groups.
(4) Status, ability and leadership patterns, particularly at

the village level.
(5) Basic values . d beliefs of the people, especially as these

may differ from basic American values and beliefs.
(6) Ordinary patterns of daily life, and customary manner-

isms used in interpersonal relations.
(7) Economic activities and conditions.
(8) Social communication patterns, particularly as these are

at odds with ordinary American patterns.
(9) Social and political alignments and conflicts that are tra-

ditional in the society. _
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c. Identification and Description of the Enemy (Three Hours).
A brief history of the insurgency or banditry that the combined
action operation is designed to counteract should be presented,
with particular attention paid to grievances in the local popula-
tion that provide support for the infrastructure which has to the
time of deployment insured the survival of the insurgency..
Social and political origins of the insurgency and its leaders, !

as known, should be presented. The ideology, strategy, tac-
tics, arms and resources of the insurgent operation should
be : itailed. The impact on the civil population, particularly
with respect to public order and political stability, should be
presented in detail. The consequences for operations in the
rural environment where the units will be deployed should be
presented in specific detail. I

d. r. i.*acteristics of the Indigenous Armed Forces (Three Hours).
Attention should be given to the counterpart constabulary opera-
tives whom the Marine Corps unit will be expected to work with,
if such a force exists. Its origins, mission, organization and
deployment should be presented. Kinds of training It has had,
the history of its relations with the civil population, the extent
and nature of its real control, and its assets and liabilities in
coping with the insurgency or banditry should be detailed. It
is critical here that accurate information, and not idealized
propaganda from the host government, be available to the units
about to be deployed. In particular, the feelings of the civil
ploulace toward the force that is to be the Marine counterpart
are critically important, since bad relations between the civil
population and an indigenous constabulary force create particu-
lary Jifficult problems for intelligence operations, particular-
ly operations designed to root out infrastructures.

3. Training Exercises

The purpose cf these exercises and devices is to provide the units with

practical experience in adapting the generalized predeployment training to the

specifics of local conditions, as these conditions have been outlined in Section 2

above. It is expected that these devices and procedures will be used throughout

predeployment training as necessary. They are intended as adjuncts and aids.

not as ends In and of themselves.

a, Sand Table Simulation of Operations in Rural Environments.
Adaptations of standard combat training to local conditions
should be visually illustrated by use of a sand table display.
In particular, this display should be able to simulate terrain,
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settlement pattern, communication pattern, and enemy tactical
pattern, in a variety of hypothetical rural settings. The optimum
forms of local defense, patrols, ambushes, reconnaissances,
surveillance measures, etc., should be demonstrated in practical
exercises with this table. In particular, the techniques of de-
ployment as they evolve while the counterpart forces are be-
coming upgraded should be visualized in a series that is related
to increasing capability on the part of cnunterpart forcc's. The
flexibility of the table should be such that environments with
coastlines, rivers, heavy forests, desert environs, etc., can
all be adequately presented. An emphasis should be placed on
problem presentation and solution on the part of Lidividual squad
members in order to begin to simulate experiences for them =

with the kinds of independent judgments called for which they
will have to exercise in a field situation.

b. Map and Aerial Photo Familiarization and Interzretation, As
many maps and aerial photos of the areas where a particular
unit is to be committed should be used as are available. Spe-
cific locations of various sites where activities will go on should
be pinpointed, and details of operations at the site at the earli-
est phases of entry should be worked out. Characteristics of
terrain, settlement patterns, and resources available for local
defense should be pointed out and inferred from the maps and
photographs.

c. A Review of Communication and Logistical Support Capabilities
Available. Communication and logistical exercises should be
conducted, to insurs- that the squad leaders in the detached units
are capable and conversant with procedures for calling in air/
artillery support. The relationship to the helicopter service
and MEDEVAC prccedures should be stated in specific detail.
At this time, the literal procedures and the units to be worked
with should be specified, and relationships between them should
be esttblished.

d. Lanuage. As much as possible, a rudimentary ability in the
language of the country to be entered should be developed. Road
signs, street signs, and other public displays of information -A
should be made available for interpretation, and members of
units should practice with one another rudimentary social inter-
course in the host country language. The language capability -1
available to the unit should also be specifically defined and pro-
cedures for calling upon it worked out in detail. Since inter-
preters may be in short supply, the coordination between differ-
ent separate units for the use of the interpreter capability, par-
ticularly in the early stages of entry, must be worked out at this
point.
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D. Summary¢;•

To indicate the relationships amtong the different parts of Ihe training

package, Table I has been prepared. Here, in summary form, is displayed the

timing and the content of the various parts of the training curriculum nocessary

4" to establish a combined action capability as a part of the general Mane Co'ps

operational competence.

Support Requirements

Depending upon the size of the combined action operation, particularly

in regard to the number of squads deployed, support require-enta -hould be read

into a company, a battalion, a regiment, or a division support system. 2  From

-case to case they will differ in magnitude and kind. -

":" • ~A. General Commnand and Control Requirements -

1. The general requirement on the support staff is to anticipate
problems of command and control created by the employment
Sof units committed as small detachments, wvhtch may be wildely
dispersed and operating in relative isolation from one another
over indefinite periods of time. Considerations of the extent
of the dispersal, the number of units that are operative, and Z
the characteristics of the area of operation should be used to
plan for maximum efficiency in the command of such dispersed
units. -

2. This implies that necessary decisions about several command
factors must be made. AmNng the more prominent of these are:

(a) The model of delegation of authority and responsibility
to lower echelons, including the amount e1 discretion in
command decisions that commanders at lower echelon
levels are allowed to exercise.

AM

I2 2 See MCO 3120. 3A, 18 August 1970, for curxce--prganizatiron~adoctrine. • !S®
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TL'Ole 1. Combined Action Training Program Framework

12 days A. Training in CONUS Prior to Deployment
9 das 1. Unit Training Package

days a. General Oricntation
hour (1) The Combined Action Concept

4 hours (2) Counterpart Relations
3 hours (3) USMC Experiences in Combined Action Operations
_4 hours (4) Mission, Organization, and Operations of a Combined

"4 hours (5) The Foreign Environment

7 days b. Specialized Training
4 hours (1) Insurgent Operations
4 hours (2) Counterinsurgent and Counter-Guerrilla Operations
6 hours (3) Military Police Operations
2 hours (4) PWs, Defectors, Agents, and Double-Agents
6 hours (5) Intelligence Operations for the Detached Unit
2 hours (6) Communication and Liaison Problems
5 hours (7) Combined Operaiions and the Training of Local Forces
3 hours (8) Civic Action and Psy.op Operations of the Detached Unit

- 5 hours (9) Map Making, Map Reading, and Its Uses
I hour (10) First Aid, Field Senitation, and Personal Hygiene
2 hours (1!) Field Maintenance
8 hours (12) Relationships with Local Civilians
8 hours (13) Use of Language

3 d Leadership Training Package
4 hours a. Special Leadership Resp,- sibilities and Requirements
1 hour b. The Role of the Attached Naval Hospital Corpsman

3 hours c. Woriing with Su--ior Structures in the Marine Corps
Chadn of Command

3 hours d. Working with Counterpart Chain of Command Structures
3 hours -2. Intelligence Systems
2 hours f. Civic Action and Psyop Functions
2 hours g. Commun::•.tions Discipline
2 hours h. LegP1 Consideration
4 hours i. Ac.ninistrative Detail

SB. Pre-Debarkation Training
9 -lays 1. Military Orientation

2 hours a. Military Situation
4 hours b. Mission and Plan of Operations for the Total Force
4 hou,.a c. Misision, Organization, and Deployment of the Combined

Action Component of the Force
6 hours d. Coordination and Liaison with Other U. S. Forces and the

Host Country Counterpart Structures
I,. Area/Country Orientation

I hour a. PhySical Characteristics of the Deployment Site
1 hour b. Soliety and Culture
3 hours c. Identification aad Description of the Enemy
3 hours d. Characteristics of the Indigenous Armed Forces
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(b) The coordination of staff functions to insure the opera-
tion of a unified mission-oriented effort. The alloca-
tion and coordination of staff functions will make for a
smooth operation, dependent upon the adequacy of prior
knowledge of the situation into which the small isolated
detachments are being committed.

(c) There must be assurance of both adequate feedback and
an adequate reporting system to facilitate the coordina-
tion of these separate units operating in relative isolation
from one another. Knowledge of the area of operation,
level of development of the indigenous forces and gov-
ernmenti and similar factors about the environment to
which the independent units are committed is a prerequi-
site for ade,'nately designing a system with adequate feed-
back characteristics.

3. Arrangements must be made for an appropriate form of com-
mand liaison with other regular U. S. units, if there are any,
in te area of operation. The experience in Vietnam has
shown the potential enhancement of a combined action mission
through cooperation with army and navy units in the provision
of, for example, fire support and MEDEVAC.

4. Arrangements must be made for command liaison with counter-
part structures, appropriate to the structures that exist, and
appropri-'.e to the mission and area of operation. This task
4 -xtremely complex, and its -content depends upon the nature
of the taotal aituatiou to Which the emall detachments are cnm-

H. Staff P'unctiorý'

.S.-1: Personnel

(a) The cr-tltal function at st~iff le-,el is tu estsbwlish rcalistic
procedures for the I dentifi cation of, -removal af, arnd re-

a Olne.%j of-m-.di-Aduais -Whno dc. lo~t wo)rk obi -1.4 'he !so-
i• ~ lated detarchmdnts. Several optiomis that have been used

In the Vietnarn. experience should nct• he adopted. In par-
i.iculuro the practice o:f sendia, waeshouts, .from Lr•ie 3quad
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into another should be avoided at all costs. It is antici-
pated that, to a certain degree, unit integrity will oper-
ate in opposition to this requirement. Procedures that
differ according to anticipated differences in circum-
stances should be elaborated beforehand, and a command
choice made of the appropriate one for the particular con-
tingency at hand.

(b) Complementary to this is the necessity to establish pro-
cedures for the replacement of washouts, as well as re-
placement of casualties that will occur. There is the
option of replacement by individuil or replacement by1 unit. An optimem degradation of the table of organiza-
tion strength should be established below which replace-
ment of unit occurs, and above which replacement of

individuals occurs.

(c) Rotation procedures which maximize the probability of
continuity in the combined action operation should be
established. An assessment of the characteristics of
an optimum tour of duty, as well as an optimum phasing
in of a new unit should be worked out in detail in advance.

2. S-2: Intelligence

(a) A thorough situation and intelligence briefing is neces-
sary for units at the time of their deployment. This
applies to replacement uilts as well as units going into
a situation for the first time.

(b) Standard operating procedures on identification of both
enemy and friendly agents should 1)e worked out. Where
relevant, u its can be provided with bh ,:klists, or
"stranger" patrols can be suggested as a mode of identi-
fying potent-al and actual insurgents. In general, there
should be a set of alternative plans which may be mudi-

fied by the tnit in the field but which can, nevertheless,
provide the -ndependent detachment's commander with
an array of .alternatives to use in coping with the prob. m
of how to de .1 with agents.

(c) Before deployment, an intelligence plan that is particu-
larly suited lo the conlingency involved should be worked
out and instr ictions to detachments should be given in de-
tail. This pl an will embody most of the elements noted
in this sectin i, arnd will pay particular attention to the
idiosyncratic characteristics of the host country environ-
ment.

(d) As the comrbiued action units are operational In the field,
a regular prozedure for intelligence briefings to and from
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iI
each of the sq~jads should be set up. Enemy activities,
to the best of the knowledge of the command level S-2
should be immediately reported to the independent de-•.• •tachments.

(e) In order to make the use of intelligence most effective,
the activity of the various units should be coordinated. -
This involves at a minimum (1) the free exchange of in-
telligence information, (2) immediate feedback of the
consequences of intelligence information fed in, and
(3) immediate feedba-' on the consequences of intelli-
gence information sent down.

(f) Maps and aerial photographs should be provided to each 3
detachment, one of elaborate detail concerning its par-
ticular area of operation, and another which locates it
in the general geographical setting of the total parent
unit from which it has been committed. These should
be updated on a regular basis, depending upon the level
of activity. Weekly updating in a Phase II insurgency is
desirable; biweekly updating in a Phase I insurgency is A
desirable.

(g) Interpreters and interrogators should be provided to de-
tachments as they need them. It is desirable to have one
man in each unit who is sufficiently conversant with the
host country language to be able to carry on conversations
of some degree of complexity with counterparts. How-
ever, since this is an unreasonable expectation for many

k• situations, there should, at least at staff level, be inter-
preters and interrogators available on demand to facili-
tate operations.

(h) An extensive debriefing procedure of detachment person-
nel on location should always be undertaken. The infor-

mation so obtained should be maintained in an institutional
j memory vehicle in order to facilitate continuily and effec- A

tiveness of the total operation, which might ordinarily be
expected to extend beyond the service tour of a particular A
Marine.

(i) Standard operating procedures for handling prisoners of
war, defectors, and agents taken by detachments should
be established. There should be a wder variety of op-
tions available than simply imprisonment or repatriation.

(j) Interrogation of PWs, defectors, and agents taken by
detachments should routinely and systematically be
carried out. In addition, information gathered from
the inteirrogation should be immediately forwarded to
the relevant detachment. If no useful information is
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forthcoming, the fact of the occurrence of an interroga-
tion should be mdde known to the detachment who cap-
tured the enemy personnel.

(kW An amnesty program, if appropriate, should be estab-
lished. Particularly if the host government is strong,
the option of offering amnesty to all defected insurgents
should be implemented.

3. 1-3: Operations

(a) The strategy for the initial deployment of detachments,
and the criteria for subsequent redeployment and move-
ment depending upon contingent developments, should be

worked out in advance of commitment in the host country.
In particular, the criteria for subsequent redeployment
and movement are critically important. A balance be-
tween staying long enough to become confident of one's
knowledge of an area, yet responding by movement to the
insurgent"* movement throughout the countryside. must
be struck.

(b) Priorities and procedures for air, ground, and sea com-
bat support detachments should be worked out. The prob-
lem of coordination with other U. S. presencee and with
local support capabilities should be agreed upon explicitly
in advance. Reaction forces should be clearly defined,
and procedures for calling them to an area where they
are needed on very short notice should be established.
Reaction forces include other U. S. presences and the
available counterpart forces in a general area, as well as
other Marine Corps units.

(c) Communications plans and procedures must be worked out.
The timing of communications, the assignment of radio call
"signs and frequencies, and the providing of additional corn-
munications personnel and equipment must be arranged in -
advance.

(d) Military operations with indigenous forces should be co-
ordinated at the command level. It is assumed that the
isolated detachment will be able to work with the constab-
ulary or counterinsurgency forces of indigenous areas at
the squad level quite effectively, but for larger scale oper-

ations in line with the general strategy of the total mission,
procedures must be coordinated at a higher command level.

(e) Standard operating procedures for surveillance and super-
vision of the deployed detachments should be worked out.
These should be not so demanding that the command strac-
ture is doing nothing but going into the field to look over the
tactical moves of .-rch squad, nor so loose that there is
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little notion of coordinated activity in support of the basic
strategy which can only be apparent at higher command
levels.

(f) Staff liaison with regular Marine Corps or other U. S.
forces, involved with the operation, in regard to support
of combined actioa detachments, should be maintained.

(g) Training for the combined action units, of the predeploy-
ment type described in Chapter III, and retraining as

needed, should always be a possibility in the operation.
As the situation changes, and the nature of the insurgency
and the counterpart relationships evolve, new demands
and new procedures become more important. Flexibility,
here as everywhere, is the key to the planning that is neces-
sary to effectively implement the operation.

(h) The training of local defense forces, and especially the se-
lection of outstanding individuals for possible advancement
from these local forces, should be planned for. The appro-
priate level of military skill necessary for such advance-
ment, depending upon the nature of the insurgency and the
strength of the infrastructure, should be taken into account
when such training demands are placed upon combined action
squads.

(i) The orgmnization, training, and deployment of Mobile
Training Teams, where the skills taught are not present
adequately at the squad level, should be anticipated as a
possible adjunct to upgrading efforts of the squad.

(j) A security evaluation system, noting the progress of the
strategic mission, should be applied regularly. It is criti-
cal that this system be responsive to exigencies and reali-
ties of the field, yet not allow overall strategy to be ob-
scured by the tactical fluidity of such a complicated situ-
ation.

(k) Civic action and psychological operations ideas, sugges-
tions, and requests initiated by detachments should be re-
ceived and carefully evaluated. Since these detachments
are responding to the nature of the particular situation
in which they are moving, they should have highest pri- -I

ority in any case, but particularly in those cases where
materiel is in short supply. One of the critical cnse-
quences of the USMC squad being in the field is their
ability to realistically assess what is desired as well as
what is needed by the counterpart peoples.
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(1) The coordination of civic action and psychological opera-
tions as they impinge on the detachments in a total area
should be carefully worked out. Inadvertent interference
because of lack of coordination should be avoided at all
costs.

4. S-4: Logistics

(a) Logistical operating procedures should be established, and
all detachments should be aware of them.

(b) Detachments in the field should be supplied regularly, and
on time.

(c) The arming and supplying of indigenous defense forces
should be worked out with counterpart command structures.
In particular, the extent to which the Marine Corps is re-
sponsible for this, and the extent to which the counterpart
is responsible for it, should be explicitly stated. In addi-
tion, as demands change over time, that is, as the counter-
parts become stronger or weaker, as the case may b ,. a
shift in the armnng and supplying responsibilities should
appropriately occur.

(d) Logistical support for civic action projects requested by
detachments and approved by command should be provided.
Among the more common demands made in this way will be
transportation, construction materials, tools, sports
equipment, technical advice, and technical personnel. The
myriad of problems associated with the provision of all of
these factors at appropriate times in places where requested
should be anticipated as much as possible.

5. S-5: Civil Affairs

(a) An area orientation to dpoachments in predeployment training,
of the kind suggested in Chapter III, should be available for
areas of likely commitment of combined action units.

(b) Detachments should be oriented with respect to the kinds of
S-5 activities possible. The support capabilities and the re- I
quirements for the detachments should be made clear to them.

(c) [See S-3, k.]

(d) Procedures for the requisitioning of goods and services to
meet these requests as approved should be worked out and
implemented with as little red tape as possible.

(e) [See S-3, 1.
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(f) Since S-5 activities are, in large part, a product of S-2,
3, and 4 activities, the coordination among these staff
functions is particularly crucial in a combined action op-
eration.

(g) Staff liaison with the counterpart structures, particularly
with regard to civilian or noncombatant populations, should
be established and rigorously maintained. Feedback from
counterparts on the relationships between the squads and
the cihilian populations among whom they are living, should
be encouraged and should be given careful consideration in
the ongoing structuring of the mission. If the civilians are
lost, then the mission is lost. This is the criterion which
must remain uppermost in the minds of all personnel con-
nected with combined action counterinsurgency operations
at all times.

(h) A grievance system should be set up that is coordinated with
the counterpart structure. An attempt should be made to
deal promptly with grievances by either USMC personnel or
counterpart personnel. The emphasis must be on objectivity
and honesty, neither an obsequious yielding to the counter-
part's side nor an arrogant usurpation of power on our side.
The occurrence of grievances should be used as an oppor-
tunity to gain fuller understanding of the differences between
the two cultures rather than solely an occasion for punish- I
ment and blame assignment.

A
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The conclusions and recommendations presented in this chapter cover

the entire scope of this research project and draw on the findings and conclusions

of the two preceding volumes as well as on the substance of the present volume.

Our trail has led from past cases of USMC constabulary forces and operations,

through the recent Vietnam experience with the Combined Action Program, and

thence out into the world of tomorrow's co.flicts and contingencies. We have

moved from historical documentation, to direct observation of a living case, to

conjecture about futurc situations and future roles. J-

Despite the sometime murkiness of the record, despite the understand-

able doubts and reservations held by many Marines who served with the CAP pro-

gram in Vietnam, and despite the obvious uncertainties of the world of the future,

there is no doubt in the minds of the authors of these conclusions and recommen-

dations that the USMC Combined Action concept is the most effective and defensible

capability yet devised by any U. S. military component for low key constabulary

type operations in foreign environments. Its principles are sound and only need

to be wisely interpreted and applied. -- A

A

Conclusions IT

I. The historical record of USMC Constabulary and Combined
Action operations, as reviewed and assessed in the present
study, shows that the Corps has developed and battleteited
a highly effective capability for low profile response to low
intensity conflict situations. 4

2. The experience with the Combined Action Program in the
Republic of Vietnam not only demonstrated the success of
that particular program but also provided convincing evi-
dence of the merit of the USMC CA concept in future con-
tingencies where such a response is requiied.
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-R3. There will be a need for, and opportunities to use, the
-Combined Action concept in the tuiure. Revolutionary

ferment and the incidence of internal violence in the under-
developed countries of the world probably will remain high
in the medium term future, but large-scale Communest
revolutionary insurgencies, such as those in Vietnam, in
Malaya. or in the Philippines probably will not dominate
the scene in Jhe future. More likely, smaller insurgencies,
in the Level I-Il range and with a more pronounced nation-
alistic flavor, will prove to be the rule and combined action

operations of the future will probably be conducted in the
relatively small, lesser developed nations. However, due
to the intense nationalism prevailing throughout the world,

D even small nations usually will be loathe to call in outside
assistance unless the security situation is critical. 'Ibis,

t; plus the projected decreases in U. S. overseas involve-
inents and comirntments, and the shift toward low intensity,
low visibility postures, strongly indicates that combined
action operations most likely will be conducted with little
or no support from large U. S. or indigenous conventionalmilitary forces.

4. Hence the Amphibious Task F'orce appears to be a most
plausible and effective framework for a Combined Action
Operation. The Combined Action concept is fully compatible
with sea basing. It is an additional capability providing the
Commander Amphibious Task Force (CATF) with an option
he can utilize in the event that the situation calls for low

I• profile, low visibility projection of influence ashore, but

it does not place added burdens on a sea base and it does
not detract from the full use of the Amphibious Task Force
(ATF) capability should this be subsequently required.
Furthermore, since Combined Action Force units would be
trained in addition to, not in lieu of, regular trainihg, de-
ployment on a CAP-type mission would not detract from the
ATF capability to conduct standard types of ship-to-shore
or land-based operations.

5. Since the USMC will probably have a use for this capability
in the future, the Corps should proceed immediately to in-
stitutionalize Combined Action, both in doctrine and in
training, to the extent that it can afford to do so.

6. A comprehensive, written basis for Combined Action doc-
trine now exists in the Interim Technical Report covering
the previous phase of research. This document lays out
the generic mission, objectives, component tasks and sup-

- -port requirements of CA operations and details training,
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requirements for CA forces at the platoon and squad level.
It should be transfc,'med into a standard FMFM and dis-
tributed to all commands ASAP.

7. The most effective, least expensive and least radical way
of accomplishing the training objective is to build the CA
capability into the regular rifle units. Here it will be re-
inforced by its universality in the Corps, its continuing
close ;sociation with the more traditional roles of the
USM( rooper, and its regular inclusion in otherwise rou-
tie -tr-,ining programs and exercises. The USMC cannot
afford separate standing units for this purpose. and such
specialized units are contrary to the Corps tradition that
any Marine squad shou,. be able to do what any other
Marine squad does with the same random distribution of
personality types and individual experiences and skills.
The foregoing, RVN experience and current threat pro-
jections indicate ther- is more to be gained from the
training and use of the standard USMC rifle platoons and
squads in CA operations than in trying to put together a
special CA force.

8. Formal combined action indoctrination and training should
be directed to all command and staff levels of the Corps,
so that all ranks and all commands are infused with the
same basic concept and have a common understanding of
the potentialities, limitations and intended uses of the USMC
CA capability.

9. Field training should be developed and program .ed for all
USMC units. The focus for intensive training in CA opera-
tions and support functions should be the battalion, which
as a BLT, will provide the basis for a combined action
landing force, In addition to unit training at the squad and
platoon level there sYkould be special individual training
for squad and platoon leaders, for company commanders
and for the BnCo and his staff since the success of the CAO
will depend in large part on the way in which the special
command and control and support functions are handled.
Hence three levels of field training, each coordinated and
integrated with the other should be developed as follows,
using the FMFM as a basis for POI and course content:

a. Unit Training. A CA training program should be
instituted for all rifle squads. Phis should be

part of traditional USMC rifle squad training
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similar in concept to Basic Training and AlI, and
should b! designed as a natural follow-on to AIT.
Refresher training at regular intervals should also
be provided to all units.

b. Individual Training for Unit Leaders and Corpsmen.
L Unit leaders and Corpsmen should receive additional

special training to prepare them for their augmented
responsibilities in their roles as CAU leaders.

c. Individual Training for Battalion COs and Staff Officers.
Officers responsible for the deployment of a USMC com-
bined action force should receive indoctrination and
training in the special command, control and staff sup-

t port requirements for the conduct of CA operations.

The field training program outlined in Chapter V above is de-
signed for optimal conditions. It is recognized that all training
normally operates under less than optimal conditions and that
other requirements, including other kinds of training, will com-

F pete for the available time. Hence we do not assume here that
the predeployment package will in all instances be admi.iistered
as a complete unit; more lixely sections of it will be introduced
into training schedules as priorities permit. The designated I
days and hours for each portion of the trainiag program should
be understood as indicating relative weights to be given to thr'
various training subjects rather than absolute time allocations.

1 10. Training and support requirements cannot be isefully developed sa
or refined without some form of exposure, practical exercise
and experimental field testing. We have found, contrary to our
original expectations, that our hypothetical scenarios of past
and future contingencies served more to display the training
and support requirements developed in the prior phase of re-
search than to put them to the test. Research efforts without
further experiential inputs have reached their natural limits
and must be followed now by classroom discu3slon, and by the
use of CA scenarios in field training exercises, preferably as
full scale and as realistic as possible.

11. The inherent readiness of Marine forces to conduct operations
in a wide variety of situations and environments offers special
opportunities and reasons to plan and prepare ior the conduct
of operations that incorporate as many of the cc'mbined action
features as practicable. Counterinsurgency operations and
those operations and deployments in the general category of
"expeditions short of war" provide the mst obvious opportu-
nity to exploit the CAO potential. Provision for a USMC corn-
bned action capability, as describe-d I.- the Reverp, r'puvv
of this project, should be made in USMC mid- ýuid long-range
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planning. Planners s: ,uld study these reports for guidelines 4
as to i" : the most appropriate ways of including the overall
com9..,ed action capability in future contingency planning,
(2) the most plausible uses and mixes of the component capa-
bilities, and (3) the most effective force structures for I
bringing these capabilities to bear.

A 12. Our historical review, and our projcction of a hypothetical

Combined Action operation into historical cases, suggest
that the Combined Action capability should be examined in
the light of its potential for rmulti-lateral operations--e. g.,
CA units as elements in UN peace keeping mission, ag part
of combined force operating under a regional defense treaty

--such as SEATO, OAS, or a bilateral arrangement between A
two neighboring countries.

Recommendations I
1. Prepare and publish a basic manual for USMC Combined

Action Operations.

2. Establish both the formal and field training base for the CA I
capability.

-a. Formal indoctrination and training in CA concepts,
capabilities and operations should be programmed
at all levels, in all Marine Corps schools. Ya

b. Field training in all phases of CA operations should
be programmed for both depl.oyed and non-deployed
units. Under optimal conditions all of the unit train- Al

ing outlined above should be administered as recoin-
mended. Recognizing that other requirements com-
pete fos available training time, at least the mission-
oriented portion of training should be implemented inI
whole and, consonant with other priorities, every
effort should be made to introduce as much as possible
of the remainder of the optimum training package on
a continuing basis. With these qualifications in mind,
it is recommended that:
(1) All deployed units should be exposed to the CA

concepts immediately and should begin to acquire
the capability, dhrough the allotment of portions
of the anuial training cycle to CA subjects and
through participation in training excrcises in
which the CA concepts and operatvas are included.
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(2) Units programmed for deployment should receive
the full CA curriculum as part of *hel r predeploy-

N 3. Continue to develop and refine CA doctrine through testing
N of principles, pr.ctices, techniques and requirenents in

routine training exercises, employing scenarios with ajS• variety of situations and operational formats.

4. Incorporate combined action concept, capabAt1itea and re-
quirements, as developed in this study, in mid-range plans
and plan for probabilities and potentialities of employing the
combined action concept on a multi-lateral as well as a bi-
lateral basis.

ii--N
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APPENDIX A

MODEL ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
FOR COMBINED ACTION OPERATIONS

Composition Operational Tasks/Emphases

EILT Iidqtrs Command, control, support, liaison

H&S Co (-) 1/23
NGF Lan Team, Hq Btry, 1st En, 14thi Mar
1st Plat (-), Co A. 4th Eng BnV Shore Party Team, Co A, 4th SP Bn
Coil Plat, Co A. 4th Med En40
Det, 4th Ser En
Det, MP Co. Hq~n, 4th WlarDiv

1st Plat, Co A, 4th ArnTrac EnI
Inter/Trans 4uta, M~n

CCl~bem *MFiA Combined operations

CoA
Det H&S Co

FAC Party (5)
1st Squad. Fl~ame Sec (5)
1st Squad. 106mm. RR Plat (9)
Det, Med Plat (12)

FO Team. Etry A. 14th Mar (5)
1st Squad. 1st Plat, Co, A, 4th Eng En (11) 11

CAC B Combined operations
CoB
Det H&S Co

FO Team. 31mm Mort Plat (2)
2d Squad, Flame Sec (5)
2d Squad, 106mm RR Plat (9)
Det. Med Plat (12) v

FO Team, Etry A. 14th Mar (5) A
2d Squad. lat Plat. Co A. 4th Eng En

CAC C Combined operations
Co C
Det H&S Co

FAC Party (5)
FO Team. 81 mm Mort Pint (2)
3d Squad. Flame Sec (5)
3d Sqy-aad, 106mm RR Plat (9)
Det. Med Plat (12)

NGF Spot Team, Hq Btry, 1et En. 14th Mar (7)
3d Squad. 1ot Plat# Co A. 4th Eng En.

""Combined Action Compay
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1st Plat. Co A. 4th Recon Bn Combined reconnaissance/surveillance

Btry A. 14th Mar Fire support

Ist Plat, Co A. 4th Tk Bn Direct fir-. missions, prepared support
on order.

8_mm Mort Plat Fire support

BLT Ready Force Prepared support/reinforce anywhere -1
Co D in BLT area on order; conduct security/

combat patrols as assigned

The above model organization is a generalized format for a generic

mission; At could be task organized for known missions in which specific ob-

jectives and activities were emphasized--e. g., it could include more Mili-

tary Police or more Civic Action support personnel.
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